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INTRODUCTION

The Asian Legal Consultative Committee, as it was originally called 
was constituted in November 1956 by the Governments of Burma 
Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan and Syria to serve as an advisory 
body of legal experts and to facilitate and foster exchange of views and 
information on legal matters of common concern among the member 
governments. In response to a suggestion made by the then Prime 
Minister of India, the late Jawaharlal Nehru, which was accepted by all 
the then participating governments, the Committee's name was 
changed to that of Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee as from 
the year 1958, so as to include participation of countries in the African 
continent. The present membership of the Committee is as follows:

FULL MEMBERS: Arab Republic of Egypt, Bangladesh, People' 
Republic of China, Cyprus, The Gambia, Ghana, India, Indonesia 
Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea, Republic of Korea, Kuwait, Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mongolia, Nepal, Nigeria, Omar 
Pakistan, Qatar, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somali Democratic 
Republic, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syria, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey 
Uganda, United Arab Emirates and Yemen Arab Republic,.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Botswana, and Saudi Arabia.

The Comn^ittee is governed in all matters by its Statutes and 
Statutory Rules. Its functions as. set out in Article 4 of its Revised 
Statutes* are:

(a) To examine questions that are under consideration by the 
International Law Commission and to arrange for the view of 
the Committee to be placed before the Commission; to 
consider the reports of the Commission and to make 
recommendations thereon to the governments of the 
participating States;

(b) To communicate with the consent of the governments of the 
participating States, the points of view of the Committee on

'Revised Statutes came into force on 12 January 1587
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lxv IMG [ ILCVJinternational legal problems referred lu „, lu llie 
Nations, other institutions and international organizations:

(C) To consider legal problems that may be referred to the
Committee by the participating States and to make such
recommendations to governments as may be thought fit:

(d; To exchange views and information on matters of common 
concern having legal implications and to make 
recommendations thereon, if deemed necessary; and

[e) To undertake, with thu consent of or at the request of
participating States, such other activities as may be deemed
appropriate for fulfilment of hie functions and purposes of the 
Committee.

Sessions of the AALCC

lhe AALCC holds its regular sessions annually by rotation in the 
various member countries. The Sub-Committees and Working Groups 
appointed by the AALCC also meet during the inter-sessional periods as 
ana when necessary. The AALCC has so far met in twenty-six 
sessions. The first session was held in New Delhi (1957), second in 
Cairo (1953), third in Colombo (1960), fourth in Tokyo (1961), fifth in 
Rangoon (1962), sixth in Cairo (1964), seventh in Baghdad (1965) 
eighth in Bangkok (1966), ninth in New Delhi (1967), tenth in Karachi 
(1969,, eleventh in Accra (1970). twelfth in Colombo h 9711, thirteenth 
n Lagos (1972), fourteenth in New Delhi (1973), fifteenth in Tokyo 

Sl*teerith -n Teheran (1975), seventeenth in Kuala Lumpur 
(1 - r 6), eighteenth in Baghdad (1977), nineteenth in Doha, (1978). 
twentieth in Seoul (1979), twenty-first in Jakarta (1980) ’ twenty- 
second in Colombo (1981), twenty-third in Tokyo (1983), twenty fourth 
JT Kathmandu (1985) twenty-fifth in Arusha (1936) and twenty-sixth in 
Bangkok (1987) . At the sessions, member countries are represented 
by high level delegations which have included Chief Justices, Cabinet 
Ministers, Attorneys-Generat, Judges and senior officials of the 
Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of Law and Justice. A large number of 
non-member Asian and African countries, countries from outside the 
Asian-African region, United Nations, its agencies and other inter
governmental organisations are usually represented by their legal 
experts in the capacity of observers at the AALCC sessions. Australia 
and New Zealand have been accorded permanent observer status.

Relationship with other organisations

As early as 1960 the AALCC had entered into official relations with 
tKe International Law Commission which maintains onnh iinVc

regional organisations, like the European Committee on Legal Co
operation and the Inter-American Juridical Committee. The AALCC also 
maintains official relationship with the various United Nations organs 
and agencies, such as the United Nations Secretariat, UNCTAD, 
UNCITRAL, UNIDO, UNHCR, UNEP, ECA, ECE, ESCAP, FAO and IMO. 
At its thirty-fifth session the United Nations General Assembly by its 
Resolution 35/2 adopted on 13 October 1980 decided to accord 
Permanent Observer status to the AALCC in view of the importance of 
its work. As a result of these arrangements, the AALCC is invited to be 
represented at all conferences and meetings convened by the United 
Nations or its agencies in the field of law. The representatives of those 
bodies also attend the AALCC sessions from time to time.

Apart from the United Nations and its agencies, the AALCC also 
maintains official relations with various regional organisations and 
certain specialized inter-governmental organisations. These include the 
League of Arab States, the Commonwealth Secretariat, the Hague 
Conference on Private International Law, the International Institute for 
the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT), the Latin American 
Economic System (SELA), the Inter-American Juridical Committee of 
the OAS and the European Committee on Legal Co-operation of the 
Council of Europe.

Training Scheme

A training programme has been established in the AALCC 
Secretariat since the year 1970 to offer facilities for officers of the 
member governments to gain experience in research and handling of 
international law problems by being attached to the AALCC Secretariat 
for a period of six to nine months. The Commonwealth Fund for 
Technical Co-operation (CFTC) offers financial grant to officers from 
Commonwealth member governments in Africa to avail of this internship 
programme. The scheme has so far been availed of by officers deputed 
by the governments of Arab Republic of Egypt, Ghana, Iraq, Nepal, 
Nigeria, Republic of Korea, Syria, Tanzania, Uganda and Yemen Arab 
Republic.

Overview of the work done by the AALCu

One of the functions assigned to the AALCC at its inception was 
the examination of questions that were under consideration of the 
International Law Commission ()LC) and to arrange for the views of the 
AALCC to be placed before the Commission.

An equally important task entrusted to the AALCC was to consider
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^gal problems referred lo it by any of its member governments ana to 

ake such recommendations to governments as it thought fit. This 
advisory ro e of the AALCC was particularly important in its early years 
as the newly independent States in the Asian-African region were faced 
with many difficult problems having an international legal content and 
were anxious to take a concerted approach on those issues and for this 
purpose were keen to be guided by the views of an expert body 
composed of the leading jurists of the region. As a result, at its 
inception there were as many as twelve different subjects which the 
member governments wanted the AALCC to consider. These included 
questions concerning Restrictions on the Immunity of States in respect 
of Commercial Transactions; Extradition of Fugitive Offenders- Status

a SeflmDent °f Allens includinS the Question of Diplomatic Protection 
and State Responsibility; Dual Nationality; Law of the Sea- Reciprocal
Matters and Legal^jjjfo,cemenl °' F°^9" Aments in Matrimonial

By the time the AALCC held its third session in Colombo in 1960 it 
was already in a position to make its recommendations on the question 
of Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges on which a United Nations
Th "TTiTT.0 Plen'Potentiar'es was due to convene the following year 
I he AALCC s recommendations on this subject not only dealt with the 

fra t articles prepared by the ILC but included certain draft formulations 
of its own. At the United Nations Conference on Diplomatic Relations 
held m Venna m 1961, the AALCC's recommendations on the subject 
were officially circulated as a conference document, and some of its
lertn°r^HeMhatl0nS rWere incorP°rated in the Convention that was 
adopted at that conference.

held^n iïfiine?hthAef,°^0Ur yearS be9inn'n9 with its Tokyo Session 
hed m 961 the AALCC s programme of work followed a uniform
pattern. It continued to meet annually for a period of two weeks with the 
participation of eminent jurists from member countries and was able to 
make substantia: progress on the subjects referred to it by the member
suWertTen'S' Tre ,AAbCC’s re“mmendations on several of these 
subjects were finalised and reports submitted. Among the various
mav bfmad ^ 'h® AALCC dUrin9 th'S Peri0d’ Particular mention 
NnHo, t d, °V recommendations on the question of the Legality of 

clear Tests adopted at its Cairo Session held in 1964; the Principles 
rancermng the Status and Treatment of Aliens finalised at the Tokyo
Jon ed Z t r: and Te Pnnciples concering the Rights of Refugees,
UnïdMa i BnanfokSession in 1966, which paved the way for the 
Un ted Nations Declaration on Territorial Asylum the following year The
the “JJ f rec°mmendations on Legality of Nuclear Tests, which were in 
ne nature of a pioneering work, attracted the attention of the United

Nations and later of the International Court of Justice in the complaint 
filed before it by Australia and New Zealand against France. 
Recommendations were also finalised on the question of Immunity of 
States in respect of Commercial Transactions; Principles for Extradition 
of Fugitive Offenders; Free Legal Aid; Arbitral Procedure; Dual 
Nationality; Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgments, the Service 
of Process and the Recording of Evidence among States, both in Civil 
and Criminal cases; and Relief against Double Taxation. In addition, the 
AALCC at its New Delhi session held in 1967 discussed the merits of the 
judgment of the International Court of Justice in the South-West 
Africa Cases and the Status of South-West Africa. The 
AALCC also examined the ILC's work on the Law of Treaties; the Law of 
International Rivers; the Revision of the United Nations Charter; 
Codification of the principles of Peaceful Cc-Existence; and the Law of 
Outer Space.

A major change in the AALCC's programme of work and the method 
of its functioning came about in 1969 when it was decided that the 
AALCC should, in addition to its advisory role to its member 
governments, assist its member States in the preparations for 
international conferences of plenipotentiaries convened by the United 
Nations. The Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties was the first 
major law-making conference which was attended by a large number of 
delegations from the newly independent States of Asia and Africa. Dr. 
T. O. Elias, who was the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole at that 
conference and also the Chairman of the Afro-Asian Group, suggested 
that the AALCC should prepare a study on some of the important 
questions and arrange for a meeting which would enable the Asian and 
African delegations to have full and frank exchange of views on the 
crucial issues on the subject. The Karachi Session of the AALCC held in 
1969, on the eve of the second session of the Vienna Conference on 
the Law of Treaties, was utilized for this purpose and the discussions at 
that session paved the way for the settlement of the outstanding issues 
and the successful conclusion of the Convention on the Law of 
Treaties.

In December 1970, the United Nations General Assembly decided 
to convene the Third Conference on the Law of the Sea. A suggestion 
was made that the AALCC should take up this subject with a view to 
assisting its member governments and other governments of the region 
in the preparations for the proposed conference, having regard to the 
significant role played by the AALCC in connection with the Conference 
on the Law of Treaties. From then onwards, the Law of the Sea has 
continued to remain a priority item on the AALCC's programme of work 
as well as the agenda of its annual sessions beginning with the twelfth



session held in Colombo in 1971. The AALCC Secretariat has assisted 
its member governments and other governments in the region by 
preparing useful studies and discussion papers. Apart from this, inter- 
sessional consultations on a regular basis have been carried on 
through meetings of its sub-committees and working groups.

Almost at the same time as the AALCC addressed itself to the 
consideration of Law of the Sea, it was felt that it should also include in 
its programme of activities consideration of legal questions in the field 
of international trade and development in view cf the establishment of 
UNCTAD and UNCITRAL which were expected to take up on a long-term 
basis the formulation of the international law and practice relating to 
such matters. Official relationships were established with these two 
bodies and a section in the AALCC Secretariat was created to deal with 
international trade law matters.

Since the legal rules governing international trade had been a 
product primarily of the industrial nations of Western Europe and 
consequently oriented to safeguard the interests of their trading 
communities, it became necessary for the Asian and African States to 
take an active role in the examination and formulation of such rules 
under the auspices of the specialised bodies of the United Nations. This 
was particularly so in the fields of shipping legislation, international 
commercial arbitration and formulation of uniform laws in regard to 
international trade transactions. The AALCC's work had, therefore, to 
be directed towards preparation of studies and papers to assist the 
countries of this region to play an effective role in the deliberations of 
organs and bodies like UNCITRAL and UNCTAD as also in conferences 
of plenipotentiaries that were being convened to draw up conventions or 
codes of conduct regulating trade law matters. Work of this nature dealt 
with by the AALCC and its Secretariat has been in relation to the 
Convention on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences adopted in 
1974, the Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea and the 
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods which have 
been adopted at the plenipotentiaries Conferences held at Hamburg and 
Vienna in 1978 and 1980, respectively. Preparatory work in respect of 
the Convention on Liner Conferences had been undertaken by UNCTAD 
and in respect of Carriage of Goods by Sea and Contracts for 
International Sale of Goods by UNCITRAL.

Following a proposal that the AALCC should also take up specific 
issues relating to questions which were of special interest to the region, 
the AALCC undertook the formulation of model or standard contracts for 
use in international transactions in regard to commodities and raw 
materials which are primarily exported from the countries of the region.

commodities continued to be made on terms and conditions drawn up by 
. . . - i.1._— I r«r,/4nn can? * crviViP* nf thG GclQinC!

found that most of the transactions in regard to such

centres ^Western Europe's-"terms and conditions were heavily 

weighted in favour of the European buyejs and needed to be r^ewed m
order to have more balanced contractual provisions which would 
effectively take care of the interests of both the buyer and the seller 
After five years of consultations with the governments and trading 
omandations of the region and the United Nations agences „ke the 
UNCITRAL and ECE, the AALCC was able to evolve ‘wo standart 
contracts, one based on F.O.B. and the other o _ . ' ’
applicable in respect of such commodities. The C.LF^ model con 
form was finalised after another couple of years of 6Jorts'n1®®° t th 
AALCC's Jakarta Session. Steps are now being taken to promote 
use of these model contracts so that they can gradually replace the 
outmoded standard forms drawn up by private trading associations.

Another question of great importance to this region was to find 
ways and means by which disputes of a commercial nature ansmg out 
of trading and other types of private law transactions coub be set led 
expeditiously and through adoption of fair procedures. It was noted that 
most of the contracts governing such transactions between Asian- 
African parties including governments and governmental corporations 
anJThe parties in other regions provided for settlement of disputes^by 
arbitration under the auspices of chambers of commerce 
institutions located in Western Europe. It was found tha^ h 
orocedures adopted by some of these institutions at times worked 
inequitably for the developing countries, but their weaker bargaining 
positions left them with no options but to accept such arbi 
clauses The AALCC had made certain important recommendation 
t ?s reg Jd which led to the formulation of a Draft Model Law on 
international Commercial Arbitration by UNCITRAL as well as to the
establishment of two Regional Centres of Arbitration _one in Kua a
Lumpur (April 1978) and another in Cairo (January 1979) un 
auspices of the AALCC. These Centres are the first ° their kind and a 
unique in the sense that they represent an effort on the part o a group
of countries at an inter-governmental level, to prov,de for he f, st time a
machinery for settlement of disputes on an integrated patternnr rega^ 
to international transactions of a commercial nature, 
not merely envisaged to provide facilities for arbitration under thek own 
auspices but their principal functions include several broad based 
objectives such as co-ordination of activities of national nstitutio 
within the region served by the Centres, providing facilities for â£Ü^ 
arbitration as9 also in arbitrations held under the auspices; of «her 

ranWorinn nf assistance in the enforcement of awards.
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The Centres have started making their impact and a number of 
agreements have since been signed that provide for settlement of 
disputes under the auspices of these Centres. Formal agreements have 
also been signed with the World Bank's International Centre for 
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) for mutual co-operation and 
assistance between these centres and ICSID.

Agreements have also been concluded for mutual co-operation with 
several national arbitration institutions such as American Arbitration 
Association the Korean Commercial Arbitration Board, the Indian 
Council of Arbitration, the Japan Commercial Arbitration Association 
the ndonesian Commercial Arbitration Board and national arbitration' 
institutions in Australia, Morocco, Spain and Jordan.

■ ■ /he-uAuC^ haS alS° taken steps t0 sPonsor two Regional Seminars 
jomt'y with the Secretariat of the UNCITRAL. The first Regional Seminar
Arbitré m ,h0W Delh'durin9 March 1984 on International Commercial 
Arbitration; the second entitled "Asian-Pacific Regional Trade Law
Semina, was held in Canberra in November 1984 in association with the 
Austrahan-Attorney General’s Department.

Since its Jakarta Session held in 1980, the AALCC has embarked 
on another significant venture i.e., the development of a legal frame
work for co-operation amongst the member countries in the field of 
industries in the context of realization of some of the objectives of the 
New International Economic Order. It was felt necessary to identify the 
content as well as the areas in which such co-operation was feasible 
before developing a legal framework. As a follow-up of the Jakarta 
Session, a two-day Ministerial Meeting on Regional Co-operation in 
Industries was held in Kuala Lumpur in December 1980 with the object 
of devsmg a possible pattern of regional co-operation in the economic 
field particularly in regard to industrialization. The important areas for 
such co-operation were identified to be as follows: (i) Downstream 
activities in relation to petroleum and gas including processing 
transportation ana marketing: (n) Iron and steel and non-ferrous 
industry; (m) Engineering and machine tools; (iv) Energy other than 
petroeum such as coal; and (v) Food and agro-industries. The 
Ministerial Meeting was followed by a three-day meeting of officials for 
in-depth consideration of certain specific issues indicated by the 
Ministerial Meeting. 1

Another Ministerial Meeting held in Istanbul in September 1981 
recommended that medium and small scale projects such as cement 
fertilizers and building material plants should be brought within the 
framework of the required co-operation. The need was emohasized for

exchange of information on industrial policies and plans for industrial 
development as well as the relevant laws and regulations concerning 
investments in the region in order to promote joint-ventures. Also 
recommended was the preparation of general guidelines on a tentative 
framework for co-operation in industrial projects which could be 
applicable in collaboration arrangements as well as organization of 
training programmes in technical and managerial fields.

Progress has been achieved in the matter of exchange of 
information on laws and regulations in the field of industry investment 
opportunities as also on training facilities. Fifteen member governments 
have so far furnished the required information which has been duly 
circulated. The preparation of draft guidelines for joint venture 
arrangements in the industrial sector has now been taken in hand.

Another step taken by the Committee towards promotion of the 
economic co-operation was to bring together prospective investors and 
representatives of its member governments in periodic dialogues as 
practical means of promoting investments in the developing countries. 
The AALCC had arranged two such meetings in New York in 1984 and 
1985.

AALCC'S Contribution to the Commemoration o? the 
Fortieth Anniversary of the United Nations

Since 1982, the Committee's work supportive of the efforts of the 
United Nations has proceeded in three directions, namely:-

(I) inclusion of certain items and topics under consideration of 
the United Nations in the work programme of the AALCC;

(ii) Assistance rendered to governments in their consideration 
of the agenda items before the Sixth Committee and some of 
the topics in ihe humanitarian and economic fields through 
preparation of briefs and studies by the Secretrait; and

(iii) Strengthening of the United Nations through promotion, 
ratification and implementation of major conventions as well 
as through initiatives for improvement of functional 
modalities of the General Assembly and other organs 
including the World Court.

Whilst the work in the first two areas have to be undertaken on a 
continuing basis, the major work in the third area has been brought to a 
successful conclusion in the course of the past three years.
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functioning of the United'Nations*5 l|Jltl®t!ves ln the improvement of the 
working modaliiesoHhesSCol"T ^ initia"y f°CUSSed on the 
use of the International Court of 'n pr0mo,in9 ‘he wider
Advisers of the AALCr Usmh ce' Al a meeting of the Legal
inform,, paper o„ 983: an

Thirty-eighth Session of thp r ^ i a^6 ^n'tecl Nations during the 
delegations/ T “ .I"!?. Gen6ral As«mbl, at the request of 7B
suppod during the 391if andToth "T* mt,er®st and considerable
end the reoommendaiions cMaiied ,h»r°nS "TGsnera' ^mbl, 
the Sixth Committee in formulating its progratS wort" ° ^

TheSecretariaTshouid pLpaTà s^udv on th^ r6C0mmended lha‘ ‘he 
use of the InternationalCourt of j,Lr the questl0n of Possible wider 
parties so agree and with 1 1 ICe under a compromise when the
Court on the availability of chambef 't0 the revised ru,es of ‘he 
role of the World Courtwas one of thTSv^h' The promo‘ion of the 
item where co-ODeratinn hot , °?lcs ‘hat was identified as an
might be fruitful. The SecreterSThad8 N,ations and the AALCC
the subject and pmsemld Ta, TKata'TT ^ 
consideration of the CommirtPP tk Ka‘hmandu Session for
advantages to be obtained by usina the C^ °CUSSed a“ention on. the 
preference to using .ad hor^rh'trfi thu^T °,r ltS Special chamber in 
decision taken at the Kathmandu .b na,s- ,n accordance with the 
General Assembly documZ-I5ess,.°n‘he s‘udy was circulated as a 
attracted wide interest As°a furthJJ "folio3 ®fSSIOn in 1985 which
role of the Court was oran fi? a“lloquium on ‘he future
under the auspices of the AALCC on ,h mh ^£ti°ns Headquarters
------- - ■ ne AALLC on ‘he 8th of October 1986. The

opportunities for indepth
Purpose of the colloquium was to ^ ^ °f °C‘°ber 1996- The
explanation of the available procedure^nderT0''^1*'!! ^ indepth 
rv,------- - .. M'oceaure under the revised rules of the
agreements with specia?referencénto rfeferred unaer special
'he court a. the ,agues, oTm, pa,L Së * 8 Chamb“ °'
the then President of the Coud, Dr Nagendra s'rmh'T “ Ch,'red by 
representative nf nn=,ri.. dnn__ q a Singh. It was attended byrepresentatives of nearlv ion nn„ 3 JINa[|- 11 was attended byThe represents °ve q, U„za„,l L rml8„ P°m °',hb WOrld
opened the colloquium which was adri^ P|.es'den‘ of the Committee 
General of the AALCC thp rî addressed by the then Secretary- 
Counsel of the untd Nar man the SiXth Committee; the Legal
International Court of Justice. ^ Jud9e M' Bedia°ui of the

11

The AALCC Secretariat also prepared a study on "Strengthening 
the Role of the United Nations through rationalisation of functional 
modalities with special reference to the General Assembly". The study 
presented an overall assessment of the functioning of the United 
Nations over the past 39 years, focussing attention on certain specific 
matters and issues. An open-ended meeting under the auspices of 
AALCC was convened in September 1985 at United Nations 
Headquarters to discuss the modalities for consideration of the 
suggestions made in the study. Pursuant to the consensus arrived at 
that meeting and at the request of 52 delegations drawn from all regional 
groups, the study was circulated as a document of the General 
Assembly*. Further discussions took place in the meeting of a Working 
Group which met in New York during April and June 1986 and prepared a 
set of recommendations on the improvement of the functioning of the 
General Assembly. That set of recommndations was made available to 
the Group of High-level Inter-Governmental Experts to Review the 
Efficiency of the Adminstrative and Financial Functioning of the United 
Nations and was subsequently circulated as a document of the General 
Assembly at its forty-first session.**

Report of the Twenty third, Twenty fourth and Twenty fifth 
Sessions of the Committee.

The present Report contains a review of the work of the Committee 
at its twenty-third, (Tokyo, 1983), twenty-fourth (Kathmandu, 1985) 
and twenty-fifth (Arusha, 1936) Sessions. There were as many as 
thirteen items on the agenda for consideration before these three 
Sessions. The Committee, however, was able to complete its work on 
two of these items, namely, Mutual Assistance for the Service of 
Process, Issue of Letters Rogatory and Taking of Evidence in Civil and 
Commercial Matters and the Model Drafts on Promotion and Protection 
of Investments. It also made substantial progress in regard to its work 
on Exclusive Economic Zone - Optimum Utilization of the Fishery 
Resources. The present Report contains detailed information 
concerning these three items. On other items, brief notes have been 
included to indicate the stage of progress and the direction of 
Committee's work in these areas.

* A/40/726 and Corr 1, Annex.
'** A/41/437.



LAW OF THE SEA

Introduction

The subject "Law of the Sea, including questions relating to the sea
bed and ocean floor lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction" was 
included in the programme of work of the AALCC at the initiative of the 
Government of Indonesia and had been under its active consideration 
since its Colombo Session (1971).

In the initial stages the role of the AALCC has been envisaged to be 
assisting its member governments through preparation of studies and 
arranging in-depth discussion. Later, however, the AALCC emerged as 
a global forum for a dialogue between the developing and developed 
countries through participation of observers at the AALCC's Sessions. 
The participation of high level experts from all over the world during a 
period of ten years enabled the AALCC to play a major role. Some of the 
concepts which found a place in the finally adopted Convention had 
originated in the deliberations of the AALCC, namely, the exclusive 
economic zone and archipelagic States.

The AALCC had followed the progress of negotiations before the 
United Nations Sea-bed Committee and later at the UNCLOS III itself. It 
had first devoted itself to the consideration of issues such as territorial 
waters, passage through straights used for international navigation, the 
exclusive economic zone, the continental shelf, the archipelagic States 
and fishery resources, since 1976, however, the AALCC mainly focus
ed on issues pertaining to the regime for the international seabed area.

After nine years of protracted negotiations the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea was adopted on 30th April 1982. It 
was opened fc_ signature on 10 December 1982. The Convention will 
enter into forjo ’welve months after its ratification or accession by sixty 
States.

At the Tokyo Session held in 1983, the Law of the Sea was one of 
the main items on the agenda. The discussions centred on a general 
assessment of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea and it's future implementation. The AALCC Secretariat had 
prepared a comprehensive Note analysing the implications of the
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various provisions of this Convention. In the course of the debate 
several delegations stressed the need to ensure that the Convention 
entered into force as early as possible.lt was also pointed out that the 
Convention constituted one integrated whole and did not admit of any 
partial cr selective application. Some delegations emphasised that 
pending entry into force of the Convention, states which had signed it 
were expected to act in a manner that would not defeat its object and 
purpose. A view was expressed that certain principles or rules 
incorporated in the new Convention should be considered as binding as 
customary or conventional rules of international law on all States 
including those which did not ratify or accede to the Convention. The 
other view, however, was that the Convention could neither have 
general application after its entry into force nor imply any binding effect 
before its entry into force. It was explained that, to the extent the 
Convention codifies the existing international law, it could loosely be 
said to be binding on non-parties, not because such rules were 
contained in the Convention but because it was already part of 
customary international law.

Some delegations expressed their dissatisfaction over certain 
provisions of the Convention. The delegations from landlocked States 
were particularly unhappy with the stipulations on their rights and 
interests in the Exclusive Economic Zone. A few others expressed their 
concern regarding Part XI of the Convention relating to the Area.lt was 
suggested that the AALCC should involve itself in assisting its member 
States for implementation of the Convention in the areas such as 
exchange of information and formulation of modalities and standards.

At the conclusion of the discussion, the Committee approved the 
future work programme under the following broad heads:-

iv)

Steps towards ratification of the Convention;
Assistance to Governments;
Undertaking of studies from time to time on specific matters 
or issues of practical importance to member governments 
for the purposes of the implementation of the Convention. 
Assitance to governments in regard to the work of the 
Preparatory Commission (Hereinafter the PREPCOM). _

In addition, the Committee also decided that its future work would 
include the question of practical implementation of the provisions of the 
Convention on landlocked States both in regard to the right of access 
(Articles 124 to 132) as also their rights and interests in the living 
resources of the exclusive economic zones (Article 69 to 72) on the 
proposal of the delegation <

Following the recommendations of the Tokyo Session, the 
Secretariat drew a programme of work which included preparation of 
studies on the following topics:

i) Matters relatable to the work of the PREPCOM;
ii) Delimitation of the Exclusive Economic Zone and the 

Continental Shelf;
iii) Right of Transit for Landlocked States; and
iv) Determination of the Allowable Catch in the Exclusive 

Economic Zone.

All the four topics had been placed on the agenda of both 
Kathmandu and Arusha Sessions. A review of progress that has since 
been made is given below:-

i) Matters relatable to the work of the PREPCOM

The Secretariat prepared and presented a paper before the Special 
Commission 2 on Enterprise in March 1984 including the framework for 
co-operative arrangements and joint ventures between pioneer 
investors and the Enterprise. Discussions were held between the 
Secretary-General and the Chairman of the Special Commission on the 
Law of the Sea Tribunal concerning formulation of the Rules for the 
Tribunal. Studies were also initiated on other items included in the work 
programme of the Committee.

At the Second Session of the PREPCOM a proposal was introduced 
by Austria suggesting the constitution of an agency (Joint Enterprise 
for Research and Development) as a Joint Venture with the PREPCOM 
to assist in preparing for the Enterprise. The Secretariat examined the 
Austrian proposal and submitted its views on legal competence of the 
PREPCOM to enter into contractual arrangements, including under
taking of financial obligations in the context of the provisions of 
Resolutions I and II. The Secretariat paper was circulated among 
member governments in July 1984 prior to the PREPCOM'S Geneva 
Meeting.

At the Kathmandu Session, some brief comments were made on the 
progress of the work of the Preparatory Commission during its first two 
sessions. A view was expressed that the functions of PREPCOM had 
been carefully and clearly defined so as to avoid any conflict with the 
substantive functions of the International Sea-Bed Authority and the 
Enterprise, its operational arm, under the relevant provisions of the Law 
of the Sea Convention. It was pointed out that the activities intended in 
the pioneer area were not co-extensive with the activities intended ir
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CpC^u» rf lh- . lg.i-ness or he ConM«1ion rules and tha wld- 
iticlW ziranrcd ■at’* eoaSd &tn-c many dispul=s *ouk pria* « 

iom^ Dm ih«« *«wt« did p- W 
imsb» of P,rt ÏVr «t ^
p,«odorB Aftd ^mÇÉ th. ^.tflion «FinH««n couk) nrt WWM.
ne dlHMbn iDf 1hH d lh. MMtaJ Surf-, to. ftapreseMMIw «W *■ * 
TB orVjrmaid Ihr I i' ■i-r.rr.1inn al rhecoftsUtl ^'nl"

Jbdher OÜMW rcfmraw H Iht pnwltcna oJ Articka B1 JfMt 62 
0» lh. L*w of Ck* Sea Convents »kl IMl -mDa Ehey àO** Induzaje 
*ry u:.r zr* dt iga^n on t« P«1 u* **» S
dUDWabl* 7,1* Ann ÎS o-n at U»

m loroa, -ih o^aal $1*1» D^y to «“J ™
to make such ««*■** In 0«d MM H* «» ^«** ^** ™
■T:k ol .iz flnltmmtfll moeha-nin.-n In icopacl r AmcM- ^ ■ - -
re daar eitm flirtfl 10 toe aufl«i n miking uglnin.inalon
A rutd-lracf from |h* iundamental r*qulrBrr»nl rigsrf tilth.

Anritwd*iwgv*dtamdft* v^E.r.^E»™^ Zo** . 
■ i**w concBiTl *od thera **-» np p.»M=nlE nn m* j*™*'**'
dalarminnlron ^ lha a'bvrabi" («en *na D" the nui^n' : , -
lha landfoM 3W« of lh* ngk" lo t 1hn J*“ 'T ,
_b_ r i . j *_____  I-_ rii-i..zi ihp uvru crvjôfiiiün o! i™'«



MU'SU "Th ^r'- matter w*ch
SSfaiSi?!?Jf? * ***** ai-'lB m lh6 ««■un» ot i

ï ®Bt*Hd au^1 *-*rp ™t ■*** «if f«f>tcffe| ht)«L*dlh lu 
°™*" y*» *■ Cü^Wlt™ «I P* '«VA Dt i «crwr» 

I** rfrt#arT f-™«* ü! ]h* OoTwijBrt ^nytd .|to
™T '**'"9 ■" >*“ ■» ■** er re Omvuakw 14 

WwB30(» of Other Mi ii d rr* Convwrton aapBûaJy & Pn/t XI

Tha SüQflthiwi run (1*1 diseased......>* Kyb-Commitn* ^
L swol [hb- -iflii whiçn iKdCn-Tiindor

•■) i rtnn+. nud^ o1 tha sUbj«i b* m* ■. m, * „ w
iDPfflUliT'ir.g flu Mints IV OMUJ irtCDttK! Jjg*.,

* * r>^ î™ *** HVtalfeH toi biMVMi 1UL-
*3.(W*I Of r^mal arrangement lahir, .mo ccnadaralor
ÎpJS!0^ ptt,VT*'or]* Df ,hl ';N Caf^nlbw on ino LtW

lij lltal Marnbar lapd-lDcïad Si*Jifi may inter nJo negriHlom 
«lh na^tfcourlnç toastel Sr*1« , VHm *0 rtVw» S
ftgiwtrria lew fu^icipaii- ,-. th, ^^3^ rf ,., ^
Wtfj.De* * !ha EiftühÉ EOfiv-r Zo-e or ■-» ouvj- 

Ii» frm™™ d Pi* U* CwfctNwr, on iha 
L*- or ih* S« md rr* mon State rwy. i tt*y d«B^n

«* ar AALCC SterotBrint H. ih»
«™Gt d sydi negoii^nana;

b] Thai within lha Iramemrh of UN CwirtrifJon On Uv Lh « 
lha Saa Stalu 01 lhair nauotieli mtf aK^f ^ ta
»*** 1** U™Q iwmhbm il lh. aw : yoo«
& °Sl[** **** h*»» MCpitaf oon.Hfe
WqalMon Derrcng ««pmaw of such iio»jrc«* Ù* 
Lofa^rt suite

SIJJH. Dl|,Tj,UkC< laroinrtas State b anrf Iron lha 
Sfld and Tr*r»6l! IteOugh ODastal tlBltD

TWs i-^ht wia tirai mdudBd in lha Uganda of 11m Kfl-hnLanou 
D" lhB ^ ^ *% s Cwrrwl

lî was PlB..afH not a ww futKiM tar 11* JULCC A] ma Non Delhi

tz 23

.njslon ir 19-72. ilia Cün-iniiifin hnd ConatAulad a MudyGteka»on I ■ :■ 
LoolimJl Si-Tea IQ aianiinu in* a^v-nn m içh1-. énü wtvw* or 
landlDoii*c dales in reium v 1 ha Law i»-w S*n n* Sixy ti-i-jo 
mai several maann^t hL^j ».:rf iii ffasanrad m* kHr»LJ ¥ tv^i 
WLeh h we * t-s UN Convennon on iha ; iw or lha Sa a
**hihA nwtfi -i-bililreiwna.

A -hf KjTr ■j'-iju Sai.-nian 'lali r "S0hT ,ii 1 • ■ ,tbur?l ^.gcu&sinn .in 
v^n-enrj n(] yji1 .rn,. □ was TorrwJ to tjiacght ine Eud|Bd ^hr- 

Wofk&lb GmiJ|i fatcflmandatl lo Ihe ûtmimllia ■:) -itiijes1 Lh.’ 
riacwsnut 1(J CHtpaia addilrmal do&rr-nntai Ï nfannuian on bitnerai, 
ragiona and sutVraQ tU'il al+ano»ni*rt|* pn U»n nght & X»l ol 
lantflnwwi Stall;; wand Irgm ÿ* 5cj wtC ihaadwr tX Irartw 
Oin-lnl '■nmimdiitn ^ r^t Giduli **ra
*obo«jiBnry ipenmad ûh El* po narr.

Am"r Ar-S.'-J SL-^alpn held In 19fiG, a /jaw *M (tlpTOEBlf lhal U i- 
iji'i Io £2Z ol |«ndlt>d<*d Î.'.îïes io □.■ H irum ill:: -i n had oi^uh 

eirnbllahad under Side piactlta end mamrlona l;.v, 1 maa
rjgrji";|nü rhaî rha Cpmmllra thpylC .^rit ....... -I "VrV 'rjmn*
mada ihet 10 ba oevalopao and followed m 'he A-. an 4H?can rtflon 
Fi,ihpj -na Seerù'and *hpud œ jo^ahS io a»owrb ■ mi d-*
j".-çï1tcjO<3 "JlilJMiOTÉf r^ïl, flnfl t*=. ' tri IO Artd Vrj|— P* S«d Hj1 " t

hPdaahad Sate

Thff* m f^nnaf diacu^on in iht i.ib Cornmirlmt tin Ihe Law ol 
Hie Sa 0 which rBcornftanftd lid

"lhn SK^anii bo raquaelad io ti jr-ir* bfldloia m-fegionil ..■ 
'c^Mnal jij hsomfrUTi iontm—■■$ LSe oisr:-.i^ y iffrnJofr si ranat m 
lha legion, x any, and ID pmpan an appnvmia w«<hing papaf ;* (ha
Iff*1

Thia *eammftndA!crn n1 'i a 7'iub ComT.ihfli- w*a Eubsaquc.lly
.pfijrpvwî mihn plnnifï



OPTIMUM UTILISATION OF THE 
RESOURCES OF THE EXCLUSIVE 

ECONOMICZONE

Introduction

One ot Ihe major developments ol far reaching -nportanco in Ihe 
negotiations a! Ihe Third United Nations Conference on lha Law of the 
Sea has oeen Ihe emergence ol Ihe concept of Exclusive Econome 
Zone which is now embodied in Pad V of the United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea. 1962 (Articles 55 Io 75}. Nolwilhstanduvg the 
controversies at ihe initial sieges ol Ihe negoliaiioms, Ihe concept ol 
exclusive economic zone had lound wide acceptance m the practice ol 
Stales even before ihe adoption ol the Convention and may now well be 
regarded as pad ol general International Law. A large number ol States, 
almost over a hundred, nave already 1aken legislative or administrative 
measures to claim juradclion and competence over the resources ol 
inee exclusive economic zones

In the light of Ihe developments lha! had been i«Kmg place in the 
practice ol Stales in regard lo the claims lor extended fisheries 
|un5d-ctian, the Secretarial of the AALCC at 1he request ol some of Its 
member governments, had presented a sludy on "Exclusive Economic 
Zone Oplmum Utilisai on ol its Fishery Resources - Regional and Sub
regional Co-operation" for consideration at the Committee's Seoul 
Session held in February 1979.

The Secrelanal sludy, while recognising the postve trend towards 
general acceptability of the conceal ol Exclui-vo Economic Zone made 
a number o1 suggestions both in regard to possible national efforts and 
AALCC's programme of assistance to meet lne objectives ol oplimum 
ulilF&alion ol Ihe resources of the EEZ.

The Secretarial study was examined in depth tn the Plenary as well 
as in a Working Group.

As a follow up an Expert Group w.is convened in December 1979 to 
discuss the scope ol the work io be undertaken by the Secielarlat. Tne 
Committee dcoded mat to begm w>fh the AALCC's ow_ programme ol 
work should bo 'elated to the optimum uli zaûon of the fishery



rma m3! in UreW ol (he red (hfïl ltm prweiltofl 5la:r. one'- « 
ir Itlflj lin'e 1 :nd WWM: LhJI rn*M rd [Ilf d.irn:; Tor ridendod jUrll-
ittfln 'aialrf 10 liîhii'icî- Ccmmin*fl £:te dittoed that Ha work 
f na Liould be aimed it milling Tismber gpuariwnanlf In 

. ■ : U II !?rnt [-'Dug" ;-rrE. trjl in JT lit ££èl lr£"1-fi'*Ü it lai V.I- Ml 
i «-Ai. ■« emldi eeeded ii^ i <i lüncfi Io ac’- ew the dwiretf db r: ika ji
3d IBùin Lilrtiiln^i d ►-* ieMurefil V'-* pnagraflrlfl

j| Prana'afio^ol gum*in*t1of »£slaiv:n;

bl Prap.-trnlmi1 ol -Ji:■ ol r".-oel lot «% ■.<.■ ’.irun d
iha living rc-aourL/^n inr lading joircl * enui iif and

{) Pramrtior -it ■ .1] OH .I flr :f luh rr.'Llfcinal CG-0O9 rnlinn

Tr-a ÿi-aa-daf Exped G ^fi M*§LnQ was cha;?«f by Mi Tome 
'Jaosn arc .■i-'frrjm.i "t c^ciomls iram kwr-ly member 

Ti’t al 'ie maeE^g were v. (h artneHaad at
In provide re S'*."- ,H ■■:■ .-t lot 'ha Adias ti t* uiv1----.."-i by lh* 
■}-bcrt[Er-El Ir. rn iei’ ■■’■ p'Atcpwili WHd |ne p'flHiir'q 
posion ,■ Tha* ifctpecn™ tOL^i.ai Tegafd.ag "i* 'i.^j*l paLent 
innlllulçnal Iramewgrk ui àlkb ]h« Ipgulaliona m tort* h* m* 
dokelopmtiin or H|h*ry laiayrees in (hair nriontl wiWt lndtetloni 
Mtfifl □ip given Liboul m« rriBQBL-iBa thnl were plan "Jri c?i 'ukfl-
lor «TaUthlng in *d*quj(e puthlnery for tha OfUIrtiurt u'ili^: ■■ ■■ 
lha fishery niflaBH In (hfl intended ol (lalonid |mj ndiclnit and 
abo^-t t^a fait fin nnl:. ■■ ir« main? ol dala colluiillan and incearcft 
surveys :■] JiiiLn +> ■■ ihrt retain» potarHiaL

At U» tacitly tirât Sflicn ■“ J bn Jakarta In Apv May li&Û, ha 
S*Cf*t*n3! pKftf bVtn 1J* Con-r-rtaa rtva lferai™ d'J-l1 g'-ideLpm 
tor a rwjH3a:ofi 0- t tfr-ra:^ dr#' d a fffldnt
agrtsnari on jc: nta id ai Jltt ^ da'.L *(3 note
conppmmp thn v.^ip^-j lypas ol pih --erKLirs a’r'jnvfi (’■■ai ccu'd bt 
COrttmpifllpd i ■■ p r-iatier was 1aken up in mu Plcrr-j-y ,irn; ahD' gar^a: 
tufianuB vinw W* ConMT»a(M diraclsd Ihd inflh*r Expert CratP 
ihoukj nn nrwnrind aqrly ji pùssblalc nanv-*. 'hn d'.ahi

fhXfci*rtt H 1J1* rtoulgn at tha JflJtArla S«<wn, un Enpert Graup 
ol lagoJ and IIiAbiIw otp«1i A<i4 held at 1n? 

Cpi-i- itr. - ' -..'i ii _-i i F&pruary '^'11 inda |ha '"■ -i-irn*rc^u or 
in* Samuy Sertirai Tn* Expert Group tlmlied the model dut gl 
■_a triera) one-" ^ lnhmg «-ivh^ by ipragn
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rrfîional: tun noi n a minawi Io ik n'hfrr Jj* lo tne
lime lador

Al Ihe Odornt*' :.^.bhmi-, r.eld in May iMI rhn : ■riBiartgt, hed 
pJnKl baton lh* Commltlee lha draft Pi Ihe model aç'eament on 

JG-:rg lih hn.nl:-.blI by the Expert &noup iwü (Hdltlv* draltlB 'o- 
posiï:!:- j:; '1 uh -i.uk :■ . i ;an unis and a (BmprehqnHv* kPia an 
legtinil and aub-tefChll eo-pparalkw In addilkin IQ general 
p.tiunr-T H- lh" l■■.■^flrv, ftn Enpah undm -rh Cim ol
It K F*-narwto 1 Sr. Lpnkj'. ga'd& d#lai'-w cnntld*' □ ikj " m ihe 
i=ec-n--i-3i i'o't i-- ^r! .anr.'fl a'rartgwnen', y"iC(j™ nan decided 
m lawpu t* Cb*y*ni4t3 ' Eu»h Group meat.og W dialled
cXMiaide^i-1 pn o* rha dufH on üi# jOitt wenruie fl-ran^tmanu » also Sn 
diicuts Chp quHtlpn at tegibnai 1 A-reçkîrel oo-operjtn^ » 
«ïi™Lan UliüSAlOhQd Ihe l-ihe*y re*ouiC*t

An Export CUWfl Mealing mas acfietdinfiy tionvrw) which mrt d 
1h« Secrelantd (mm the 2nd In the 4lh oH AvflUH. 1BB2 under ihe 
Churnienih« nl Mr. Qlww Knighl (SirflaportJ end Attended by 
parlçpanii I'torn 23 Go»fnmenf1e and the Pood end AqbcuHura 
Org.i.'i irfbjo IF AÜJ. 11* I Xpert G^oup |ki-i il*d ina taide iat Ihe 
model drafts ter two Entitle fypot ol |okH vemuf* dflandamantt. It 
Bso 1 sruSSri genera:y varitM mpda iin-. for rr^j onal p’ i-b-ragipnel

At tha T<*yo Seston t»e*d «t i SH. daleç^Wr* af Repyb-i: <*
KfFtà, Jap3'-, k-nq. irkJiA j«J Ma jyB A mad* bf b' MrUMIft on -Jir.am 
p'pviLioni ol he i'Atti Tha Cowman.* d*f^ad "an -^e "T=Hi 
gulÜBlhrt Im *fiBiHon on fp:h.nat ai *'*n irre model ag'Mn-wl c- 
üalilng hy fareiQn naunn^t and lhn mddaK :■! jont wArt 
Biran'.iemeali ahduld be aubmitlad Io pDirernn-tniL Ho_ he-- 
i-c. - •: ’ ! r-i al on and EuPsaqUrndv S(amln«l by j - ! »iin|,t Grn'JP- Furlhpr. 
tha B*cntsrliri ^ It asked to P" d.t-i ûoiviu -ill - rnalfve rnodets lor [oini 
wanhfl wtangamenta. and to akamins tha quetlion d pmmpling 
-1^0-j 0 v i rep^ni ctKjperiiran nkmg .n|p iccEunt m Interest 
Of tartoto^fd end geoflra^calty «udre^SQSd Wt».

A.&M1 Qudt.inei Tor La^vtai-oo am fiiberlM

Cxplenpioiy Moi*

Evan though Sl*Jn pedlw now rertgmiea lrna a Coaslik SUI* 
nih cenm.lt dï;: ÜE.VB njhlb and Ji riidlcliana m hi I » dus is a :. canon'- 
rlnih I le : lev It.Ql a Slots mhkîh wleh*h Io axerdm I1'*!* I'dhti or 
i rn h' i ill r. JjfrjiiJ “ j vc lo do so Liy 4nprûprla|i> fen sl.xiiun me usures.
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i.i. ' 'li tlm CQdlPL i ragulniisn managed-e:il al l||h*ry
*Lrfr l#,]l iliiri'ïfl din. :jl n ffl Ay CjinCfiWJbly I Lflri I ■ PVH#

Jll*n*l,vi tone w*comhmiLtwi cA ihani, namely-

.li i i:,id"’*nl □( .1 oompramrurua législation log el her wnh 
■■Jut nnd 'nLjiiln'iîifii pftynulgdad : rwor Ihe Act

b} PnmfhMan or FaQuIiHh* urtdaF an Bailing lagiilalbn,
and

c| hi+rlafi aJ .■;«■* section* ,n Int en.sFi«i law by way ol 
WMdffltu

Mj^.Tq ragjp'û Lu in* comp n ■ !y oF 1MB mi1l*r *nd Lh# '/Bit are BE dl
in* t*a wnich wo-j*1 coma under lh* EkeHjbjv* Economic Zone cl a
5:m* Whch had ruh#no b*pn Cnn q flprnd an Fi Lj.h «.n I :,r all L
H wo- d a**nt v; ti# dH*^*xJti|* t* imdarFa-e a camp**"arriva legislation 
(•garenfl in# wn**PV*iiun. nwn#g#m*r.l and exploring (H If* lrah*ry 

fll ih« /oh* Th* r^a* b» n4C**sary ali ih# mon* i- viaw or 
m# l*o mai ma «■ .‘.fig 'liherea t#w wa: *n4cl*d in m-any counlr-es 
dumrg lha cokm-W rub* and n ouUnoDaO in several respecta, a-’d it may 
b# flrfftcu* *nd Cv-wwn* so racuV c^- mn* th'OL^t

IPu# nan ofc:t--.•- i; b# aci#v*d iiraufln a. leg sisliDfi on. 
■*ha-a*, m Hrqt'-i Ip in* Ent^u» Eegnamn: /b-a, is 1h* optimum 
u|j.j««n OP Ih* Ifir^iy r*fcu-HS arc de-abofyp# - : Jt oatenal r.sJung 
ettot* mttxqr 4,'kmik L-d (ft**-* w Ihir i>-4 jl/iijïk sEDdr car 
(Hogrn#iy#:y b# bw#Elod " v -gh rut-a* af «Porte Toil is p.i r:i ula ry 
nacfltiuVt in* of lootf or t"# eopuiaiCiT ID oroide new
V*» OI onipiyma't *fitf a :o to ha-a * v^'ï* Of fcrt^)' #nCh*-ge 
•arn^rg^ m* rvMKML

Th* I rift and -*qu 'an^ani n t-s-t^c'* (ct each
gOVB^iTMTil U> 'C'Tl. J'É 11 pc Cy *1£" thiS* O^KI-vM ijfr^kl
ht# *Ch-wt*d i-'tl !» flv* r-fta fc> tso-oei and pffiQri-rnnm
LKn>jgh apji'Dp' fl'fl lagtiav^a nraam ' m*n nei » tî1 '.c-^n; to 
anuncui:* iMa Qo**fmn*oi"i pc "mi « ^r.^j ; :#^y o-.i to
»nciati:a lha pfO^fimnna iv -iitri Klim ana m* JJmnn i wc^U be
n*c*iury Io 4d'id«-r1ri«* IS «Cl«» »! A good d*»1 & OAt# 3»^
lor-.uii'c- ol i p .r. n< cf1 axiü r pwnodcaitf Tha sa-
wtiLbr ) wtuâr} c*ç*fd q ) jiji «cant w :ft aindi data 
CCneaping iht raMuPCaa *na i«p*rt|l *r?*n:ie m o#oei ta üjél! 
"n* OnCBkna tf#¥*kx3minj polt^'-a co_JC be rratmï n I'agtL
!"• coHaclion :■! darn in ma nim' na^tt about T* 1n>w^ fçw^roü. 
inqy piaiirni #on'# trolilaT: vincib 'nfing m I»’# nm -trn rrf g «ahm

,|.n ejæJubIvi Eotmomic Zone nosiV T'eEn aore ore^- 
fmh*£inWL. Apart from co ei^.o- ol data, Jh* government wouc ha^e to 
dotarmififi Ihe conwrualbn rreaiurea nec«sarv br pr: leiltr oF tbe 
-n>oh nu ainsi hSrrutuJ aclt end u^r npkMlallof Ku-nrfr:n^i e. ■ ri^ 
tonriLjm*n ol policy, e matl*1 ol special impoMance nw .Jo pe ITm e^lE"1 
n roreig» 1fcth*nri<m would be pan-i^lad i.. Cih n n-ii wive'
fonns-pnt wrl" lh# r.peds pi natkinal liahng indu5lrf- and Ihe term* and 
,-Lf Jiliornon which roroiqn fishing ^ill hr nurrmridiJ

L.tcllon 2 Til Pad | caniains zela.-1 ii#lnlic"s which -ire eng 
,i ; |,i t nsuri nn provifiions in recenl legislalbnt In ^ar pjs co^mrim.

{h part II ol U'.S d?art ^uldelmae, provision bas been mad* lar Lhe 
gevwnwl m rorn'L'Iate end daclant; IFn; r^>lliT.- nr i". $IbI* .-n A > 
Tma is rjcifi.' iiiPV a govammenlel Tuncl-on and -i tsi -usi wnh ;h# 
higl-ei! - iihi“riiy Funharmpre, one r^'E^anl ccn5ideralon Tor irr- 
tk-^i lulling countries .nay t» lhn ampnl ol 1lie aliistance ,i ray 
reqp.i-n lonrr Toraig- listing anUrprlEot in -e^a'd Io Id en1 iddhdn ol IF e 
• e:ourcLLjj 'hr: dr^eiopnent of ils own »s1cnn| fisi-|ng Indutiry n-.d 
■eii_ re-ieri cl Jish for rho tçal &apu'i1iüü *i c- col Id "ol b#
'hip.jji’ lishirg aciivliiasol nalional fithsfpnan.

|n oarl IÏI or lha jj'J onlines fpr legislal^jr. lha suggested 
.; n ■ stT3liv« ee_ .□ has b#an iridta'nU le*mg ü.Io cars-deralion "--al 

ihe Furcr-on5 Fo de padarmecwcuy -#laiB tg Ihree brdpd areas:

a; UcnsiteatiCfl dl Jlpcky sor^ey, ear-marking p| janes a^d 
v.nc:^ -levures _c:uc:ng seasonal crosur*;

b) Lcansi^g d local and ror#lgn risnermen. aurwB'T'anc* nnU 
antppcflmenl; ar.4

£> DmiffoonBrTt dF local fishing ind^Hlry induding jolnf 
venF_ires. rrarViarirg, protaiSing anc storage

:' e 4-A«god :F:-ni lh* luncfons erFun-ereled m (b) woufd be 
f**tar»is#d through a gc-vernmeria mac!- - rry Io oe heada'j hy a 
C ecv.-Gec^rsi Th* r .nçhc s anuniera[ed in fa] would e'en ■" 
Ce^r-Ted □■. :h# Oirqc»r-Oe ■ ^ ral bc1 oerhans on the bes^ at 
S-iOer-fls ntfics'iifi in the clan anp lha acvee or an Adviso-y CdunC^ 
t-* r ndicuvi r: :jj=d in ic) cOukf ^ Bdcopriatelv an1ru*l#d To a 

Ac.tritïTîy navng r*g*rd Io the 'rt-nplcel nature 
^ tne r_nti T",e e-iormcc t recoure# pot#Tiia; » we as m* tfarlad 
Mrf:*s ^rr.neor*: wth the Pe>e<]pman- ol ih* narional ttihtft** 

io tha aïptnüûn et Hibso- '«agrees pn Its own at
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i « quittait powiiiln !. mo would rood Hw HUrtion at UxrfiBt «un:, 
dlrttrily unfit! Ihe AulhoNly nl ||-m Vinis'er which t*. eftlflJUef 
wvtdiQkily wilh Min talk. Ihfl suy^oslion tor n-R'-nhi-sh'n*m o' 
r*n*n« i)evalop.T.an[ Aulmorily may he one oMhfl wiy* & ner:--; ihlr 
iL.ij . - I--ifnt As a marier d 1jcl It het brum unvlnugod N-.il In malien 
penainrg |a 1eqhn cal held! Ihe jcn/erriruant may heed 1h* iWJytee ol ji 
body *tich could ik expected to obi detailed oonttdentlon to Ihe 
.K .istiacts ii rhe m.idi- The govern mental ;xiilty nughl etipulel* 
lié mtau tieheife* dey-eiugi-i!-1 progfartuBI H-rootjh local elton-, 
Tithti iftri Of in «WCKiiïrt wirti (oreiçn efiillvt In |r:* *hap+ ht t&lrr 
*enn**i oroad gw^une* Io Itnuigri l»hmg oah"H**
t ■. c-wiBC :■ Ol con*»' r^-ie-v tes » zone» eidiAwely tor toca' 
riH^ei-Ti^r and re orioirily to be ghrsn 1o rF,—'-, de,v*lo[vne,|t m Ihe 
r.onltf d i.'ii" a. ce>eoc^«iloregra-n-^ir.

SfiCtsBTi $ 31 lh* iiah err ^a-f, vn^a/aOc* Ol a pita to f'el (he 
policy gutyetaMt :-n e c--: lenn tas s c-:.-? «m3 lr fn-irv.ncn d -he 
tide*; and their od.Lnuin LtTatos as £1k rj^)çr«a re ed ci
hat kin il pllorts. h = pten -a prepared whch Itea ■■ . . _ c hi>* to
bf rev eled trarr lime Id e tre go* r nmidi j:in a curt : . 
loriarc Io Flensing end semsUic Um|e Ol Ipre^p taNnç, WVI^ 
□I fonts arishing ai =■ j:. woLld to gretfiy Jk .ier«J In ihe pnptuicn 
gl |he plan, rhe tong 1 arm. medium l*rm and ItoT WfiTi rtMMtl ot PU 
countjy «ulu bfl adeqortety «nutated Th* twros tutor d ir» j-.j 
*ould "i^easarily yesl in l-e Qdvnnmenl wl.n - t-py, H n oootta't l.i 
appn n1 a Hpecel planning tody fw 1hn purp. h Lui 'f ■■ manner m wind 
Ihe plan shü'j c ba prepared woukf nsCesiafdy be Id each gwemriton 
to decide

Section t aF Ihs Dralf as ah': if* who >- "I 'hn 1 '^■Lil»i Vl- afe 
'ofe-gn ti=h'-^ Blent to which Icirelfln Ofehlng lh Ip Pm l'ivmMIiijd anL
rhe H'nra and rand ' dna on which lhbe i- In ........... Ih one pf the
fumt cnj^ aJ ibubs wnldi a {pvemmt i M^iuld ■ ive to tonmder Vha 
lv«m«t OXÜj*f*ton ad cour** un I hie, mth*f it |ht floA trtd 1hc 
need* d miviaj Jtshing mduçtry Hrrwflver any rpgonal of iub 
•eg ona: afri^oe-erfl 3 or Memalione) irfl.rti-. +nd finnytnboni -n Icrce 
*. :: j ïi:ü .l't- i"-t priditi ..! lever i | ivtmn en to *al up 
0»\eior-^en; «#thor!(>-. & ir>t - ij It ha* undehetan e
venlurt d -,«1 m jçrlwf* e--d pQritr-.jl iL^ll *4 if* e'ctinier.r pi [fte 
Stfic: industry or Ehçtuûd/vg.

Pari IV pa an widh oeveoqf^ed1 oon'e^irof *'J is*nagen»nt ° 
Flthfl-y r&sOdT3S; Pa" \ dr:.,-:..-: ■ dt* . = ■■■:;Ter" ^
natipniL L-sjniig rttuttry, fed Vl 4 0" llC*rtfrnÇ, Pert VI D4ltJ 
ii'V .. 't: pr^iyrtimf. Foie'dn Fii'-.-j ' .ill VII i .“■d,^!fa Ih*

ot

rjrohfiriifld SX. X and n Ona* wm '. Crw-.i -l'^
gyi IMinity. Part XII centaine pitch*» on PfOC*t»nq and piurtmllnB 

^art XlU nasoeninge-r^rfprayi&iTrE

Tha governmertE will m doubt »nienr' r *ir»r nuieis 
f^mrftrnlng flBvrkipm*n ol N aim n a I "■“■ ' (j mduMy (Pad Vi « no 
rhpsi^ rü.vi-g lû Pnccassinç a-rd M r- r* - - -n i ■' : ■.,»&! ’i ihnAl 'md 
^ i .v r, In a UpüEntofl on TisIlBrieE f who'hr: I h*y dtolltt !K
^rpornled in olhrr legislalsons

Btitintffil n I Cupels nntf FeatOU

h Éflveral ccunlrtea the lagialanve ml *n Ih* torm ot Gill Tor 
Intfod^ilofi in Pviamsni or we Legialaturt H uauaity ecocmpinted by 
* Sraie-rianl oF Object* and Reasons. Th» dcwumenl (JaherB'y te» ad 

’i.jcLiiHeE of i-a ^ijiiltlion and ‘tw mtlhJdù through, ^'sch rha 
fT—* Bought to be achltvod Vüh*r* tuch crgclic* » followed, tl
migH ha jeoaoriate to east» m ^he SlHWmtm pi Ot|odt and RetlOI» 
mal ,("j«!ndionil law ana Sm* pikelet ixj» reesq^ett lh*l a Ooatlei 

K»ï sovt'Bÿn nçhs For th-e OLdnC*** ol uptonng en4 e*ploil'r4J 
nrfürvrg bt-c r.&ayTg tf* ndurni rt*Ov^*-' v'1'r'i's*f I'^mg at non- 
K-.-ng. d *H sea-bed ato and e'i tuD*r»cwll1 «Men, and

± 2 r reîE.TT to r-fl-Fi* mvvnrin.nni ,r an arte toyorto
arm ad^eni to ft» T*n*w»l See wnfch mmf irfwd M(to 3U0 nnuicel 
ml» trtrti thtbuelnei Iron nhlctillwbfiMMioi it» Twwe Se» »

1 nd to b* s at Pi* E ichf ï v* F ara** ?c f * It fn*» b* 
ified *ji irr* -tc«Kd leg*J»*Ki n**ta to d*-» *:■' lb* «»tr*e si 
trio S0v*raign figtflç und junuJc! cr in bit E" j fti"*™ 'n
rbtj.ird ir- ccmsarvaiç-n, rtanegened. i ‘jcii'B® t>p>>T*i- 
lh* lehagf rtsoutoes Where 1b* •^sUi’On to mar ine
tvgutato fishery «divfeee wrthir It ttr ton* dl r<J ■• ■■ **f*n '
mnghq be so siarad. Mention rcM-'M--* riasrof Lome fil ihe pr-ncp* 
ohlOdivae ol the legislation which fhty Include rht need ip mici’-s■*>■ and 
asvelpp Li'.e r.nhrnnnl (ah*ifl e'lbm. 10 regulnin Ihe fi -ery aci ■ *« ^ 
toreign enlists 3^»d lof&gn l«h*M|dt in on eppro^titl* 1 enner .■>■■: ihe 
<iiuetüfwnin( of national llthlng Indurry wtlh « v»* to snab1* the 
«CpFdiietitti ol 1h# living rtePUro* lo tb* metenum itlanl IhrDiflh If* 
nrimne! glton.

Sq-tm jiJçg*5U-on* In raipvcl of Mettoflll Fttheric-a Legis- 
tilton

LûfDg title:

A ji* Mjjiua !*r> r:y *ivl ülf1 ■ fllaLsd tclivii ’ i in tht Eii-clySi'to
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Eli:: xhtvc Zam tr«gt.

A EMrt' L-hm^y Of ir-É Stl;eCr™a fif lht ■LflÇ^-aef’ 6i se: Mil In' 
lb* îiiinmini tf Qtlvdi #rtd Rw»t tçN "be ««parked n ft 
pmamtH* where r t üühiOEiad

PARTI
PRELIMINARY

pnçuon 1- Stoft Eille arrd comrrwOrtmenl

[1 ) Th^ art muy t* at rhe i Elusive Eewrwm: 7i'e1 
fishariea Ad p|_________ _____

(2) H com* ;rtto For» DC tuch dale ss It* Goi-enrmtn: 
;M.n|siryl may appoint by noltficafiort n- ihe nffaial

Secnan 3 - Deltnrllana

In i " rj Acl, unless She pcnlexl othetwap ran a:

a| s^thartsed otticer- .aans any lb hern". :iHn:ri -my :■ ■
aificer nol below 1he rank pi ___________ . *ny cuiftni
illicar, any ttimmiiikjnftil Dtlluni nl In* Hfn--ud rprr.nt pr any 
Olh*r olfi«r aulhonifld by lhq Direclcr-General Id perle* m 
any iiui.iis pi Functions undsi Ihe pra■.■lelDn■- ol ihit Act v 
any reg-j-alians made IHereu^er, anti lai Um [■ .ipoi.i: nnlv 
or amercing the ptov Hone rrt 1 hi . Açfl pi -■ riQtAlHoni 
made i ereu-idtr, any health iiipadul appointed kindi# iJ,e 
Puyic Hmhfi Act;

d) Pfitstjn ttfan w t^e fwod duit^j wiw.'- khlng a
pto^ed In a ipKrlfrt irw C* #*tl In 1he ^lahMf'M-b 
nitin, at Ip the peried di-nnq which 1ta catching p1 
ipeti' nj t[>nci*t of h;h or ho us* pi *p*dfi*d flltiinfl 
floBTiio pdçMIth cprahbfleiJ, l

l ■ DjBcîar-Gene.ra' - ^eam Ihe pflice* eppOimed by Ih*
Govtnrune^t^iriiftjftr untier Sett an ol'h« Aci
andaha- -<mdt j Qef-,1y Ovedar G--t rilL

ErCHifcw* Economic Zone-muma th* excluolw MOncwnk:
rOi^idt . -_ . *i declared In Ad No.------------ ----
Prcclamelnn/Nciilicehcn diled

li fifth^meana riih e# lh*t1 (Ion C* .nY dencrplran feuod in 
Tienne or 1r*ih ifUnty and tNnr young o' fry or rsggt or 
epaih* anti indud** cj-cnracaana, jcnuilic 
notothuruni, km wfwl. coral end nLher eoquatic hie, bol 
do** nol InchvtJ* rttertW n.imrr.aiL iia birds

n fdrhwr H rns« on* rn mûr* Wdu 0< 'Ah that can be 
V40K) Il a *01 the pun»»* Ol iM<rvw end 
iWftQimn u) end any lafwtg tot each ibcktr;

qi Wieç. f.) nwere t4lwg ftr cathtng, UAlflB « haryeeimg 
Mt W «re>g^ « *t>)r Kliwy nlaling Id S^* talung ot Jtny 
1*f. rt*JJS tfif^ii *«¥ ■fc-fvity lh"

tupoY. itnrt^f leir^avor, trar-MoWti- Of 
jrDmwAg ftJ’Ylel'

h) r*ff*Miuni any iftu*. M. V any dfier
tint; urtvch « L*ed U MufCM lu b« JteO loi, W » a type 
fttich it notnaliy «w) itf <1 v (1> att^o Of siiiing
on* Of nxji* v«MH if in m the peftQiitw ?f >ny 
«irvlfï r*l*ling Ip riibmflr *KA4eig te-1 "tS l.rn-jod to. 
fuepurmon. triply, tfnrage. ct ^iUw L-ianiportaHir « 
prpcawng. bifi 0»l nor inrtud* n ■>**«! -*tt tnf the 
tnn sportjtipn d lnh or FibX produit a* pert d a genera' 
CAfflO,

U wihui- meant Iht i h d [h* aiiand-ng jp»
MO mult* rnilnt mtaau'dc ‘ion Ih* iawofmala bædmet;

|l ftvrr^n fjuhinp nesjer m*ftni any filling veete tftia; Ihs"
I urtr.sftl rtgl*1*r«d m---------------------- :

lice.noi'nj eultowfy-i-'eant 1h* ofttar au1hcntOd ^nder
Açl lo ia*ua Upences □f ponnHs;

h .Tu.hid/ in toleion Ip e hshmg velsol means lho perspr- 1pr 
Ih* 1lrT a hmnp hLiuinfl cûttimand or chiir^H p[ 1he uftsst.'

m} Minmfe/mount ihe Mmiatar Tor lha l:fflo being rofipanible
tof n L- admin utmtlDn of mit Ad,

'ï vwnitr- ^ rrjiaion la â iffihing yt^ael, includes -try body oF
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Dÿrsüns who1 f.:i TcorparaLod or nm by whnrr !ha vtiid r 
ownea and anf cha.ia'gi, iLib-cnadaisr. I*i>« ^ *ut 
l«m* ni I be vesa»l;

ol prftnplisirp lh raidi ta la li&h, thtl^tlni CHtankig 'I kihr.li 
idnç, traazing. caning, saHi^g, smDl<ir'.; onol'inp. ^**15 
drying or oLherwiM prasarving or pinpmirfl Nih tiy an*
miihod;

pt processif eslattehr e-1- f»*ani ary jam»» w ,^n>*i o- 
or m which any l ■_.! ■ are £>cca£54*d or Hind, bul ru 
indud* any nolel n*lKif*m v *«1*5 fcouW ot *Tj
prjmJSM wrhaffi lb" ,rt r-^.'ïisO G* '.a* [■, ■ h:..
lo’lia

q> Jilî-'Ln reJalO" ID 'is" indUd*t

I) :c Uke, cflJcJ-1 nr--'. arlnac! ni furua Dy any traa^-i or 
lOr Cnd-T V ruT_Jlaai#rfig Antf

«I loaTamm lods my u tpacrfad m uApwopafy [tftlilb- 
eMîéui;

rarricni «to*- mwa *4 l*fi*crni mwf
_____ __  » iJdnd *r Ad _ _ or »n

riwwBDVT'CwCHÏT OaUFe ^

£ec!wn 3 - T&rThl-ofial apoLicaion

This aci acr -fl* to tha Se^'viaa of........... ............ am th* i'aat pf
3lW sr.i ?r'*-JjTg Ljpto 2W rr las ham T-a b»«lima rn5r- whicf-
J-<; rar^lh^ai «il t'a T-eai_-wl *4 rrgrn Pl-n-, m-1 oui in Schüoulfl I BT !
î^wiahm r*lm4d bo te "f >4hnrir^ #irtari'

PART II
FISHERIES POLICY AND PLANNING

Sïtr-ûr' -V Déclarai laq al PLsharles poricy

T~« Clnve-ns-i {MinislwrJ may '-An- mt le l.mfl 1ormu1alB i-;' 
■Jeclara I-a pccy rtf rhe Stcts concomii'g Jshmg □'io ûLhar mine-" 
■Ailla* at lh* fiarwriaa waters including lha autant of such aç'MV 
by Pon^n vAfli and lütomtian wiffï 4 yi*w 1t> InlvU Iti* 
eonsa^-.qnon, rr'iomn Tnnaynrttnnl and Optimum ÜllîiialWd ht th ■ 
1nh*ry mOurms and La promût» and Accala<ale th° ininQriiB'' 
d«*toom*rt nr a PMlOlial l«h,ng JUl-BIry

SaetWi S- Pi*par*tton gl a pïrwi

Th» Govvrnmtni ■.M'inttrl may aiflhortf* th* pt-wura-lçr çl a oSan 
Içi irw p*flP*M d ilm^pra*'-.! OOnwtVifliOr nhfl mur.jût^eTl d lh*
I ^ry wumi «hdi. üauai ^ '

t| kjt-irvmon ai IHa rwumf and crTpwJa^ d an
*at4roat*. m W 'ar be prad caWa, d l^a cds ^ >3 ' airage 
«nviol ÿhHïM and «n «hmtHa of tha tala armai cÆch Ch* 
flky tM parrridad bt «Kh UK«s d Eah.

[il lonüi^.itHîn cd lhe I'*ai *»d .h Wtitft îrehing
jebvftbt miy b* parked »(« O' icm
manrad tnUn#iPOflO(iilfiitwwi.

0 Sp*tir<»l«0 Cl lha cann-nrÉdion *TKt 'nan agem»" t
mituw lo twm*an -Por th* prtHodOn gt Pahenr resQ-jiTBS 
qianihurnlj ïiianlDvfriiDblitAn

d] Soae.''OJCion □( n*a*ur« fc eramot* LtlrzaCCn of 1h*
l«A*ry mpurcH 10 cc-^O'-i 1ff naLor^al dWC OQm*nl 
ptwM ind Drogrtmmai

«1 A*l«umanl of Ch* iiHling and Utur* potartial or tha laçai 
farur^j acnveo'ï and ip«[ftalion af measuraï *? h* b*on 
rs pptmcta IPm a«anra1*d growth and dey* b amorti uf a 
n a :ir>- aI Hfhory mdi^h> irtfl m yi*w anable apiimum 
uf.i j align ri di* lifhtry VHUicH thrown nillnoal elfartE

D Kormulamn ur a Kh*m* or Kh*m« Id ptuvid* Id' I iscal and 
□Char kicomivai lor ih* daynlopmam ol Ito national lishing 
Induvtty.

g] hfaaaurt* lor dwaiopmanl al InPra-fttuclu'e. procistinp 
•nd rrm^HUlng of b»h *ndf|(h piodurta

^rdlon {,. Fartign Fishing

II.- Qnv*rnm#nl iMnlMtr) man hom H-na la Um* cJrlmmine Iha 
BNanl la MPlûh lonlgn Inhlng «Livllloi would t» p#tm*tad In lha 
Ibhïn#! ifUm Iihlng mio ixounl, Ai lar h preclnuibli. th* liahary 
tBlmrcds. |ft(i riuudr.. al ittfll riLharMhh and nahgn»i l^hing .ndUSltina, 
r*flbnhi; or tub-raglortal &r| a r^amont, mnmanonal treaü** and 
Cerurrmiiona .n Inrco sn« alnar rolayjnl ractoti .nr ..Sing iBsIttnnc*



rendered 01 In do rand&rnd fty tareign hing afflarprnu m thi 
de -.rn.çp'nnnl or ^Jli- n-al li^1 ' 'I mdus-lry

SooHeri ?■ fïes-o'1.'1 ntf SuVfiag lanal ^ü-cptrdon

T^ Gctv#' nmj'Hl )Uvw1v| —ay wth a tfi'i* !o inuring ihe t-OS<" 
D*jctc-*£nf .''a1 "njfi 7 asc*1 v CD-a^fiiTa'nn or Uw ^p*£' /« in**™
- - - 17^ ■■ It -I U'V- ■: r. r ■>; -1-1 - “O «ni*■ 'V CpnwlM»rn *r
lh* CjOv*rnm*mH or' nnoht>n*!ng Sl*t#S o* lh* rtCf;r. tie

which *hw p* ™™ f* *W nwid Sw*
eanhn.i'inni mif .viude flxt!,,&neit d .-.d* im an j< jo:--
aumyi and o!:hn activrliaa l« ■émbiim^ e' urtcka and llwn 
prolniltm

Section Ei ■ international Agreements

I I n ^fFnmanl (Mininar) n-iy dWrUom l|i« nageLialien and 
melualpn al ailaler^! or muhilafcral jgi+aiiitifllb- ratatina Id- ftahlny 
rqhti md davalapriacii: c/ hi-" rri ni and f#frU buJ olhar in ii**!

part m
ADMI tfl fJ-TRAtlON

5*d.wi B •- Appokitinml ct

fll "ne Gavammcrt ;rJ " Hm} n~vy -*fnx: rt a DiraclDr Cawi 
lijr 'icr.'- s; nd sudi oMm-i niHr^rp it nay be -7eede: 
unr-irwary lo*carTying pl1 !• b purp»** ij' Ihii Acl.

(3) The Dirocior GoobiH snul i........ .. to ma hbhLBT Id-
Wpar^isiOil, fnflMflhlUBl and d • ulr.|.m.T.I M 1 ehgrjes ann

rhb uitplairwulonot lhi? Art.

0Ï Tie □■radar Oi-arlal rf.ov wnh 1 no (PfW&vai el ttta MlnMfl' 
*ttgn la jpf^.niud in puriLianc* ol Lh:n seclion
mcf ^partit pow*rt *«) fli t#i *iaid**bla und*t th« Aci 
ff bWUlpEr™-

Sati'Wi 1-D' Rahorl*» Do- rttopmant Aultwclly

fh# &iFBm^r,(irT| (Miniprei) fiir*. f dHhn-sC Ir. eslabon Ü Fmhflfw 
rjavr,--,nmfcd| Autb^tV '31 '.h* puipdirt -V! J. J npLopn J .n:; ff 
5l«* I'Miry rjr prs^'D^rr: |h i..-ni:! W dav+fcmihr I ÿ "nl-Fi ‘ii'rf
Ifwlublry,

17

-jrtlon 11*. Mrtlünit Fl±lwS» D^atopmtnl «id ^
pftjlrwl Ion Council

;i) The Oq*anm**H [M«i*taO may by nplltebllM ccnBillulo i 
Knùjr-a I pharma Oev«4ip.neH and Co-ordinal ion Council 
oy*X>ud Ql .Tiamoara, al lnar-1
#pfrTi nh.i i b* Drawn fmm f:Eha^nanr* ù^arvration» a™1 ’ha 
ttfr.T+t'LU* 'wl»n« *«dEf

-‘f\ n-« Caurtot iray *uc^ rtf'» s»»'' ■* rt h*ï |Plinh 111
tt an«4 ti in a lecfncaL adro>ry of te
'4M pan " A* MiteiÆrtii on *¥ ^ *

«] lha lundoni cH itw &h*mcJ a^*11 t* 10 *d'"M |4lfl 
CiciFfi'ornant (^^:5terJ oh al1 ruinai* ralWihD to '.t 
tfarttfl'nant. tonsarjation and TiftnBDsrwril Frsoa^jm 
nnH ir. porîlcuiar on ih* co-Drrii-h'ition d aclivn-o^ O' 
UtjwrmrtnMflJ agencies nndrthitbûi)n*b

PART IV
□ rvr l afM e r^r oûhserv atæ n a no ma na üEUENT of 

FrSHËHV RESOURCES

^ICJ' li- Ibrwrpt iDf D*y*Lopmtnt, Co«Mtvalkjri nnd 
oi Ftaiwrit*

(1} Th* DH«*y *" uwwIW
F»h>ry Devetwtnnr* and »-»«■'«*" ar,c
odwr iJhontVw « may b* d**rr*i mvW'*e.
Ih* dwalüpmonl cmwFVïïiDn «*d rpio"^ mandant** 
th* issaurowd tiw lisharlùb wile't

ÜÏ T>ib maimnmtd, crmaar^aiinn nnd 4ay#topmari ihea5t’0c 
-' - Il K-rlarrri aa 1er is ptiatJttblt !□ frid net:.n;d aLardairln 
■7' ftohary cffaarvtfbn ««I ** I|;|V ^ 'lri

tflfl ! ma 10 I na and 1M« CM«ila ihH ha 
;:rcK;nbrd ^ the plan un<J*r SacÜOrt S, laMHQ *10
iüfltjrtîKe basic »*l od 'Hrainaltor, 030^-.’

a) CiSTEO^ion and FWigfrflMrt nt*aiWM 9Atol b* *û 1*an 
as t. grieve M «f-norp y*>a **ch to

Dww erwjAMion ûrf l'* t«flK0«

bf To «1* Bxianl pradcaW* **• mdwflyal atac* ^ I'ah tfvl bw



nar.pgçü fr, n U^l WOyÿWl 44 ** jrfl *** J"taEM 
SlùCkl tâ ktiP tn RIV *)dC ai A .- 1 (V n û.i*» te
ordinatan.

:■ | Ctn^rvplbfi <J b1l*K IhroL^h clievanlion ;j' ' «tivntm lii.ii

S*1--' nn i 3^ Ffse-erch and Dtaum nation ef Jrform.i1 Ion

i'. 'o • ta rPnci ,* neasL-'ei kn U«^thwn«nE,
ndnpmwl ant cvutivirw of ih* «îjouc«, Hm L.pcIo*
G*f*T4f ±boi\ «Tico'jra^f ■

aj T ho conüui.1 -i ■ dîna! gc rf rBb-^jii 1 j'-i --. "*ri
ai^iyilies \n !"n IrBharinr. wÜHrs ird in 1*1 in-' ■:■ Pc 
fllMki.

b> ri‘5ü«rnipa[iün oi '"ormniinn oenDBming |[DCfck, mlgr-iMry 
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No person shall carry or have in his possession or control 
any explosives, poison or other noxious substance or 
apparatus fitted for or capable of utilizing current, with the 
intention of using such explosive, poison or other noxious 
substance or apparatus for carrying out any of the 
prohibited acts referred to in the preceding sub-section.

(3) Any explosive, poison or other noxious substance or 
apparatus found on board any vessel shall be presumed, 
unless the contrary is proved, to be intended for such use.

(4) Any person who acts in contravention of provisions of this 
section shall be punishable (with imprisonment wnich may 
extend upto one year) or a fine upto a maximum of 
_______________ or both.

Section 34- Possession of Prohibited Gear. etc.

Any person who uses for fishing or possess or has on board any 
ishing vessel:-

a) any fishing net, the mesh size of which is less than the 
minimum mesh size for the type of net prescribed in any 
regulation made under this Act; or

b) any other net fishing gear or fishing appliance prohibited
under any regulations made under this Act; shall be 
punishable with a fine upto a maximum of_______________

Section 35- ______________________

Any person who lands, sells, receives or is found in possession of 
any fish, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe them to have 
been taken in contravention of the provisions of the preceding section 
shall be liable to a fine not exceeding

Section 36-

Prohibition of Importation or Exportation of Fish or Fishery/Aquatic 
Products.

No person shall import or export any fish or fishery/aquatic product, 
whether adult or young, fry or fish eggs, for propagation or for any other 
purpose, without a permit obtained for the purpose and payment of 
insnection and other fees

Section 37- Powers 
and inspect, etc.

For the purpose of ensuring 
any authorized officer may:-

PARTIX 
enforcement

of Authorized Officers to stop, board

compliance with the provisions of this 

fishing vessel within the fisheries
a) stop and board any tisnng outside such
3) waters, other than a tejeojl»"3 ves concerning 

waters and make any exam.nj»ri and e q nr ^ carried 
that vessel, its equipment, fishing gear, c 
on board that vessel;

b) stop an* inspect within the fisheries waters an, vessel o, 

vehicie transporting fish,
t0 be produced and examine an, fishing gear °r

C)

d)

e)

Section
Arrest

0)

a)

ftehing6appliance whether at sea or on land; 

examine any fishing stakes;
■sguire S JSS retredtde-

rSoTa'nXSnsmade, hereunder.

38-Powers of Hot Pursuit, Entry, Seizure and

An, authorized ottlce.where
bpSSnsao.This0«“ an, regulate made thereunder.

may:-
stop, board and search Eve that the
the fisheries waters, where h ^ pursujt t0 the
offence was committed by c" 1isheries waters and
vessel was commenced, within eowaters- 
b*g such vessel and its crew withrn those waters,

Provided that:
where the vessel is purged '* '““e 3 ^anÆ 

SXornement powers is



permitted by the terms of any treaty in force, regional or sub
regional arrangements.

b) enter any premises not used exclusively as a dwelling 
house, in which he has reason to believe that an offence has 
been committed, or fish taken in contravention of such 
provision are being stored and search such premises;

c) take samples of any fish found in any vessel or velicle 
inspected or any premises searched under the provisions of 
this Act;

d) arrest any person whom he has reason to believe has 
committed such offence;

e) seize any vessel (including its fishing gear, furniture, 
appurtenances, stores and cargo), vehicle, fishing gear or 
fishing appliance which he has reason to believe has been 
used in the commission of such offence, or in relation to 
which the offence has been committed;

f) seize any fish which he has reason to believe have been 
caught in the commission of such offence or are possessed 
in contravention of Section 35;

g) seize any explosive, poison or other noxious substance or 
apparatus which he has reason to believe have been used or 
possessed in contrvention of Section 33.

(2) A written receipt shall be given for any article or thing seized 
under sub-section (1) and the grounds for such seizure shall 
be stated in such receipt.

(3) Any person arrested under the provision of this section shall 
be produced before a Court within twenty-four hours of the 
arrest if made on land or within twenty-four hours of the 
arrested person being brought ashore where the arrest has 
been made at sea.

(4) Any vessel seized under sub-section (1) and the crew 
thereof shall be taken to the nearest or most convenient port 
and dealt with in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

*>sold
sized under theAny fish or other articles of a penJJ^rthe Director General

be h8ld a"d dea" "i,h

^corda'nce with the provisions of this Act.

40-Obstruction of Authorized Officers
Section

issrss z 'Sïït—'*£ s

with the pro— * ** 

Act.

b)

Section 41-identification of Authorized Officers

(1) An authorized officer whilst exercising a^ny of^ any

duties under this Act, sha . d h identification
-v - *

sufficient to establish his identity.

(2,
With any reqest demana or ^ demand be;og made

°by C:uchSUpersonCetror produce the requisite identification 

papers or written authorisation.

Section 42-Non-liabIlity ol Authorized Officers
brought against any author,;ted —tM

No action shall be c, _ , .
of anything done or omitted o e . . t 
execution of his powers and duties under this Act.

OFFENCES, PENALTIESAARNDXLEGAL PROCEEDS

Action 43-Offences against the Act or Regulation
• t0 comply with the provisions of -his

(1) Any person wno fails to comp y
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(2)
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Act or any regulations or rules made thereunder or acts hJ 
contravention thereof shall be liable to be punished under 
this Act.

If no specific penalty has been provided for the particular 
offence, the person convicted of such offence shall be liable
to a fine not exceeding__________ [or to a term of
imprisonment which may extend upto a period of 

____________or to both.]

Section 44-Wilful Damage to Fishing Vessels, etc

Any person who causes damage to any fishing vessel, fishing 
stakes, fishing gear, net or other fishing appliance in the ownership or 
possession of another person, either wilfully or through gross
negligence, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding__________ [or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding a period of______________or to
both.]

Section 45-Destroying Incriminating Evidence

Any person who destroys or abandons any fish, fishing gear, net or 
other fishing appliance, explosive, poison or other noxious substance 
or any other object or thing with intent to avoid their seizure or the 
detection of an offence against this Act or any regulations made
thereunder, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ________ [or to
imprisonment for a term which may extend upto______________or to
both.]

Section 46-Master liable for Offance committed on his 
Vessel

When an offence against this Act or any regulations made 
thereunder has been committted by any person on board a fishing 
vessel, the master of such vessel shall also be liable for such offence.

Section 47-Companies and partnerships

Where any offence against this Act or any regulations made 
thereunder has been committed by a company or by any member of a 
partnership, firm or business, every Director or Principal Officer of that 
Company directly connected with the activity or any other member of 
the partnership on the person concerned with the management of such 
firm or business shall be liable for such offence unless he proves to the 
satisfaction of the Court:

a)

b)

that he 
Act; or

,n secure compliance with this 
Uged the diligence to secure w

ccmmitted without his knowledge.
that such offence was
consent or connivance.

,DlIec,c,General™». -«SfjËSST *
Section 48-Compounding of offences 

SsUch offence.
Section 43-Forelelture o. Vessels, etc. ^ ^ ^ ^
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(2)

(3)

Any
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rsssæSrss»»
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of Court to Order Forfeiture
Section 50-Power

.... IS
convicted of an offence against this Act or any



Forfeiture

53-Return
regulations made thereunder, or where the Court, on referral of any 
claim under Section 49, finds that such an offence has been committed, 
the Court, in addition to any other penalty that may be imposed:-

"*“ilw,SSS

be^etatned unW the fine is paid, or be sold 

of the fine.
Proof of Cause of death

the proceedings in re 
where the seized fi 
- n sale thereoi are 

shall be returned a. 
i from whom 
the case c. 

the goods may
towards realisation

Where 
-quittai or 
,alized from a
16 goods t— 

to the person 
Provided that in 1
he vessel or 1
(n satisfaction oi or

Section 54-Presumption 

etc. of Fish

^ All fish found on 
used in t,.-
regulations
proved 
commission

may order that any fishing vessel (including its’ fishing gear, 
furniture, appurtenances, stores and all cargo), fishing gear, 
net, or other fishing appliance used in the commission of 
such offence be forfeited and that any licence or permit 
issued under this Act or any regulations made thereunder be 

impended for such period of time as the Court may think fit. 
or be cancelled; and

shall order that any fish caught in the commission of such 
offence or the proceeds df sale of any such fish, any 
explosive, poison or other noxious substance used in the 
commission of such offence any fishing net or other fishing 
gear or fishing appliance possessed or carried on board any 
fishing vessel in contravention of Section 33 be forfeited; 
and

., , . wpccel which has been 
■ -1 board any fishing ajnst this Act or any 

the commission of an often 9^ the contrary is 
made thereunder sh II, caught in the

be presumed to have u 
of such offence.

roUSe of death, stunning 
in any prosecution where 1ish is in question, :

disabling or other injury.

« jurisdiction of the Courts
55-Jurisaici regulatio

=•> "*S.'f£ÏJÜ *» P— ,\h° tes.

shad order, in the case of any offence against Section 34 
that any fishing gear, net or other fishing appliance carried 
on board the offending vessel, be forfeited.

Section 51-Second or Subsequent Offence

In the case of any second or subsequent offence against this Act or 
any regulation made thereunder:-

the maximum penalty to be imposed may extend upto twice 
the limit of the fine [or imprisonment] 2s prescribed for that 
offence under the Act; and

where the offence relates to a violation of Sections 33 and 
34 of the Act, the Court shall order, the forfeiture of the 
offending vessel (including its fishing gear, furniture, 
appurtenances, stores and all cargo) unless it considers 
that circumstances do not so justif ■

part XI
IL LIABILITYSection 52-Disposal of things declared Forfeited

Any vessel (including its fishing gear, furniture, appurtenances, sto- 
:• and all cargo), fishing gear, net or other fishing appliance, explo

sive, poison or other noxious substance, and any fish or the proceeds 
of sale of fish deemed or ordered forfeited under 49, 50 or 51 shall be 
disposed of in such manner as the Director General may think fit.

Section 56-

Where by reason 
law, damage is
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natural resources within the fisheries waters or the territory
of__________, the owner or the operator of the vessel,
device or any other structure causing such damage shall be 
liable, except as otherwise provided under this Act.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the provision of sub
section (1 ) such liability shall cause:-

a) for any damage caused to a person, vessel, gear, facility or 
other structure used in any activities connected with the
exercise of the rights of_______ in the fisheries waters,
including fishing and related activities, policing and 
surveillance, environmental protection and shipping;

b) for any damage caused in the fisheries waters or in the
territory of_________by contamination resulting from such
act of omission and the consequent expenditure incurred on 
measures taken for clearing the environment of the 
contaminant and the effects of the contamination.

Section 57-

No action to enforce a claim in respect of a liability incurred under
section 56 shall be entertained by any court in____________ unless
action is commenced not later than one year after the claim arose.

Section 58-Special Defences

A person against whom an action is brought for damages under 
section 56 shall not incur any liability under that section if he proves 
that the damage caused:-

a) was due wholly to an act or omission of another person, not 
being the servant or agent of the owner; or

b) was due wholly to the negligonce or wrongful act of a 
government or other authority in exercising its function of 
maintaining lights or other navigational aids for the 
maintenance of which it was responsible.

Section 59-Jurlsdiction

Any action under the provisions of Section 56 shall be maintainable 
in a Court having territorial jurisdiction at the place where the defendant 
or its agent is ordinarily resident or at the place where the offender or 
the offending vessel is brought to port.

0)

(2)

part XU
processing and marketing

Section 60-Marketing Regulation Sohemes

The Minister me,. » SSTl" a

marketing of tish an maintenance of supply
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Section 61-Processlng Establishments

fish processing establishment.

The owner or operator who orates °Pn(, in

sha"b8

punishable under this Act.

The provisions of this section unless oUiemi app]y t0
notification by the government (MmjsteO ^ is preserved 

means otsmoking or drying by traditional means.

■ 62 Control and Regulation of Fish Processing
Section 62-conuoi
Establishments

0)

(2)

(3)

bodies
The Minister, 

authorities
in consultation with the

responsible ^/ope.aton ot M'S"*!

appropriate
issue directionsmay

products.
Section 63-Processor’s Carrier Permit

The Director General ^ ^’vS ltdl op-t^by 

transport permit in respect o



any person engaged in the processing of fish and used exclusively to 
transport fish to the shore processing facility specified in the permit.

PART XIII
GENERAL PROVISION 

Section 64-Power to make Regulations

(1) The Government (Minister) may make regulations for the 
carrying out of or giving effect to the purposes and 
provisions of this Act.

(2) Every regulation made under this Act shall be published in 
the Gazette and shall come into operation on the date of 
such publication or on such later date as may be specified in 
the notification.

(3) Every such regulation shall be laid before the Parliament/ 
Legislature.

Section 65-Power to frame Rules

The Government (Minister) may make rules for the administration of 
the provision of the Act and the regulations made thereunder.

Such rules shall be published in the official Gazette.

Section 66-Licence and Permit Registers

Registers showing particulars of the licences and permits issued 
under the Act shall be maintained and kept at such place or places as 
the Director General shall specify.

Section 67-Environment Protection

Where, under the laws governing environmental protection for the 
time being in force, any application is made for a licence to emit, 
discharge or deposit wastes into any fish bearing waters, the Director 
General shall be consulted as to the possible effect of such emission, 
discharge or deposit on fish and other aquatic living resources before 
any such licence is granted.

Section 68-Fishing for 
and Sporting purposes

The Director General may, by order, exempt any person or vessel
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teS it is envisaged that the Coastal, Landlocked and Geographically 
Disadvantaged States would enter into bilateral, sub-regional or 
regional agreements whereby the special rights of the Landlocked and 
Geographically Disadvantaged States would betaken into account.

Model Draft of an Agreement Relating to Foreign Fishing 
|n the Exclusive Economic Zone/Fisheries Waters of a 
Coastal State and Co—operation in the Conservation and 
Management of the Fishery Resources Therein*

The Government of_
Coastal State) and the Government of 
to as the other State party).

(hereinafter referred to as the 
_________________ (referred

HAVING REGARD to the negotiations that have taken place 
between the two governments relating to the fishing activities of the 
nationals of the other State party in the waters specified herein and in 
the matter of co-operation between the two States for conservation and 
management of fishery resources therein, as also the development of 
the fishing industry of the Coastal State;

REAFFIRMING their desire to develop and maintain co-operation 
in the field of fisheries for their mutual benefit and thereby to strengthen 
the close and friendly relations that exist between them and their 
peoples;

DESIROUS of establishing the terms and conditions under which 
fishing vessels of the other State party may be allowed access to the 
fisheries in such waters and matters relating to co-operation between 
the two governments including the development.of the fisheries sector 
of the Coastal State;

' This draft is not intended to be a model of an agreement between Coastal and 
neighbouring Landlocked and Geographically Disadvantaged States (see 
Explanatory Note). -

,or ,he

Proved, funher, ,ha, »» -W.* of nalbna,
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HAVE agreed as follows:-
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ARTICLE 1*

The Coastal State will, pursuant to the provisions ot this agreement, 
allow fishing activities within its fisheries waters/exclusive economic 
zone by fishing vessels and nationals of the other state party subject to 
its laws and regulations and/or terms and conditions as may be 
established on the basis of the under-standing/agreement reached 
between the two parties in the matter of assistance to be rendered to 
the Coastal State by the other State Party and its nationals in the 
development of the Coastal States fishing industry and co-operation in 
the conservation and rational utilization of the fishery resources.

ARTICLE 2

The competent authorities of the States parties shall consult among 
themselves with a view to determining the number of vessels and their 
specifications (tonnage and size) permitted to operate during each 
year, the allocation of catch (by species if desirable), the fishing areas 
and other regulatory measures.

ARTICLE 3

The designated agency of the other State Party shall transmit 
applications to the Government of the Coastal State for a permit for 
each fishing vessel that intends to engage in fishing in the fishery 
waters of the Coastal State pursuant to this agreement. Such 
applications shall conform to the requirements set out in the laws and 
regulations of the Coastal State. *________________________________

* It is envisaged that there would be a memorandum which would be annexed 
to this agreement or a separate agreement which would incorporate the terms 
and conditions agreed upon between the parties in the matter of assistance to be 
rendered to the Coastal State by the other State and/or its nationals. Such 
arrangement might include provision of service cf experts and periodic 
consultations between the appropriate government departments of the two 
parties in order to assist the Coastal State in building up of its fishing industry. 
It might be possible to include within such arrangements construction and 
setting up of storage and refrigeration plants, a canning industry or a processing 
plant for the benefit of the Coastal State fishing industry by the other State or its 
nationals including associations of process or bodies corporate who are 
permitted to fish in the fisheries waters. The assistance could also be In the 
matter of marketing facilities for the fishing industry of the Coastal State. 
Arrangements in regard to transfer of technology in processing, storage and

* Explanatory Note to Article 3
Tne particulars which are normally required to be given in applications for 

permits by foreign fishing entities are the following:-
a) the name and official number or other identification of each fishing 

vessel for which a permit is sought, together with the name and

ARTICLE 4
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about the technicalThe Mhf activTes'pSoS't be carried on and the

16Tb£ of the vessel for the purpose shall issue a permit specifying 
jSms and conditions upon which the permit is issued.

,2 The Coastal State shall communicate to the other state party 
the reasons in the event of an application being refused.,

articles
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The Government of the other state party shall ensure that in the 
conduct of th$ fisheries under this Agreement:

ARTICLE 7 *

In exercise of its sovereign rights the Government of the Coastal 
State shall determine annually, subject to adjustment when necessary 
to meet unforeseen circumstances:
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(a)

(b)

the total allowable catch for individual stocks or complexes 
of stocks, taking into account the conservation require
ments, the harvesting capacity of the Coastal State and the 
need to develop its fishing industry;

the maximum permissible catch allocated to nationals and 
fishing vessels of the other State party.

ARTICLE 8

the authorizing permit for each vessel is prominently 
displayed in the wheelhouse of such vessel;

appropriate position-fixing and indentification equipment, is 
installed and maintained in working order on each such 
vessel;

(c)

(e)

designated Coastal State observers are permitted to board 
any such vessel, who shall be accorded the equivalent rank 
of ship's officer while aboard such vessel. The Government 
of the Coastal State shall be reimbursed by the owner or 
operator of such vessel for the costs incurred in the 
utilization of Observers;

the Master and crew of each vessel shall co-operate fully in 
such enforcement action as may be undertaken pursuant to 
the laws and regulations of the Coastal State;

agents are appointed and maintained within the Coastal 
State possessing the authority to receive and respond to 
any legal process issued in the coastal state arising out of 
fishing activities under this Agreement;

all necessary measures are taken to ensure the prompt and
Some participants were of the view that this provision was not 
necessary as it was covered by Article 2

adequate compensation of Coastal State citizens <or aiy 
loss of or damage to their fishing vessels, fishingi gear or 
catch that, is caused by any fishing vessel of the other State 
party as determined under the applicable laws of the Coastal

State;

all data referred to in Schedule II which constitutes an 
integral part of this Agreement shall be reported to the 
designated representative of the Coastal State in accor 
dance with the time frame referred to therein;

each vessel upon entry into exclusive economic
zone/fisheries waters of._______  sha!! communicate its
location to the designated officer of the Coastal State each 
day by a method to be agreed upon by consultation between 
the two parties, until such vessel leaves the said zone;

the owners or operators of vessel shall make available to 
the Government of the Coastal .State the general descript on 
of the equipment and methods to be used in fisheries in 
area as well as other relevant information about th 
technology to be used for the detection, pursuit and catch of 

fish in the area; and

fishing vessels shall stow their fishing gear in such position 
as to conform to the laws and regulations of the Co as a 
State in the waters where they are not authorized to conduct 

fishing activities.

ARTICLE 9

Each vessel permitted to fish by virtue of this Agreement shallI carry 

the vessel.

ARTICLE 10

,he tnesh si» and types ol nets SJg » “connected
fishing activity in the area as well as a y including
with the conservation of the living resources in the area including
regulations for closed areas and closed seasons.

63
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ARTICLE 11

Where the fishing vessels or the owners or operators violate 
the terms and conditions of any permit issued hereunder or 
the provisions* of any laws or regulations of the Coastal 
State, the Coastal State may impose appropriate penalty in 
accordance with its laws, regulations and procedures 
including forefeiture of vessels, gear and catch; and order 
suspension or cancellation of permit.

In case of seizure and arrest of a vessel or its crew by a 
competent authority of the Coastal State, notification shall 
be given promptly through diplomatic channels informing the 
Government of the other State party of the action taken and 
of any penalties subsequently imposed.

3. Arrested vessels and their crews shall be promptly released, 
subject to such reasonable bond or security as may be 
determined by the competent authority of the Coastal State.

ARTICLE 12

The Government of the other State party shall co-opertate with the 
Government of the Coastal State in order to ensure, by appropriate 
measures, that its nationals and fishing vessels refrain from fishing 
activities in the fisheries waters/exclusive economic zone of 'the 
Coastal State except in conformity with the laws and regulations of the 
Coastal State and in particular that its nationals and fishing vessels 
authorized to carry on fishing activities in pursuance of this agreement 
comply with the provisions of the permits issued by the Coastal State.

The Government of the Coastal State and the Government of the 
other State party undertake to co-operate in the collection, compilation 
and exchange of scientific data and information required for the 
purpose of management and conservation of the living resources off 
the coasts of the Coastal State. The modalities for such co-operation 
shall be settled by agreement between the parties.

ARTICLE 14

1. The Government of the Coastal State and the Government of the 
other State party shall carry out periodical bilateral consultations
rrtn'ir/Jirw-i ♦ ki rr» rvt a rr» c* r\t ot ir\ r\ r\f fkio tho

development of further co-operation in the field of fisheries of 
rnutusl concern.

This Agreement shall be approved by each State in accordance 
2’ with its constitutional procedures. It shall enter into force through 

an exchange of notes on a date to be mutually agreed upon 
thereafter between the Government of the Coastal State and the 
Government of the other party and shall remain in force until 

unless terminated sooner by either Government after
giving notification of such termination__________ months in
advance.

3 This Agreement shall be subject to review by the two Governments 
' tWo years after its entry into force and thereafter every two years

unless the parties otherwise agree.

4 This Agreement will be subject to the conclusion of a multilateral 
treaty resulting from the Third United Nations Conference on the 
Law of the Sea.)*

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by the 
respective Governments have signed this Agreement.
Done at_________on the . ____19_____ , in duplicate in the
English and________
For the Government of

languages, both equally authentic. 
For the Government of



C. DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR AN EQUITY JOINT VENTURE 
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN AN ENTITY IN THE COASTAL 
STATE (GOVERNMENT UNDERTAKING, CORPORATION, 
COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL) AND A FOREIGN ENTER
PRISE OR ENTITY

Explantory note

Equity joint ventures contemplate the incorporation of a company 
which would undertake the main activities provided for in the 
agreement. The company would be a national company of the Coastal 
State and will be incorporated under its laws. The agreement would 
basically follow the pattern of an agreement between the promoters of a 
company but would have additional provisions concerning certain 
assistance to be rendered by the foreign party in regard to technical 
assistance, training programmes etc.
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It would depend upon the administrative structure in the Coastal 
State and its policies as to whether the development of fishing and 
fishery industries should be in the public or private sector. The entity in 
the coastal state which should be a party to the joint venture 
agreement, whether state entity, government undertaking, corporation, 
company or individual would depend upon the governmental policy. It is 
unlikely that the Government as such would be a party to a joint venture 
agreement, and in cases where the governemt itself is concerned 
directly with fishing and fishery activities, such functions should be car
ried out through a government corporation or a state agency. It is 
contemplated that the foreign party with which joint venture arrange
ments might be entered into would be one which has either some past 
experience in fishing in the waters now encompassed within the 
economic zone or a party which has in its possession the necessary 
data and/or technical know-how and is ready and willing to assist in the 
fishing activities and/or in the establishment of industries connected 
with fishing, e.g. storage, refrigeration and processing plants, as also in 
the marketing of fish and fish products even when a state agency or a 
government undertaking is a party tq, a joint venture agreement, it would 
be desirable to keep in perspective the distinction between the 
regulatory and policy making functibns of the government on the one 
hand and the contractual functions of a government agency on the 
other.

It may be stated that the essential feature of an equity joint venture 
from the point of view of the host country is the employment of foreign 
capital and technology in its project whilst the interest of the foreign 
party is basically to obtain an adequate return on its capital investment 
and payment for employment of its technology.

C Draft Guldens for ^Eq-Uy jToïsXl

ArraJimment Undertaking, Corporation Company or 
(Gd°lJj-®duai) and a Foreign Enterprise or Entity

DRAFT MODEL TEXT

This Agreement entered into on 
between-------------

. (Coastal State enterprise)
hereinafter referred to as the 'first party’ and

(foreign entity)
referred to as the 'second party', Witnessed asfollows.-

recitals

..hereinafter

(hereinafter
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And Whereas the Government has given its approval and consent to 
the execution of this agreement (and has also given its assurance in 
regard to the grant of facilities and assistance in the fulfilment of the 
objectives of this agreement;)

PARTI

1. The parties shall take steps to promote and bring into being a body
corporate to be known as _______________ which shall be
incorporated under the laws of________ .

2. The objectives of the company to be established shall include:-

a) Organization and undertaking of fishing activities within the
waters of the exclusive economic zone of____________ in
areas as specified by the Government;

b) To acquire technology, vessels, equipment and gear for the 
purpose of fishing activities, employment of technicians, 
experts and other personnel ;

c) To undertake research activities in regard to fisheries related 
to the commercial operations of the company and to arrange 
training programmes;

d) To erect, construct, maintain or arrange for shore facilities as 
may be necessary for the commercial operations of the 
company;

e) To undertake directly or through its subsidiaries the erection, 
construction and establishment of storage, refrigeration and 
processing plants for fish and manufacture of fishery 
products;

f) To undertake or arrange for marketing of fish and fish products 
for local consumption and export.

The authorized capital of the company shall be_____________and
its initial subscribed capital shall be ___________ - to be
divided between ____________ ordinary shares and
_____________________ preference shares.

4. The first party hereby agrees to subscribe
ordinary shares in the company and the second party shall 
subscribe __________ ordinary shares. (The remaining shares

*5.

6.

shall be offered for public subscription.)
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data in its possession or which may come into its possession 
during the currency of this agreement concerning the stock in the 
areas where fishing activities are contemplated. It shall also' make 
its best endeavour to obtain such data from the fishery agencies in 
the state of its nationality and where possible from other relevant 
sources.

11. The second party shall make available to the company the technical 
and managerial personnel required for operation of the company's 
fishing fleet and other activities contemplated under this 
agreement in the categories and on the terms and conditions to be 
agreed upon between the parties taking into account the 
programme for progressive introduction of local personnel at all 
levels.

12. The second party shall arrange at its cost, suitable training
programmes________ for the technical personnel of the company

Number
not exceeding number per year in the second party's establishment 
or in such other establishment as may be mutually agreed upon 
with the company. It shall also assist the company in the 
establishment of an appropriate training programme for the 
company’s personnel.

13. The second party undertakes to render assistance to the company 
or its subsidiaries in the establishment of storage and refrigeration 
plants as also in regard to plants for processing of fish and 
manufacture of fishery products. Where any contract for the 
establishment of such plants’is entered into by the company with 
any party to this agreeemant or with any company or firm affiliated 
to a party to this agreement, such contract shall be entered into on 
the best prevailing terms and conditions in the world market and at 
competitive market prices. Any second-hand equipment purchased 
under any such contract shall be subject to evaluation by an 
independent valuer.

14. The marketing of fish and fish products intended for export shall be 
undertaken by the second party in accordance with the marketing 
agreement as annexed to this agreement. The second party shall 
assist the company in the development of its own marketing 
expertise.

Notes to Clauses 8 to 14
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of the objectives ot the proposed company. This relates mainly to 
acquisition of vessels and equipment on purchase or hire, 
arrangements for loans through which vessels and equipment may 
be acquired, provision of data and technical expertise and training 
programmes. The obligations of the foreign party are set out in this 
part which would constitute the main consideration for a coastal 
state in allowing a foreign entity to participate in an equity joint 
venture in the fisheries sector.

(ii) It is sometimes the case that the party from the developed country 
in a joint venture agreement itself makes available the vassels and 
equipment needed for fishing on hire with an option for purchase. It 
is necessary to ensure that when vessels or equipment are 
purchased or taken on hire from the foreign party or its affiliates 
that transaction is made on competitive prices and on best 
available terms.

(iii) Since it might be difficult for a company incorporated in a deve
loping county to arrange for loans or advances for acquisition of 
vessels and equipment, it would be desirable to place an obligation 
on the foreign party to render assistance in the matter.

(iv) One of the objectives for entering into joint venture arrangements 
may well be acquisition of data concerning the fishery resources 
without which fishing activities on an appreciable scale would be 
difficult. The foreign fishermen who had been previously fishing in 
the waters now encompassed within the exclusive economic zone 
in many cases are in possession of such data and if joint venture 
arrangements are entered into with such a party, it may be possible 
to acquire the necessary data. A provision in respect thereof is 
accordingly made in this agreement.

(v) A difficulty experienced by developing states is in regard to 
technical and managerial personnel. It is therefore necessary to 
provide that the foreign party should arrange for the services of 
such personnel to the extent necessary and upon such terms and 
conditions as may be agreed upon. However, progressive 
employment of local personnel in all categories shall clearly be kept 
in perspective.

(vi) One of the important considerations that may promote developing 
countries to enter into joint venture agreements in the fisheries 
sector is the need for establishment of allied industries such as in 
regard to storage and processing of fish. It might be difficult to find 
a foreign party with expertise in fishing which may have directly in 
its possession the technical knowhow for preservation or 
processing of fish. Nevertheless foreign entities which are 
engaged in fishing have close connections or collaboration with the 
companies which undertake such activities. It would therefore be
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D. DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR A CONTRACTUAL JOINT VEN
TURE ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN AN ENTITY OF THE 
COASTAL STATE (GOVERNMENT UNDERTAKING, COR
PORATION OR COMPANY) AND A FOREIGN ENTERPRISE 
OR ENTITY

Explanatory note

The Draft Guidelines for a Contractual Joint Ventre Arrangment 
between an entity in the coastal state and a foreign enterprise or entity 
have been formulated on the premise that a developing coastal state 
desirous of achieving the objective of optimum utilization of the fishery 

■ resources in its exclusive economic zone would wish to encourage its 
own national companies or enterprises in the public or private sector to 
obtain assistance through joint venture arrangements with foreign 
parties. There may be several variants in such contractual joint venture 
arrangements both in regard to the scheme and sharing of profits. This 
would depend upon what the parties may agree. The draft guidelines 
have beer, prepared on broad general terms in regard to one possible 
pattern of joint venture arrangements.

DRAFT MODEL TEXT

This Agreement entered into on.................—- between..................... .
(coastal state enterprise)

hereinafter referred to as the 'first party' and...... -............... hereinafter
(foreign entity)

referred to as the 'second party’, Witnesseth as follows:-

RECITALS

Whereas the first party is desirous of obtaining certain assistance 
and technical collaboration which the second party has agreed to 
provide within the framework of a joint venture arrangement;
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‘Whereas a sample survey conducted by ■ 
........ -............. of the exclusive economic zone of

in

(specify areas)
..........had identified the existence of stocks suitable for commercial

exploitation which has been followed by understanding of a feasibility 
study and an environmental impact assessment;

Whereas the Government has declared its intention to encourage 
This provision would be appropriate where a resource survey and a 
feasibility study has been undertaken prior to the conclusion of a joint

the development of its fishery industry through collaboration with 
nationals or entities, public or private, in other states and has in its 
laws, regulations and administrative orders offered incentives for this 
purpose;

And Whereas the Government has given its approval and consent to 
the execution of this agreement.

Notes on the Recitals

In most developing countries collaboration with foreign parties is 
permitted only upon the approval of the Government'and to the-extent 
they conform to the Government policy. Foreign parties are usually 
attracted to enter into joint venture arrangements mainly on the basis of 
adequate resources being available. However, incentives in the shape 
of tax relief, facilities for repatriation of capital are important elements 
as also any’ assurance on the part of the Government that thftyr would 
render assistance in the execution of the project with a view to 
avoidance of administrative delays.

1. The parties hereby agree to undertake in collaboration with each 
other fishing and other related activities in accordance with the terms 
and conditions provided for under this agreement.
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2 The fishing operations under this agreement shall be undertaken 
in the areas specified in the Schedule to this agreement within the 

in
in

exclusive economic zone ofwaters in the ------------ -----
accordance with the laws and regulations of the coastal state and the 
plan of work agreed up on between the parties which is annexed to this 
agreement. ■

3. The second party shall employ ..... vessels of
(size and tonnage)

the particulars in respect whereof are described in the Schedule to this 
agreement certified to be seaworthy by a recognized surveyor agreed 
upon by the parties.

4. The first party shall have the option at the expiry of a period of
.....................years to purchase one or more of the vessels provided by
the second party and employed in fishing operations under this 
agreement at the written down value of the vessel/at the value to e 
determined by a recognised valuer agreed upon by the parties.

5 The first party shall have the option to acquire on purchase or 
' , __ »i______ hw the cprxind Dartv no? exceed
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members of the vessels employed in fishing including officers shall be 
nationals of the coastal state whose terms of employment shall be 
agreed upon by the parties.

ing .................- of the size and tonnage for addition to the operational
(number). .

fleet.

Notes to Clauses 3,4 and 5

In a contractual joint venture arrangment, it would be reasonable to 
provide that some of the vessels to be utilized in fishing operations and 
research activities should be provided by the foreign party. This 
practice has been followed in several contractual joint venture 
arrangements between parties in the United States and those in Latin 
America. This would relieve the coastal state of a major burden of large 
capital employment in purchase of vessels. Even if the vessels were to 
be taken on hire, operational expenses will be heavy.

Note to clause 8

9. The second party also undertakes to employ not less than -
..........vessels for the purpose of carrying out survey operations
/training within the fisheries waters on the basis of a programme 
included in the agreed plan of work approved by the coastal state. The 
second party shall accept on board such vessels and provide facilities 
for persons from the coastal state to be nominated by the first party to 
be associated in survey operations/training programmes which number 
shall not be less than............ to be progressively increased to -........

10. The first party shall be responsible for obtaining licences and 
permits that may be necesary for carrying out the fishing activities by 
the vessels employed in the operations.

11. The second party undertakes that a Register containing data ot 
catch shall be maintained by each vedsel in the appropriate form and 
manner prescribed by the coastal staje and that such data shall be 
made available to the first party. The second party further assure, that 
full information and particulars in regard to survey operations including 
the results of such operation shall be furnished forthwith to the first 
party.

Note to clause 11 .

Obtaining of data concerning the stock and results of research

It is, however, possible that a coastal state may desire that vessels 
should be purchased or taken on hire by its own entity or the national 
company in order to progressively build up a fishing fleet and that the 
operational activities of such vessels should be undertaken by the 
foreign party. Since this will require a large capital outlay, it is 
conceivable the coastal state might like to contemplate purchase of 
vessels within or outside the framework of the joint venture agreement 
in progressive stages.

6. The vessels employed by the second party shall fly the flag of the 
state where it is registered/be registered in the coastal state and fly its 
flag. •

Note to clause 6

It may be desirable to register the vessels provided by the foreign 
party in the coastal state. This will depend upon the laws and regulations 
of the state concerned. However, experience has shown that it is 
extremely difficult to change the registration of vessels in view of the 
fact that vessels are often purchased under hire-purchase agreements 
or mortgaged to banks and lending institutions who have given loans or 
advances for the purchase of the vessels.

7. The second party shall be responsible for ensuring that the 
operations are carried out in accordance with the laws and regulations 
of the coastal state and the approved plan of work. The day-to-day 
operation of the vessels employed in the fishing activities shall be 
subject to the direction and control of the second party and the master 
of the vessel shall be deemed to be its agent.

It is necessary to provide that part of the crew members should be 
nationals of the coastal state since this would not only offer 
employment opportunities but facilitate transfer of technology

Note to clause 9

Undertaking of research and training facilities constitutes one of the 
major objectives of joint venture arrangements. This provision has 
accordingly been included in these guidelines.

Note to clause 10

It would be reasonable to provide that the licences which are to be 
obtained from the coastal state for undertaking fishing operation should 
be responsibility of the local party.

8. The second party undertakes that of the crew



programme carried out would seem to constitute one of the important 
considerations for entering into joint venture arrangements. The data of 
catch would give an indication about the breeding grounds, habits of 
fish and the species to be found in each area where fishing activities 
are undertaken under such arrangements.

12. The entire catch shall be landed at the designated port or ports 
of the coastal state as may be agreed upon between the parties from 
time to time.

Alternative

................. percent of the catch shall be landed at the designated
port or ports of the coastal state and the remaining portion shall be 
trans-shipped to the vessels provided by the second party under the 
joint supervision of both the parties.

Note to clause 12

It is conceivable to provide that the entire catch should be landed at 
the designated port or ports of the coastal state. On the other hand it 
has been the practice in some cases that a portion of the catch should 
be landed in tha coastal state and the remaining portion should be 
allowed to be taken by the foreign party for its own purposes. Whatever 
arrangements is to be made would depend on the one hand upon the 
needs of the coastal state as food for its own populations as also the 
storage and processing facilities in the coastal state, and on the other 
hand the interest of the foreign party in entering into the arrangements. 
It may be stated that in some cases the main consideration of a foreign 
nartv for entering into contractual joint ventures has been the possibility 
of its being allowed to retain a part of the catch for consumption and 
marketing in its own country.
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13. The parties shall consuit from time to time about the amount of 
fish which should be sold in the local market, the quantity that should be 
earmarked for processing and the amount that is to be exported in 
conformity with the laws and regulations of the coastal state. The first 
party shall make the necessary arrangements for marketing of that 
portion of the fish and fish products that is (earmarked for the local 
market. The second party shall make suitable marketing arrangements 
in regard to the fish and fish products which are to be exported.

Note to clause 13

This cluase is closely linked with the provisions of clause 12. It

would depend upon the arrangements that are made in regard to the 
amount of the catch that should be landed and quantum, if any, which 
the foreign party should be allowed to take for its own purpose.

14. The second party shall undertake to construct shore facilities 
appropriate for use of the vessels employed under this agreement and 
also for landing of the catch.

Note to clause 14

In some cases provisions are made for the foreign party to construct 
shore facilities but it is not invariably the case. This is a matter for 
consideration by each coastal state whether it would itself undertake 
construction of shore facilities or whether assistance of the foreign 
party should be sought in the matter.

15. The parties shall enter into arrnagements for construction of 
storage and refrigeration plants for preservation of the fish at a place
not more than............ kilometers in distance from the designated ports
where the catch is to be landed. The capital required for construction of 
such plants shall be provided by the parties in the proportion of -
........for the first party and............... for the second party. The second
party shall arrange for and/or provide the technology and the technical 
personnel necessary for the purpose on terms and conditions which are 
annexed to this agreement.

Note to clause 15

It would be useful to provide in a joint venture arrangement a 
stipulation concerning construction of storage and refrigeration plants 
because it is in this area that the facilities in most of the developing 
coastal states are lacking. The construction of such plants is essential 
in order to regulate supplies to ensure adequate price for fish and to 
prevent loss or deterioration which inevitably must occur if the fish 
could not be stored under proper conditions. The most appropriate 
method in regard to construction of such plants could well be for the 
local and the foreign party to share in the capital expenditure in agreed 
proportions together with an undertaking on the part of the foreign party 
to provide or arrange for the technology upon terms and conditions 
which may be incorporated in an annex to the agreement.

16. The operational costs of the vessels provided by the second 
party including survey operations/training programme costs shall be 
borne wholly by the said party. The operational costs of vessels 
Purchased or taken on hire by the first party shall similarly be borne by 
that party.
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17. The sale proceeds of the quantity of catch allowed to Oe 
exported by the second party shall be retained by that party.

Alternative
The sale proceeds of the fish, which shall take place in the open 

market and at competitive prices, shall be deposited by the party cr 
parties undertaking marketing arrangements in an account in a recog
nized bank or banks to be opened in the joint names of both the parties 
which would be shared in such proportions as have been agreed upon in 
the schedule of financial arrangements annexed to this agreement. A 
bank guarantee or a letter of credit shall be furnished/ opened by the 
party exporting the fish for the approximate value of such export.

Notes to clause 16 and 17
The Expert Group considered that there could be possibilities of 

working out several types of financial arrangements, for example, the 
parties could agree that the profits after deducting the entire costs of 
the operation should be shared between the parties in certain 
proportions. Another alternative method was that the foreign*party shall 
meet the entire costs of the operation and give to the local party a 
certain percentage of profits. In this connection it was mentioned by 
way of example that in one joint venture arrangement, the foreign party 
provided the vessel, equipment and gear and it was allowed to take 
away the entire catch subject to its remitting 15% of the sale proceeds 
calculated at prevailing market rates and furnishing a bank guarantee 
for that amount before the fish was exported. Under this arrangement 
the first party obtained the required licences, paid the licence fees, 
arranged for the bank guarantee and met the wages of local personnel. 
Another form of financial arrangement where both the parties provided 
vessels for the operation was discussed. The Expert Group was of the 
view that financial arrangements may depend at times upon the policy 
of the coastal state such as whether its objective was to get the fish or 
to earn foreign exchange. The Expert Group considered that the 
financial arrangements would be such which ought not to give rise to 
possible disputes between the parties regarding the accounting of 
expenditure or computation of profits and in this context clauses 16 and 
17 were incorporated as being one possible example of appropriate 
financial arrangements.

18. This arrangement shall be governed by the laws of -

19. This arrangement shall enter into force on----------------------and
shall remain effective for a period of--------- years there from and shall
be subjected to extension for a period of---------------- years by
agreement of parties.

20. This agreement shall terminate on the dissolution or winding up 
of either of the parties. The agreement may also be terminated by either
party upon giving of a notice which shall not be less than..............prior
to the date of the proposed termination.

21. This agreement has been entered into on the basis of mutual 
trust and confidence between the parties and the rights and obligations 
hereunder shall not be transferable by any party except with the 
consent of the other party.

22. Any failure by any of the parties to carry out any of its 
obligations under this agreement shall not be deemed as a breach of 
contract or default if such failure is caused by force majeure

23. Any dispute between the parties arising out of or in relation to 
this agreement shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the 
provisions of the UNCITRAL Rules, 1976*.
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It was suggested that the arbitration may be held under the laws of the 
coastal state since the performance of the contract will primarily be in that
state



ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Introduction

The topic "Environmental Protection" has been under consideratior 
of the Committee since its Tokyo Session held in 1974. After conclusion 
of the basic preparatory work of a preliminary nature and general 
exchange of views at the Committee's Sessions held in Tehran (1975), 
Kuala Lumpur (1976), Baghdad (1977) and Doha (1978), an Expert 
Group Meeting was convened in December 1978 in order to identify 
areas and issues where efforts were most needed for protection of the 
environment in the context of the situation and the needs of the 
developing countries in the Asian-African region. A programme of work, 
which could be usefully undertaken by the AALCC to assist its member 
government's was drawn up by the Expert Group and later approved at 
the Committee’s Seoul Session held in early 1979. It was, however, 
decided that having regard to the vastness of the subject to be 
covered, the work should be undertaken in stages.

Another Expert Group which met in December 1979 recommended 
that priority should be given to the question of protection of the marine 
environment. These recommendations were subsequently endorsed at 
the Committee's Jakarta Session held in 1980. Views were also 
expressed that the Committee's work should be so organised as to 
complement the activities of other major international organisations 
engaged in this field with a view to avoid duplication and also to 
harmonise the activities of the major agencies for the greater benefit of 
the countries of the region. At the Colombo Session, held in 1981, it was 
suggested that the Committee should accord priority to matters 
concerning:

i) Promotion of ratification of or accession to some of the major 
conventions in the field of marine environment, and

ii) Regional Seas Programmes co-ordinated by the UNEP which were 
relatable to the Asian-African region.

As a follow-up of the Colombo Session, the Committee's Secretariat 
prepared a Study which, inter alia, set out a brief review of the major



IMO Conventions on prevention and control of marine pollution with a 
view to promote their wider acceptance by the States in the Asian-
African region.

Another Expert Group Meeting was convened in New Delhi in July 
1002 In that Meetinq. besides a general review of the relevant IM 
Conventions in the field of protection of the marine environment, 
attention was focussed on the International Convention on Civil Liability 
for 0: Pollution Damage, 1969 (CLC. 1969) and the International 
Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund or 
Compensation for Oil Pollut on Damage. 1971 (Fund, 1971 ) since some 
major revision to both these Conventions were already under 
contemplation.

The Meeting also discussed in considerable detail the question of 
accession to and ratification of the CLC (1969) and the Fund (1971) 
Conventions by the States in the Asian-African region and the 
advantages that were likely to accrue to the States by becoming pa . es 
to these Conventions.

The Expert Group recognised that there were several Conventions 
which directly or indirectly had a bearing on question relating to oil 
pollution, it was suggested that among the Conventions in question 
there were three which were particularly crucial m this respect, namely 
the International Convenion for the Safety of ,;fe at Sea. 1-74, the 
International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978 and the International Convention on 
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 1973, as amended by .he 
Protocol of 1978 thereto.

In respect of the first two of these Conventions, it was suggested 
that while they did not directly deal with marine pollution, they were 
nevertheless essential in any effort aimed at avoiding pollution: the firs 
dealt in essence with the fundamentals of ship design, ship equipment 
and navigation, and the second set out minimum requirements; in 
respect of training, certification and watchkeeping. Both were 
therefore, directly concerned with ensuring the safety of operation of

ships.

It was suggested that the AALCC Secretariat might perhaps prepare 
background documents in respect of the IMO Conventions so as to help 
dispel the concerns which still existed in the competent ministries of 
many countries over the implications of participation in these 
Conventions.
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The Meeting further took note of the fact that in recent years 
pollutants from landbased sources have constituted one of the major 
factors in marine pollution and that the UNEP had accordingly attached 
priority to combating this source of marine pollution. It recognized that 
in the progressive stages of implementation of the regional seas 
programmes in tbe Asian-African region suitable arrangements would 
have to be worked out between the States concerned for prevention 
and control of pollution from landbased sources and it would be 
necesssary also for the governments to undertake supportive 
legislations for regulatory and enforcement measures within thier 
territories for effective implementation of any regional o sub-regional 
arrangements.

The Meeting was of the view that whilst the relevant protocols for 
establishing cc-operation in emergency situations were being nego
tiated, it would be desirable if pilot studies could be undertaken to 
ensure speedy progress towards implementation of plans and prog
rammes for combating emergency situatious. By way of illustration, it 
was mentioned that such pilot studies could include identification of 
risks in relation to tanker routing, sensitivity of particular areas of the 
coastlines, adequacy of existing organizational arrangements, availabi
lity of equipment, and the use of aircraft for surveillance of oil and 
control of operations.

At the Tokyo Session held in 1983, the Secretary-General introduced 
the Report of the Expert Group Meeting of 1982 and invited attention to 
the recommendations made therein. The delegate of Bangladesh 
expressed concern over the increasing threat of marine pollution in the 
Indian Ocean region. While the delegate of Iraq recognised the role of 
Kuwait Convention in the protection of the marine environment, the 
delegate of Iran regretted that it had not yet met with success. The 
delegate of Indonesia urged to conduct further studies concerning 
implementation of Part XII of the Law of the Sea Convention on the 
Protection and Preservation of the Marine Environment. The Committee 
took note of the Report of the Expert Group and decided to convene 
another meeting of the Expert Group to consider matters concerning 
the revision of the Civil Liability Convention of 1969 and the Fund 
Convention 1971 prior to the IMO Diplomatic Conference scheduled to 
meet in April-May 1984. It was also agreed that the AALCC Secretariat 
would work in collaboration with the Government of Indonesia in the 
future study of matters relating to marine pollution.

As a starting point the Government of Indonesia in collaboration with 
the AALCC convened the Expert Group Meeting in Jakarta from 5th to 
7th March 1984. The Jakarta Meeting heid extensive discussions on



the various proposais put foi ward in the IMO and other fora in the 
context of the revis.on nf the OLC (1969) and the Fund Convention 
(1971).

Environmental Protection was net included in the agenda of the 
Kathmandu Session as the ESCAP had convened a Ministerial Meeting 
on Environmental Protection around the same time.

At the Arusha Session, the Committee discussed the agenda item 
Environmental Protection in conjunction with the item on Nuclear Free 
Zone in Africa. The Secretariat had submitted separate studies on 
those two items. As regards Environmental Protection, the Secretariat 
study besides identifying the environmental problems in the African 
continent in general, drew attention to the marine pollution in the East 
African region in particular.

The study on "Nuclear Free Zone in Africa" reviewed the 
developments since the adoption of the Organisation of African Unity 
(OAU) Declaration on Denuclearisation in 1964. While suggesting a 
framework for an international convention on denuclearisation of Africa, 
it examined the relevance of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear 
Weapons in Latin America, 1967 and the South Pacific Nuclear Free 
Zone Treaty 1985. Finally, it referred to the special situation arising out 
of the attitude of South Africa in that context.

During the general debate some delegations welcomed the idea of 
establishment of a nuclear free zone in Africa. One delegation called for 
the liquidation of bases from the Mediterranean region as a first step 
towards the creation of zone of peace in that area. Another delegate 
while advocating creation of nuclear free zone in the Korean Peninsula 
urged the AALCC to evolve a suitable legal framework governing rights 
and obligations of states in respect of nuclear free zones. The observer 
for Australia elaborated the salient features of the South Pacific 
Nuclear Free Zone Treaty. Another delegate referred to the International 
Convection for the Prevention of Pollution from ships 1973 as modified 
by the protocol of 1978 (MARPOL 73/78) especially its provisions 
concerning "specified areas". He felt that since the Indian Ocean 
provided the main route for most of the shipping relating to oil, it should 
have been given better protection. He asked the Secretariat to examine 
the possibility of suggesting a total prohibition of oil dumping by ships. 
He also called for a ban or prohibition of nuclear waste as part of the 
garbage that might come into Ocean. While endorsing the Secretariat 
suggestion for the preparation of a study relating to establishment of 
reception facility for the Eastern African region, he said that the
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ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION IN THE 

USE OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

The government of Sri Lanka by a reference made on the 29th May 
1981, under Article 3(b)* of the Committee's Statues, had requested the 
Commitee to .initiate a study on the Economic, Scientific and Technical 
Co-operation in the use of the Indian Ocean and to inscribe the item on 
the agenda of the Committee's tweniy-third Session.

The background in which the proposed study was contemplated had 
been set out in the Explanatory Memorandum annexed to the Referance 
in the following terms:

"The Indian Ocean is an area in which, more than in any other, the 
interests of Asia and Africa converage. Lying as it does in tropical and 
sub-tropical latitudes, it unites the two continents. The littoral and 
hinterland States of the Indian Ocean share a common history of 
colonial exploitation and today include seme of the world's least 
developed countries. It was in order to ensure to the Indian Ocean 
States the peace and security needed for their economic development 
that the idea of declaring the Indian Ocean a Zone of Peace was first 
conceived. While these efforts proceed under the auspices of the 
United Nations the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee should 
carry out a study of the ways and means of promoting economic 
scientific and technical co-operation for mutual benefit among Asian 
and African States, in the exploration, exploitation, conservation and 
rational use of the Indian Ocean and its resources. It is believed that a 
study of this nature would benefit not only the Indian Ocean States but 
AALCC's membership as a whole".

By way of elaboration on the objectives of the proposed study, it was 
stated that the Convention on the Law of the Sea, adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on 30th April, '1982 after nine years of 
protracted negotiations, had set in motion a new legal order for the 
oceans recognising exclusive rights and jurisdictions of the coastal 
states over the resources of the sea adjacent to their coasts and
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concrete terms.
It was pointed out that whilst national efforts must constitute the key 

in any Programme for development, there would appear to be 
considerable need for evolving a system °f co-operahon and c 
ordiantion of activities between the States of the region to reap 
optimum benefit. In the first place, the geo-physical characters d 
the Indian Ocean made it practically impossible for an ne S e, 
take effective measures by itself to gather accurate data about h 
resources or for their conservation and protection as also in the matt 
SS^tion of the marine environment. Furthermore, m he 

P where the coastal states bordering the Indiannrpvailina situation where ine coabic*i oiaioo ~----- ^
Ocean are faced with the shortage of capital, skilled manpower and 
technology it would be most conducive to evolve a system of co 
operation in which pooling of information, avoidance of duplication and 
joint efforts on specific projects can be contemplated.

In accordance with the normal practice of the Committee, theJtem

was
included in the agenda of the Tokyo Session held in May 1983 and 

a Dri im nary study was prepared by the Secretariat for the purposes of

environment. In this connection, the 
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:
have a broad exchange of views between interested governments to 
identify on a tentative basis the field and areas where a system of co
operation might become possible in effective and practical terms. 
Further, it was pointed out that after the basic information has been 
collected, it would be possible for the interested governments to dis - 
cuss in concrete terms the plans the modalities for co-operation. It was 
felt that research, survey, collection of data, and exchange of informa - 
tion will perhaps be the most important in the present stage of 
development and knowledge of the Indian Ocean since collection and 
exchange of information and data on a systematic basis would 
constitute a vital link in any plan for co-operation of training programme, 
joint action on management and conservation of the living resources 
may well be some of the matters on which co-operation might be 
envisaged during early states. Finally it was suggested that a special 
meeting might be convened at the invitation of a member government in 
co-operation with and assistance of the AALCC to give further 
consideration to the Indian Ocean Programme. Such a meeting may well 
serve the purpose of providing the initial contact between interested 
governments and facilitate exchange of views concerning practical 
feasibility of promoting co-operation between the Indian Ocean States 
as also the fields and areas where programme for co-operation are likely 
to be most conducive.

The Secretariat study was taken up for consideration by an 
Informal Working Group during the Tokyo Session held in 1983. The 
Working Group had expressed the view that it would be desirable to 
revise and elaborate the outline prepared by the Secretariat after 
consultations with the organs and agencies of the united Nations who 
are concerned in the field as a next step in the programme of study of 
the subject before a governmental meeting was contemplated. The main 
purpose of such consultations was to provide governments with a 
clearer picture about the plans and programmes undertaken or tc be 
undertaken by the concerned offices and agencies of the United 
Nations, to obtain their views about the methods of implementation of 
such programmes and the needed government action for the purpose. It 
was felt that a good deal of the ground concerning the Indian Ocean and 
utilisation of its resources might well be covered through a systematic 
and co-ordinated effort to implement such programmes under the 
auspices of the United Nations. The recommendations of the Working 
Group were later generally endorsed at the Plenary by the delegations 
of Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia and Malaysia.

In accordance with the aforesaid recommendations, the Secretary- 
General consulted with the various United Nations Offices, oraans and
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agencies, namely the Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission 
(IOC), the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), the Economic and 
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Ocean, Economics and 
Technology Branch (OETB), the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Commission on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD), the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), 
the Office of the Legal Affairs and the Office of the Law of the Sea, at 
the United Nations Secretariat. A two day meeting was thereafter 
arranged at the United Nations Headquarters in New York on the 17th 
and 18th September 1984 for exchange of views on the subject at the 
invitation of the Secretary General of the AALCC. The meeting was 
attended by the representatives of the UNESCO, IOC, FAO, IMO, 
OETB, UNDP, the Office of the Legal Affairs and the Office of the Law of 
the Sea. After a general exchange of views, it was decided that the 
various offices and agencies participating in the meeting would send 
written memoranda about the programmes that are contemplated by the 
various agencies in relation to the Indian Ocean.

At the Kathmandu Session, in the course of the discussions on this 
topic, the delegate of Sri Lanka informed the Committee that his 
government following consultations with various United Nations 
agencies had decided to convoke an international conference on the 
Indian Ocean in Colombo in the middle of 1985. The first phase of the 
conference on Indian Ocean Co-operation in Marine Affairs was 
accordingly held in Colombo in Julyl 985.

This item was not included in the aqenda of the Arusha Session. 
The delegation of Sri Lanka, however, while referring to the out come of 
the first phase of the Colombo conference expressed the hope that the 
Committee would continue its close association with the initiative taken 
by his Government.

INTROD

The subject "Law of International Rivers" had originally been taken 
up by the AALCC upon two references made by the Governments of 
Iraq and Pakistan under Article 3(b) of the Committee’s Statutes*. 
Iraq’s primary interest appeared to be related to two basic questions, 
namely:-

i) Definition of the term "International Rivers;

ii) Rules relating to utilization of waters of international rivers by the 
States concerned for agricultural, industrial and other purposes not 
connected with navigation.

Pakistan's primary concern also appeared to be with regard to the 
uses of waters of international rivers, and more particularly, the rights 
of lower riparians. One of the major issues which arose in the course of 
discussions at the Ninth Session of the Committee held in New Delhi in 
1967, was how far the rules developed and practised by European 
nations would be applicable to the problems which arose in the Asian- 
African regions having regard to the different geophysical 
characteristics of the rivers and the needs of the people for varying 
uses of the waters.

The Committee, at its Tenth Session held in Katachi in 1969, took 
note of the views and opinions expressed by jurists and experts on 
various issues, the decisions of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice, national courts and arbitral tribunals as well as the work 
already done by such institutions and bodies as the International Law 
Association and the Institute of International Law. It also considered 
the relevant provisions of treaties and conventions with regard to 
inte; national rivers in Asia, Africa, Europe and the Americas. A Sub
Committee was appointed to prepare a set of draft articles on the law of 
international rivers, - "particularly in the light of experience of the 
countries of Asia and Africa and reflecting the high moral and juristic 
concepts inherent in their own civilizations and legal systems" for the 
consideration at the next Session.

* Revised statues, Article 4 (c)



Thereafter the matter was discussed at the Eleventh Session 
(Accra, 1970), the Twelfth Session (Colombo, 1971), Thirteenth 
Session (Lagos, 1972) and the Fourteenth Session (New Delhi, 1973)*. 
At the New Delhi Session, the Committee decided to defer consideration 
of the item to one of its future sessions.

Subsequently, at the sugy<=ouuu or tne Government of Bangladesh 
the subject was placed on the agenda of the Twenty-third session of the 
Committee held in Tokyo in May 1983. The matter for consideration at 
the Tokyo Session was whether the topic should be taken up by the 
Committee for further study ana, if so, what should be the scope of its 
work taking into account the progress made by the International Law 
Commission (ILC). In the course of the general debate, a view was 
expressed that the resumption of the work by the Committee on this 
topic would not in any way hamper the progress of the work in the ILC or 
in any other forum. It was felt that the Committee should avoid any 
duplication of work. A suggestion was made that the Committee might 
prepare some guidelines for a regional system agreement for 
discussion at the next session. At the conclusion of the discussions it 
was agreed that a preliminary study should be prepared by the 
Secretariat for further consideration at its next Session. It was also 
indicated that the preliminary study should be undertaken with a view: 
(i) to identify the areas which were not likely to be covered by a work of 
the ILC and where it was deemed desirable that the Committee should 
undertake a study; (ii) to examine the provisions of the Articles 
provisionally adopted by the ILC and (iii) to submit a tentative 
programme of work for consideration of the Committee.

At its Kathmandu Session, the Committee considered the Preliminary 
Report and an outline on tentative programme of 'work' prepared by the 
Secretariat. The Preliminary Report had inter-alia included a summary of 
the progress of work in the International Law Commission; some general 
comments on the Draft Articles contained in the second report of the 
then Special Rapporteur, Mr. Evensen; and had indicated the areas not 
covered by the International Law Commission and had listed five areas 
wherein work might be undertaken by the Committee viz.

i) An examination of the draft articles after they are adopted by the 
ILC and to furnish comments thereon for consideration of the 

* For details see reports of the Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth

Sixth Committee and possibly for a Diplomatic Conference,

jj) Development of norms and guidelines for the legal appraisal of the 
validity or otherwise of any objection that may be raised by one 
watercourse State in relation/regard to projects sought to be 
undertaken by another watercourse State;

iii) Study of the matter relating to navigational uses of, and timber 
floating in, international watercourse;

iv) Study of other uses of international rivers such as agricultural 
uses* economic and commercial uses** and, domestic and social 
uses***, and

Study of the State practice in the region of user agreements and 
examing the modalities employed in the sharing of waters of such 
watercourses as the Gambia, Indus, Mekong, Niger and Senegal.

During the general debate there were few suggestions for the future 
course of the work of the Committee on this topic. A view was 
expressed that the Committee should decide its course of work on the 
subject keeping in view the exercise of the International Law 
Commission in this respect and that a study of the navigational uses of 
international rivers be made. On the other hand one delegation was of 
the view that the rules relating to the navigational uses of international 
watercourses were already well established and recognised and 
proposed that the Secretariat of the Committee should render its 
assistance to the International Law Commission for completing its 
study. Yet another delegation suggested that the Secretariat should 
undertake the preparation of a study based on certain principles 
including, inter alia, the equitable apportionment of waters; prohibition 
against activities causing appreciable harm to other riparians; 
environmental protection and the pacific settlement of disputes. 
Another suggestion was for the preparation of a study on the State 
practice in the region of user agreements and the modalities

* Irrigation, Drainage, Waste Disposal Aquatic Food Production, 
Development of Fisheries.

** Energy Production/Power Generation (Hydroelectric, mechanical and 
nuclear); other than Navigation; Waste Disposal; and Extractive .

*** Consumptive (Drinking, Cooking, Washing, Laundary etc, Waste Disposal; 
Pftrroatinnal rt-twimmina. SDorts: Fishinq. Boating etc),



employed in the sharing of international watercourses in Africa and 
Asia. One delegate was of the view that the Committee should defer its 
work on the subject until after the International Law Commission had 
concluded its work on the draft articles on the Non-navigational uses of 
International Watercourses: At the end of the debate there was, 
however, no clear decision in regard to the future work of the 
Committee.

For the Arusha Session, the brief prepared by the Committee was 
restricted to monitoring the progress of work in the ILC. In the course of 
the discussions a view was expressed that it would be appropriate to 
reconsider the subject of international rivers in the light of the progress 
registered in recent years. It was pointed out that whilst the ILC had 
considered the subject from the viewpoint of the bilateral and 
multilateral agreements for non-navigational uses of international 
rivers, recent practices reveal the creation and functioning of 
international commissions and organisations for the sharing of water 
resources of such international rivers as the Senegal, Niger, Rio Moni 
and La Plata.

One delegation proposed that the Committee could undertake 
preparation of studies in the following areas:

Some guidelines for a regional and sub-regional agreement 
concerning the establishment of International commissions and 
the organisations for non-navigational uses of international rivers 
in Asian-Afrian region;

Some characterisation, and if possible, revision of the provision of 
the texts of ILC Part II of Draft Articles on the Law of Non- 
Navigational Uses of International Watercourses provisionally 
adoDted bv ILC in its work proaramme:

Some comparative exposition of law of international commissions 
and organisations concerning non-navigational uses of inter
national rivers.

A view was expressed that the historic rights of a State to the waters 
of an international watercourse and the principle of apportionment 
according to a special agreement were non-controversial principles.

agree upon what was beneficial to all of them.

At the close of the discussion, it was decided that the Committee's 
Secretariat would continue monitoring the progress of the work in the 

International Law Commission.



STATUS AND TREATMENT OF
DCtri irtcco

INTRODUCTION

The item "Status and Treatment of Refugees" was originally taken up 
by the Committee at the request of the Government of Egypt in 1964. 
The deliberations at the Committee's Sessions in Cairo (1964) and 
Baghdad (1965) culminated in the formulation of a set of AALCC's 
recommendations concerning the treatment of refugees. These 
Principles known as "Bangkok Principles" adopted at the Bangkok 
Session in 1966, have been widely applied in the practice of States and 
have also formed the basis of the UN Declaration on Territorrial Asylum 
in 1967. Further, at the Accra Session in 1970, the Committee adopted 
an Addendum to the Bangkok Principles.

•

The item was again placed on the agenda of the Tokyo Session in 
1983 at the suggestion of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR). At that Session, after a general exchange of views, 
it was decided that the AALCC Secretariat should prepare a preliminary 
study on the principles of burden-sharing and state responsibility in 
relation to the problems of refugees concentrating on the legal aspects 
of the matter. Accordingly, the Secretariat prepared a study and 
submitted it for consideration at the Kathmandu Session.

During the general debate several delegations recognised that the 
refugee problem was an international issue and it required efforts at the 
international level to solve it. It was felt that the international community 
should not only give humanitarian assistance in this regard but also 
strive towards an approach to the fundamental resolution of the problem 
and to prevent new exodus of refugees in any part of the world. It was 
stressed that due regard had to be given to alleviate the burden on the 
host state so as to avoid international disputes and strains. It was 
suggested that voluntary repatriation could contribute towards a 
durable solution of the problem. It was, however, pointed out that as a 
prerequisite, conditions of peace and security must be created in the 
country of origin to enable expeditious return of refugees to their 
hearths and homes in peace and honour. A view was expressed that 
burden sharing being a practical expression of the principle of
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international solidarity had become the spring-board for international 
action in favour of refugees. Another view was that the elaboration of 
the concept of State responsibility might positively contribute to the 
final solution of the problem of refugees. It was suggested that while 
considering the question of Sate responsibility a distinction should be 
drawn between refugees as such and those who were forcibly expelled 
from their homeland ignoring humanitarian norms and in violation of the 
1966 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Finally, a suggestion was made to examine the legal framework for 
safety zones that could be created in the home of origin so as to 
encourage voluntary return of refugees.

At the close of the discussions, a consensus was reached that the 
Secretariat should prepare another addendum to the Bangkok 
Principles and submit the same for consideration at the next session.

For the Arusha Session, the Secretariat accordingly submitted a 
further study dealing with burden sharing and a set of principles which 
could be considered for adoption as an addendum to the Bangkok 
Principles. Another topic which had been included in the agenda of the 
Arusha Session in the context of the discussion on refugees was a 
review of the international conference on the situation of Refugees in 
Africa held in Arusha in 1979 and the follow-up measures taken 
thereon.

In the course of the general discussions, the Representative of the 
UNHCR stated that the work of the Committee, especially in the 
development and strengthening of the "Bangkok Principles" concerning 
treatment of refugees had been of great importance in the promotion 
and devlopment of international law. He considered that the 1979 
Arusha Conference on Refugees was a landmark particularly in the 
progressive development of norms and principles relating to the 
treatment of refugees and in the dissemination of awareness of the 
special problems and needs of refugees. He said that several follow-up 
actions had been undertaken by the- OAU in consultation with the 
UNHCR. In his view, the 1979 Arusha Conference and its follow-up 
measures provided an example of a "regional approach" to refugee 
problems. He felt that the approach, which had been successful in 
Africa,could also be undertaken in Asia. Further, on the question of 
international solidarity and burden sharing, he recognised that from the 
practice of States it was obvious that the international burden sharing 
applied to all aspects of the refugee situations and took place at the 
bilateral, regional and global levels. He stressed that such a practice 
was firmly established and States should be called upon to continue
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and indeed improve their efforts in that respect.

Some delegations held the view that the status and treatment of 
refugees was a complex issue with both political and legal dimensions. 
Moreover, the massive exodus of refugees not only imposed heavy 
economic and social burden on the international community and the 
third world countries in particular, but also destabilised the international 
situation.

One delegation drew attention to the problem of mass exoduses 
caused by the natural and manmade factors. While recognising 
international solidarity as a necessary condition for solving the 
escalating refugee problem it was, however, stressed that international 
solidarity and its two underlying concepts of State responsibility and 
burden sharing would yield the desired result only when earnest efforts, 
were made to identify and tackle the root causes of the refugee 
problem. In his view the adherence to regional and international 
covenants on human rights, respect for sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of other States and implementation of various United Nations 
resolutions against racial discrimination and violation of human rights 
were some of the measures to prevent the arising of the refugee 
situations. He felt that there was no need to create new organs to deal 
with situations producing mass exoduses and the better alternative 
would be to enhance the capability of the UNHCR in that respect.

Another delegate emphasised that the solution to refugee problem 
could be found only when its source and adverse effects were identified 
first. In his view, the term "solidarity" had to be given a broad 
interpretation, and should include economic assitance, non
intervention in the internal affairs and concerted move to deal with the 
racist regimes.

One delegation suggested that the AALCC Secretariat should 
consider the problem of State responsibility and prepare a compre
hensive study of the subject. Furthermore, it should also examine the 
difference between the legal status of those who had become refugees 
through their own volition and those who had bden illegally expelled from 
their country. In his view, elimination of the root causes of the problem 
of refugees such as presence of alien forces, racism, Zionism, apar- 
theid'and State terrorism was of great importance.

Another delegation while recognising the need to devise institutional 
arrangements to implement principles of international solidarity and 
burden sharing urged the AALCC Secretariat to study matters concern
ing the proper forum and the modalities in that context.



One delegation drew attention to the specific problem of involuntary 
or forced situations of large inflow of refugees and suggested that the 
Secretariat should study the legal issues concerning this problem.

Another delegate stressed the need for evolving such principles 
which might result in effective burden sharing by the international 
community and the international organisations in a manner of self
working procedure of rendering assistance to the refugee receiving 
states.
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One delegation suggested that the Secretariat should prepare a 
study on the establishment of safety zones for refugees or displaced 
persons in their country of origin. It was felt that such safety zones 
would create a lesser burden for the international community than the 
exodus of refugees to neighbouring countries and their resettlement in 
third countries. It was suggested that the Secretariat in initiating its 
study might fake into account the following general,guidelines: Firstly, 
circumstances under which safety zones might be established in the 
home country of refugees or displaced persons?Secondly, who would 
control the safety zones? Should it be under the management of 
international organisations? Thirdly, what regime should be applied to 
the safety zones? The minimum standard should be neutralized zone 
where any kind of fighting must be prohibited.

The Secreatry-General, while summing up the discussions, said that 
the Committee had completed consideration of the topic "Burden 
Sharing" and a draft report on the same would be submitted for 
consideration. The draft report, however, could' not be finalised at the 
Arusha Session and its adoption was deferred until the next Session. 
As regards the topic of State Responsibility and the proposal 
concerning the establishment of safety zones it was decided that the 
Secretariat would prepare further studies for consideration at the next 
session.

VIII. MUTUAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE 
SERVICE OF PROCESS, ISSUE OF 

LETTERS ROGATORY AND THE TAKING OF 
EVIDENCE BOTH IN CIVIL AND CRIMINAL 

MATTERS



MUTUAL ASSISTANCE 
SERVICE OF PROCESS,
LETTERS ROGATORY 
TAKING OF EVIDENCE BOTH IN CIVIL 
AND CRIMINAL MATTERS

FOR THE 
ISSUE OF 
AND THE

The topic concerning mutual assistance for the service of process, 
taking of evidence or obtaining of information both in civil and criminal 
matters had been undertaken by the Committee's Secretariat with a 
view to preparation of the Draft for a regional or sub-regional Conven
tion on the model of the Inter-American Convention on Letters Rogatory 
(1975) in pursuance of the Committee’s decision taken at its 
Seventeenth Session held in Kuala Lumpur in June 1976.

This was in the context of the need felt to promote judicial 
cooperation as between the countries of the region in view of their wider 
involvement in trade, commerce ...id industrial development in recent 
years. Extensive investments had been made in the developing 
countries of the region in projects of national importance by countries 
both within and outside the region which have led to employment of 
technicians and other personnel from the investing countries in addition 
to vast movement of labour to the Middle East from overpopulated 
areas. These increasing contacts made it incumbent that proper judicial 
process should be available to facilitate protection of rights and 
enforcement of obligations of the parties involved which could not be 
achieved without adequate cooperation between the countries 
concerned. It was felt that a beginning in this direction could be made 
with the assistance being rendered in the service of process and taking 
of evidence abroad as these were considered to be areas where it 
might be relatively easy to achieve concrete results within a reasonable 
time frame.

The Committee's Secretariat had accordingly prepared the draft for a 
proposed multilateral Convention and this was placed before the 
Twentieth Session of the AALCC held in Seoul in February 1979. The 
Draft of the Convention dealing with civil and criminal matters was 
further considered at the Committee's Jakarta (1980) and Colombo 
(1981) Sessions. At the Colombo Session views were expressed by a

number of delegations that it would be preferable to have separate 
drafts, one to deal with civil or commercial matters and the other relating 
to assistance in criminal proceedings. The Committee also decided that 
the two drafts when prepared, should be considered by an Expert Group 
during the inter-sessional period.

The Expert Group which met at the Committee's Secretariat in New 
Delhi in August 1982 expressed the view that it would be preferable 
initially to contemplate bilateral arrangements for mutual assistance in 
judicial matters in order to promote contacts between the States of the 
region which could eventually provide a solid basis for a multilateral 
Convention on the pattern which had found acceptance in other 
regions. The Expert Group accordingly prepared the drafts of two model 
arrangements for judicial assistance on bilateral basis-one related to 
-:y,i or commercial matters and the other on letters rogatory relatable to 
criminal proceedings. The draft models were placed before the Tokyo 
Session of the AALCC in May 1983 where the matter was extensively 
discussed.

The Plenary endorsed the approach of the Expert Group that it would 
be more productive at this stage to contemplate judicial assistance on 
bilateral basis and comments were accordingly invited from member 
governments on the two draft model arrangements. The modality of 
bilateral arrangements appeared to be generally acceptable to member 
governments and the comments received from governments on the 
drafts were either of a drafting nature or related to technical details. ■

At the Kathmandu Session, it was decided that the draft model for 
bilateral arrangements on mutual assistance for the servi-; - of process 
and the taking of evidence abroad in civil or commercial matters should 
be finalised by an Expert Group in the light of the comments received 
and that thereafter it be submitted to. governments as the-final reco
mmendations of the Committee on the subject. There however, appea
red to be some difference in views about the scope of the model 
arrangements on letters rogatory relatable to criminal proceedings.

A Working Group with the participation of the Hague Conference on 
Private International law, the Commonwealth Secretariat, the League of 
Arab States together with the representatives of ten governments met 
at the Hague from the 24th to 26th June 1985 and finalised the draft o 
the model bilateral arrangements for mutual assistance relatable to civil 
and commercial matters.

The model text was thereafter examined and approved with some 
changes at the Arusha Session. The model text as finally approved has



been sent to member governments. It is felt that the member 
governments might find the model useful in assisting them to negotiate 
bilateral arrangements with interested governments. It may be 
mentioned that a country which is a party to a multilateral or regional 
convention is not precluded in any manner from entering into bilateral 
arrangements with countries which are not parties to such convention. 
Indeed there is nothing in the AALCC draft model bilateral arrangement 
which is inconsistent with the Hague Conventions or the Regional 
Conventions in force.

MODEL FOR BILATERAL ARRANGEMENTS ON MUTUAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR THE SERVICE OF PROCESS AND THE 
TAKING OF EVIDENCE ABROAD IN CIVIL OR COMMER 
CIAL MATTERS

Preamble

The States Parties to the present Arrangements, desirous of bringing 
about closer co-operation in the matter of mutual assistance for service 
of process, taking of evidence and other related functions in aid of 
judicial proceedings relating to civil or commercial matters,

Have agreed as follows:

CHAPTER I
General Provisions

Article 1

Use of terms

For the purposes of these Arrangements:

(a) Process', means any notice, writ, summons or any other type of 
document, which is required to be served on a party or witness in 
judicial proceedings relating to civil or commercial matters;

(b) Requesting State: means the State which requests the service of 
process in the territory of another State or the State from which a 
request to take evidence, obtain information or perform some other 
judicial act emanates;

(c) Requested State: means the State in which the service to be 
effected or the State in which the request is to be executed for 
taking of evidence, or performing some other judicial act or 
obtaining information;

(d) Central Agency, means the authority which is empowered:

to transmit to a Central Agency of the other Contracting State 
requests or letters of request for the purpose of service of process 
or for taking of evidence, or performing some other judicial act, or 
obtaining of information, emanating from a competent authority of 
its own State; and

to receive and to take action on requests or letters of request 
transmitted by a Central Agency of the other Contracting State.

Article 2

Scope of the Arrangements

The Contracting States undertake to afford each other, in 
accordance with and subject to the provisions of these 
Arrangements, mutual assistance with regard to service of 
process, taking of evidence or performing some other judicial act, 
or obtaining of information, by means of requests or letters of 
request issued for the purpose, addressed by a competent 
authority in one State Party to a competent authority of the other 
State in civil or commercial proceedings.

2. Letters of request shall not be used for taking of evidence which is 
not intended for use in judicial proceedings.

3. The expression ’other judicial act' does not cover the issuance of 
any process by which judgments or orders are executed or 
enforced, or orders for provisional or protective measures.

Article 3

Execution of request or letter 
to recognition of the judgment

request non-commitment

Execution of the request or the letter of request shall not imply 
ultimate recognition of the jurisdiction of the authority issuing it or a 
commitment to recognize the validity of the judgment it may render or to 
enforce it.

Article 4

Central Agency

Each Contracting State shall designate or establish a Central 
Agency through which requests or letters of request to the other 
Contracting State shall be transmitted. Requests or letters of 
request from the other Contracting State shall be received by the
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Central Agency which shall forward them to the competent 
authorities in its own State for taking action.

Language

Note: Federal States shall be free to designate or establish more 
than one Central Agency and this paragraph would need to be adapted 
accordingly.

Each Contracting State shall inform the other Contracting State the 
name and address of the Central Agency (or Agencies) designated 
or established in accordance with the provisions of this Article.

Article 5

Legalisation

The request or the letter of request shall be presumed to be duly 
legalised in the requesting State when the same is signed and bears the 
seal or stamp of a Central Agency.

Article 6

The request or the letter of request and the appended
documentation shall be drawn up in the ________________
language(s) or be accompanied by a translation into that 
language/those languages.

The reply shall be prepared and transmitted in the language(s) 
specified in paragraph 1 or be accompanied by a translation.

Any translation accompanying a request or a letter of request shall 
be certified as correct, by a person qualified for this purpose under 
the law of either State.

Article 7

Time-limits

The competent authority issuing the request may indicate a time-limit 
for the service of process or taking of evidence, obtaining of 
information or performing some other judicial act in the requested State. 
The competent authority shall briefly state the reasons for establishing 
such time-limit. The Central Agency of the requested state shall 
communicate with the Central Agency of the requesting State if any

difficulty is experienced in adhering to the time-limit. The competent 
autnority of the requesting State shall have the option to indicate a 
further period of time for taking action on the request.

Article 8

Compliance with the Arrangements

If the Central Agency of the requested State considers that the 
request or the letter of request does not comply with the provisions of 
the present Arrangements it shall promptly inform the requesting 
Central Agency and specify its objections.

Article 9
Grounds for non-compliance with the request or the letter 
of request
1. The execution of a request or of a letter of request may be refused 

if the requested State considers that its sovereignty, security, 
public policy or other essential interests (ordre public) would be 
prejudiced thereby.

2. The execution of a letter of request may also be refused if:

(a) the execution of the letter of request does not fall within the 
functions of the judiciary or any other competent organ of the 
requested State; or

(b) the requested State considers that the execution of the letter of 
request might prejudice the fundamental rights of any person; or 
that the letter of request concerns information held in confidence 
the disclosure of which is prohibited by law;

(c) [the letter of request seeks to obtain

(i) a statement from any person of the documents relevant to the 
proceedings to which the request relates which are or have been in 
his possession, custody or power; or

(ii) the production of any documents other than particular documents 
specitied in the request as being documents appearing to the 
competent authority in the requesting Sate initiating the request to 
be, or to be likely to be, in his possession, custody or power.] * or

(d) [the letter of request relates to taking of evidence prior to judicial
proceedings or in "pre-trial discovery of documents" as known in 
the common law system.] * _____________

In negotiating these Arrangemens Governments may choose to include either 
sub-paragraph (c) or (d) These sub-paragraphs cover the same ground i.e. they 
allow the refusal of letters of request, issued in the context of pre-trial discovery 
^documents, which seek to obtain testimony on, or production of, unspecified 
^aouments ("fishing expeditions").



3. [Execution of a request or of a letter of request may not be refused 
solely on the ground that under its internal law the requested State 
claims exclusive jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the 
proceedings or that its internal law would not permit the bringing of 
the proceedings to which the request or letter of request relates.]

4. In any case in which the execution of a request or a letter of 
request is refused, the Central Agency of the requested State shall 
promptly inform the requesting Central Agency and state the 
grounds for such refusal.
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CHAPTER II

Service of Process

Article 10

Form of Request

1. The authority competent under the law of the requesting State shall 
forward a request for the service of process to its own Central 
Agency for transmission to the requested State.

2. The request for the service of process shall be drawn up in 
accordance with form 'A' appended to the present Arrangements 
and the document to be served or a copy thereof shall be annexed 
to it. The request and the document shall both be provided in 
duplicate.

Article 11

Execution of request for service

1. The authorities of the requested State shall effect service of the 
process on the person to be served by any method prescribed or 
permitted by its internal law.

2. Where the competent authority of the requesting State has 
indicated any particular method of service, an endeavour shall be 
made to comply with such request provided that the same is not 
rnc.-insistent with the laws of the requested State.
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3. A summary of the document to be served, drawn up in accordance 
with form ’C appended to the present Arrangements, shall be 
served together with the document.

Article 12
Certificate of the executing authority for service of 
process

The Central Agency of the requested State or any authority whicn it 
may have designated for that purpose, shall complete a certificate in 
form 'B' appended to the present Arrangements.

Article 13

Costs

(a) the fees or charges paid for effecting service as authorised under
the law of the requested State; and •

(b) the costs occasioned by the use of a special procedure requested 
by the competent authority of the requesting State.

Article 14

Service of process by diplomatic or consular officers

A diplomatic or consular officer of a Contracting State may, in the 
territory of the other Contracting State and within the area where he 
exercises his functions, effect service of judicial documents upon his 
own nationals provided no measures of compulsion be applied.

Article 15

Service of process by post and other modes*

Subject to any objection on the part of a Contracting State:
(a) each Contracting State may send judicial documents by postal 

channels, directly to persons in the other Contracting State;

(b) the judicial personnel, officials or other competent persons in a 

The Contracting Parties whilst negotiating may consider which of these modes,
if ar|y, are to be included in the bilateral Arrangements.
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Contracting State may effect service of judicial documents directly 
through the judicial personnel, officials or other competent persons 
in the other Contracting State; and

(c) any person interested in a judicial proceeding may effect service of 
judicial documents directly through the judicial personnel, officials 
[legal practitioners] or other competent persons in the other 
Contracting State.

CHAPTER

Taking of Evidence

Article 16

FORM OF REQUEST

The authority or Judicial officer competent under the law of the 
requesting ëiate shall forward to its own Central Agency a letter of 
request for taking of evidence or performing some other judicial act 
of an analogous nature with the request to transmit it to the Central 
Agency of the requested State. The letter of request shall be drawn 
up in form 'D' appended to the present Arrangements.

The relevant authorities in the requesting State shall ensure that its 
formalities and procedures prescribed by its laws for the 
admissibility of validity of the requests made in the letter of request 
are fully complied with before taking any action under this article.

Article 17

Execution of letters of request

1. The authority responsible for the executidn of letters of request 
shall apply its internal law as to the methods and procedures to be 
followed.

2. However, it shall follow any special method or procedure specified 
in the letter of request unless that procedure conflicts with the 
internal law of the requested State or is impossible of performance 
by reason of its internal practice and procedure or by reason of 
practical difficulties.

[If the requesting State desires witnesses or experts to give 
evidence on oath, it shall expressly so state, and the requested 
State shall comply with the request if its internal law does not 
prohibit the same.]

4. In the execution of the letter of request, the authorities of the 
requested State shall not require any person to give evidence in 
respect of any matter where he has a privilege or duty to refuse to 
give such evidence under the law of the requested State or of the 
requesting State.

5. The requested State may transmit original or certified copies of 
records or ducuments requested.

Article 18

Notice to the requesting authority regarding time and pla - 
ce of the execution of the request

1. On the express request of the requesting authority the requested 
State shall inform that authority of the time when, and the place 
where, the proceedings will take place. The requested State shall 
endeavour to send such information directly to the parties when the 
authority of the requesting State so desires.

2. The officials designated by the requesting State and parties 
concerned may be present or be represented at the proceedings, if 
the same is not inconsistent with the internal law.

Article 19
Application of the measures of compulsion by the autho - 
rity

[In the execution of the letter of request, the requested authority 
shall apply appropriate measures of compulsion in the instances and to 
the same extent as are provided for by its inernal law.]

Article 20

Costs

1. The requested State shall be entitled to be reimbursed by the 

requesting State:

(a) the fees or charges paid to experts, witnesses, interpreters or any
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other person as authorised under the law of the requested State; 
and

(b) the costs occasioned by the use of a special procedure requested 
by the competent authority of the requesting State.

2. [The requested State whose law obliges the parties themselves to 
secure evidence may, after having obtained the consent of the 
requesting Central Agency, appoint a suitable person to execute 
the letter of request. When seeking such consent the requested 
Central Agency shall indicate the approximate costs which would 
result from following of this procedure. If the requesting Central 
Agency gives its consent the requesting State shall reimburse the 
costs incurred; without such consent the requesting Sate shall not 
be liable for the costs.]

Article 21

Taking of evidence by diplomatic or consular officers

1. A diplomatic or consular officer of a Contracting State may, in the 
territory of the other Contracting State and within the area where 
he exercises his functions, take the evidence of nationals of his 
home State in aid of proceedings commenced in the courts of that 
State, without application of any compulsion.

2. If an attempt to obtain evidence in the manner provided for in 
paragraph 1 of this Article fails, it shall not prevent a letter of 
request being subsequently sent to the Central Agency of the 
requested State in accordance with Article 16 of these 
Arrangements.

Article 22

Taking of evidence by commissioner

The Commissioner appointed by a judicial authority in a Contracting 
State to record the evidence of a witness or expert, for the purposes of 
proceedings pending before it, may take such evidence in the other 
Contracting State, provided a competent authority of that State has 
given its endorsement or authorisation on the warrant of commission 
and subject to such terms and conditions as may be specified in the 
endorsement or authorisation.

CHAPTER IV

Request for Information and Documents 

Article 23

Request for Information on laws and regulations

The Contracting States agree to furnish each other with information 
on their laws and regulations relating to civil or commercial matters, 
both substantive and procedural, whenever a request is made by a 
Contracting State.

Article 24

Requests for judicial records

1 Upon the request made by a judicial authority of the requesting 
State transmitted through the Central Agency, extracts from and 
information relating to judicial records shall be made available to 
the same extent and in like manner as these are available as 
between the judicial authorities in the requested State.

2. The requesting authority shall specify the purpose for which the 
extract or information referred to in paragraph 1 is required and may 
not use such extract or information for any other purpose.

3 If compliance with any request made under this Article involves 
expense for the requested State, it may obtain reimbursement of 
such expense from the requesting State.

CHAPTER V

Final Provisions 

Article 25

Entry Into force of the Arrangements

1 ■ [The present Arrangements shall be subject to ratification] 

2. [The Arrangements shall enter into effect.



after the date of exchange of instruments of ratification and shall 
remain in force for a period of _____ years]

Article 26

Other international agreements, practices or arrange
ments

Except as may be specified herein, nothing in these Arrangements 
shall affect existing or future bilateral or multilateral agreements, 
practices or other arrangements between the Contracting States which 
relate to matters dealt with in these Arrangements.
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Note: If certain existing bilateral or multilateral agreements, 
practices or arrangements are to be replaced or superseded, in whole or 
in part, and those agreements or arrangements so permit, this should 
be specified in a second paragraph to this Article.

Article 27

Difficulties arising in operation of the Arrangements to be 
settled through negotiation

Any difficulties which may arise between Contracting States in 
regard to the interpretation or application of these Arrangements shall 
be settled through negotiation.

Article 28

Revision of the Arrangements

At the request of any Contracting State, the State Parties shall enter 
into negotiations with a view to examine the provisions of these 
Arrangements and to consider the advisability of a revision or of an 
enlargement of the scope of these Arrangements.

Article 29

Denunciation of the Arrangements

Either Contracting State may denounce these Arrangements by 
means of a notification communicated to the other State Party. 
Denunciation shall take effect six months after the date of receipt of 
such instrument of denunciation.

Note: The Committee decided that the provisions in regard to which
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some differences of view had been expressed should be placed within 
square brackets [ ] so that the governments may give special 
consideration to those articles whilst negotiating agreements.

APPENDIX

The delegate of Pakistan suggested that the following articles be 
included in the draft:

Provisions relating to equality of treatment in judicial 
matters

Article X

The nationals of a Contracting Party shall, in the territory of the other 
Party, be entitled to legal protection for their persons and property and 
to bring actions or defend themselves under the same conditions, 
including charges and costs, and shall enjoy the same rights as the 
nationals of the other Contracting Party.

Article Y

The nationals of a Contracting Party resident in the territory of the 
other Party shall not be constrained to effect any payment as security 
for court costs which the nationals of the other Party are not obliged to 
deposit or pay.

Article Z

The nationals of a Contracting Party shall, in the territory of the other 
Party, enjoy free legal aid on the same basis as the nationals of the 
latter.
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ANNEX TO THE DRAFT OF MODEL BILATERAL 
ARRANGEMENTS ON MUTUAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE 

SERVICE OF PROCESS AND THE TAKING OF EVIDENCE 
ABROAD IN CIVIL OR COMMERCIAL MATTERS

FORMS

Request for Service - Form 'A'
Certificate - Form 'B‘
Summary of the Document to be served - Form 'C 
Request for Taking of Evidence - Form 'D'IV.

1.

ANNEX TO THE ARRANGEMENTS* 
REQUEST FOR SERVICE**

FORM

REQUESTING CENTRAL AGENCY:

ADDRESS

2. RECEIVING CENTRAL AGENCY:

ADDRESS

3. REFERENCE: Of the requesting authority

4. SUBJECT OF THE REQUEST:Service abroad of documents 
(documents listed below"enclosed in duplicate)***

5. ADDRESSEE OF THE DOCUMENT:
(A) NAME (In Capitals):

(B) Where applicable, further details 
for identification of the address:

(C) ADDRESS:

(D) COUNTRY:

As referred to in Article 10 of the Draft of Model Bilateral Arrangements on 
Mutual Assistance for the Service of Process and the Taking of Evidence 
Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters.
This form must be drawn up in duplicate, one being the original, the other the 
copy.
In the event of service of summons on an action instituted, a copy of the 
complaint or statement of claim shall be provided.

6. METHOD OF SERVICE REQUESTED:
(a) in accordance with the method prescribed by internal law 

of the requested State:-
(b) in accordance with the following method:-

7. IDENTITY AND ADDRESS OF THE ADDRESSEE:
If the requested authority requires additional information for effec

ting service, this form should be returned to the requesting authority 
specifying in the space below the additional information to be
furnished:____________________________________________ . The
document sent with the this request should however be retained with 
the requested authority pending supply of the additional information by 
the requesting authority.

8. TIME-LIMITS:
The document should be served before_______

The reasons for fixation of the time-limit are the following: 
___________________________________________ . If it is not pos

JDate).

sible to effect service by the dates specified, the document should be 
returned unserved/it should be served whenever possible.*

The authority is requested to return or arrange to have returned 
to the requesting authority a copy of the documents - and of the 
annexes - with a CERTIFICATE as provided in Form 'B'.

List of documents______________________________ Done
at_______________________________ ,___________________ the

.Signature and/Seal_

‘Delete whichever is inapplicable.
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IMPORTANT

THE ENCLOSED DOCUMENT IS OF A LEGAL NATURE AND
may affect your rights and obligations, the
■SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENT TO BE SERVED' WILL 
GIVE YOU SOME INFORMATION ABOUT ITS NATURE AND 
PURPOSE. YOU SHOULD, HOWEVER, READ THE 
DOCUMENT ITSELF CAREFULLY. IT MAY BE NECESSARY 
TO SEEK LEGAL ADVICE.

FORM 'C

SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENT TO BE SERVED*

1. NAME AND ADDRESS of the Requesting Authority:

2. Particulars of the parties**.

3. Nature and purpose of the document:

4. Nature and purpose of the proceedings and, where appro
priate, the amount in dispute:

5. Court or legal authority; date and place for entering app
earance.***

6. Court which has given judgment:***

7. Date of judgment:***

8. Time-limits stated in the document:***

Article 11 of the Draft of Model Bilateral Arrangements on Mutual 
Assistance for the Service of Process and the Taking of Evidence Aborad
in Civil or Commercial Matters. .
If appropriate, identity and address of the person interested in the
transmission of the document.

* Where applicable.
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ANNEX TO THE ARRANGEMENTS 
REQUEST FOR TAKING OF EVIDENCE*

FORM 'D'

1. Requesting Central Agency:

Address

2. Receiving Central Agency:

Address

3. Authority to whom the intimation about the execution of the 
request is to be sent. (address)

4. (a) Requesting judicial authority (address)

5. Names and addresses of the parties and/or their 
representatives in the proceedings.

* As referred to in Article 16 of the Draft of Model Bilateral Arrangements on 
Mutual Assistance for the Service of Process and the Taking of Evidence Abroad 
in Civil or Commercial Matters.

facts

7. Evidence to be obtained/other judicial act to be performed. 
(Hems to be completed where applicable)

8. Identity and address of any person to be examined.

9. Questions to be put to the persons to be examined or 
statement of the subject matter about which tiiey are to be 
examined (as set out in the attached sheet).

10. Documents or other property to be inspected.
(Specify whether it is to be produced, copied, valued, etc.)

11. [Any requirement that the evidence be given on oath or 
affirmation and any special form to be used.]
(in the event that the evidence cannot be taken in the 
manner requested, specify where it is to be taken in such 
manner as provided by local law for the formal taking of 
evidence.)

12. Special methods of procedure to be followed.

13. Request for notification of the time and place for the 
execution of the Request and identity and address of any 
person to be notified.

14. Request for attendance or participation of personnel from 
the requesting State at the execution of a request.

15. Specification of privilege or duty to refuse to give evidence 
under the law of the requesting State.

16. The fees and.costs incurred which are reimbursable under
the Arrangements will be borne by: (address)

17. If the requested authority requires additional information for 
executing the request, this form should be returned to the 
requesting authority specifying in the space below the 
additional information to be furnished.
(The documents sent with this request should, however, be 
retained with the requested authority pending supply of the 
additional information by the requesting authority.)
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18. Time-limits: The request should be executed before:
The reasons for fixation of the time-limits are the following:

19. Certificate by Competent Authority of the requesting State 
that the required formalities under their municipal laws for 
the issue of the letter of request has been complied with.

If it is not possible to execute the request by the dates 
specified, the request should be returned unexecuted/it 
should be executed whenever possible.*
Done at_____________the

Signature and seal of the requesting authority.

Delete whichever is inapplicable
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EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
MODEL BILATERAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR MUTUAL 
ASSISTANCE IN CIVIL OR COMMERCIAL MATTERS

CHAPTER I

General Provisions 

Article 1

This Article is intended to state the meanings given to the various 
terms used in the text of these Arrangements. The definitions attributed 
to the terms in Clauses (a), (b), (c) and (d) are self-explanatory and are 
"for the purposes of these Arrangements" only. The expression 'person' 
used in the Model has not been defined but it is to be understood as 
required in the context and may include individuals and Corporate 
entities also.

Article 2

This Article determines the scope of these Arrangements. It 
contains the formal undertaking on the part of the Contracting States to 
afford each other mutual assistance with regard to: requests issued for 
the service of process for the purpose of performance of procedural 
acts of a formal nature such as service of documents, summons or 
subpoenas abroad; or letters of request issued for the purpose of 
taking of evidence; performing some other judicial act abroad; or 
obtaining information in civil or commercial proceedings.

These Arrangements stipulate that requests or letters of request 
must emanate from a competent authority of one of the States Parties 
to these Arrangements to the competent authority of the ether 
Contracting State. Since the structure of competent judicial authorities 
varies considerably from one State to another, it has not been found 
practicable to set out the types of authorities who would be deemed 
competent for the purpose of the Arrangements. A person interested in 
the service of process etc. has therefore to approach the competent 
authority in his own State.

Paragragh 2 refers to "judicial proceedings". It may be clarified that 
there need not necessarily be an action actually in progress in the 
requesting State when the letter of request is issued; for instance, a 
letter of request could be entertained for the purpose of "perpetuation of 
testimony" of an aged or dying witness.

Paragraph 3 of this Article specifically excludes the issuance of any
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process for the enforcement of judgments or orders or for provisional or 
protective measures from the scope of the expression "other judicial 
act" as such matters are normally covered in agreements for reciprocal 
enforcement of judgements.

The term 'other judicial acts' is not defined in the Arrangements. It 
refers to acts analogous to the taking of evidence which under the 
domestic law and practice of the State of execution fall within the 
function of the judiciary. Paragraph 2 of this article specifically 
excludes the issuance of any process for the enforcement of 
judgements or order for provisional or protective measures from the 
scope of the expression ' her judicial act' as such matters are normally 
covered in agreements for reciprocal enforcement of judgements.

This Article has been specifically incorporated with a view to avoid 
any confusion that might arise by reason of the assistance rendered by 
the requested State in the execution of the request for service of 
process or the letter or request for taking of evidence. This is in 
consonance with the objectives and purposes of these Arrangements 
which are confined to service of process and taking of evidence only. 
This prevision is of aclarificatory nature.

Article 4

This Articie deals with the transmission of the requests or the letters 
of request from the requesting State to the requested State by 
designation or establishment of a Central Agency which is generally 
becoming the normal practice. The concept of Central Agency has 
become extremely useful as it relieves the requesting State from finding 
out which authority in the requested State is competent to give effect to 
the request for assistance. Moreover, it enables the requested State to 
scrutinise the requests or the letters of request coming from abroad, by 
permitting an examination by that authority of the regularity of the 
request or letter of request and to ensure their compliance.

Paragraph 1 contemplates that each Contracting State will 
designate or establish a Central Agency, in accordance with its own law 
which wiil perform a twofold function: firstly, to receive requests or 
letters of request emanating from its own competent authorities for 
transmission to a Central Agency abroad; secondly, to receive 
requests or letters of request coming from the other Contracting State 
and to give effect to them. The Central Agency is thus intended to be a 
"receiving" authority and also a "transmitting" authority.
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These Arrangements envisage that the requesting State should 
regulate the issuance of requests or letters of request, under its 
internal law, by its competent authorities and their transmission abroad.
In other words, the Contracting State is obliged to direct that every 
request or letter of request emanating from its courts or tribunals must 
be sent to its own Central Agency for transmission to a Cental Agency 
abroad.

The internal organisation of the Central Agency is left to the 
Contracting State designating it to be determined in accorcance with its 
own laws The Central Agency, whether newly created or already in 
existence should either be a Government department or other high 
level body; for example, the Ministry of Justice or the Foreign Ministry 
which may take the place of the Ministry of Justice in some States tor 
the transmission of requests or letters of request. The reason for 
designating high authority as the Central Agency is that trie task o 
Central Agency is not limited to receiving or forwarding requests but 
also includes checking their consistency with public policy as also in 
the matter of compliance with the provisions of these Arrangements.

The note to paragraph 1 of Article 4 takes care of those Contracting 
States having a federal system of Government. Such States may 
designate or establish more than one Central Agency with identical 
functions for each constituent unit of the federation.

Paragraph 2 provides that each Contracting State shall communi
cate to the other Contrating State the name and address of the Central 
Aqency (or Agencies) designated or established, including any 
subsequent changes made, so as to facilitate speedy and effective 
working of these Arrangements.

Article 5

Under this Article when requests or letters of request are signed and 
bear the seal or stamp of a Central Agency they are presumed to be 
duly legalised in the requesting State. The main purpose of legalisation 
is the formality of authenticating the request or the letter of request and 
the accompanying documents. Some views were however expressed 
that the requested State should have the option to ask for some other 
method of legalisation but the same did not find favour with the Working 

Group.

Article 6

The Article concerns the language or languages in which the req-



request for mutual assistance.
This Article provides that the competent authority issuing the 

request or the letter of request may indicate a time limit for the service 
of process or taking of evidence, obtaining of inforamtion or performing 
some other judicial act. The purpose for such a provision is to draw 
attention to the urgency of the request for the requested State to act 
accordingly. It also ensures that the person concerned is not adversely 
affected through the document being served on him too late. Although 
one of the main objects of these Arrangements is to ensure speedy 
procedures, the fact cannot be lost sight of that the time taken for the 
execution of request or letter of request by the requested State would 
always be more than the time taken for such matters within the territory 
of the requesting State by application of its internal law. It is further 
ensured that any prescription of a time limit is justified by the 
circumstances by making it obligatory on the competent authority of the 
requesting State to briefly state the reasons for establishing such time 
limit. Furthermore, the competent authority has the option to indicate a 
further period of time if the Central Agency of the requested State 
expresses any difficulty in adhering to the time limit.

A tide 8 contemplates that the Central Agency of the requested 
State after examining the request or the letter of request may enter 
"objections" if the same does not comply with the provisions of these 
Arrangements. It is one of the functions of the Central Agency to 
ensure regularity of the request or letter of request required to be 
executed in the requested State. The Central Agency which receives 
the request or the letter of request should promptly inform the Central 
Agency of the requesting State of the errors or defects to permit 
correction and amendment if possible.
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For instance, the errors or defects would include cases where the 
request does not fall completely within the scope of the arrangements 
or technical irregularities like the failure to comply with the rules 
concerning language or the omission of any information which is 
necessary for the execution of requests or letters of request, or the 
absence of the complete address of the addressee of the documents or 
other information prescribed in the request form, as well as omission to 
enclose the documents desired to be served.

The Central Agency must specify its objections to the request or the 
letter of request with reasons, as it will permit the requesting authority 
to remedy the error more easily. This is also intended to prevent any 
arhitrarv refusal by the requested State of the request or the letter of

This Artcle enumerates the grounds for non-compliance with the 
request or the letter of request by the requested State. These are in 
fact exceptions to the general obligation placed on the requested State 
to take action on the request for assistance. The Central Agency of he 
requested State can hold up the transmission of the request or the 
letter of request to the appropriate tribunal for execution if there are any 
objections on the grounds specified in this Article.

Paragraph 1 provides that a request or letter of request may be 
refused to be executed if it has the effect of interfering with the 
sovereignty or security of the requested State. This may happen for 
example, when information is being sought to be obtained directly or 
indirectly through the recording of evidence of a person concerning 
matters which fall within the sovereign functions of the reclu®st®^ 
or relating to its security such as movement of its armed lows » 
installations of strategic importance. The requested State may a so 
refuse if the public policy or other essential interests me udmg 
economic interests, are likely to be prejudiced through obtaining of 

information by way of evidence.

Paragraph 2 adds three further grounds for refusal, the third of 
appears in two alternative versions, i.e. sub-paragraphs (■c) a ( • 
These grounds for refusal do not apply, however to Chapter I 
(Requests for service), and IV (Requests for information) but only to 
Chapter III (Letters of request for the taking of evidence or th 
Performance of some analogous judicial act abroad).

Sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 2 is self-explanatory and provides

uests or the letters of request and the documentation annexed, if any, 
as also the reply are to be drawn up or translated. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of 
this Article leave it to the Contracting States to mutually decide about 
the language or languages.

Paragraph 3 provides that any translation accompanying a request 
or a letter of request must be certified as correct by a person qualified 
for the purpose under the law of either the requesting or the requested 
State. A sworn translator would be the typical example of such a 
qualified person. Other examples include diplomatic or consular 
officers.

Article 7

Article 8

Article 9



that a letter of request for taking of evidence may be refused if it does 
not fail within the functions of the judiciary or any other competent 
organ of the requested State.

Sub-paragraph (b) concerns the protection of the rights of the 
individual. This not only allows the requested State to refuse execution 
when it might be harmful to the rights of the individual, but also if the 
very fact of collecting information might be prejudicial to him such as 
information which may be of a self-incriminating nature. The expression 
"information held in confidence" allows the requested State to refuse 
execution when the information sought is such that the person 
concerned is obliged to refuse its disclosure under the internal law or 
accepted notions of morality.

Sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) cover the same ground, i.e. they allow 
the refusal of letters of request for the taking of evidence issued in the 
context of pre-trail discovery of documents. This is a method of 
collecting evidence which is known in common law countries and which 
has become of great importance particularly in the United States. In the 
United States, a party may obtain discovery from the other party or 
even from third persons, regarding any matter, not privileged, which is 
relevant to the subject-matter involved in the pending action, including 
the existence, description, nature and location of documents. In the 
1970 Hague Evidence Convention, at the request of the United Kingdom 
delegation, a reservation was included according to which a Contracting 
State may "declare that it will not execute letters of request issued for 
the purpose of obtaining pre-trial discovery of documents known in 
Common Law countries”. Sub-paragraph (d) reflects this formula.

However, when the practical operation of the Hague Evidence 
Convention was studied by a group of experts, in 1978 and again in 
1985, there was a large agreement among those experts that the 
formula of Article 23 of the Hague Evidence Convention was too broad. 
In fact, the United Kingdom, when making the Article 23 reservation of 
the Hague Evidence Convention, qualified it by a declaration which 
excludes only requests for certain categories of unspecified 
documents. Sub-paragraph (c) is inspired by this declaration made by 
the United Kingdom.

Paragraph 3 is self-explanartory and has been added with a view to 
facilitate assistance to the requesting State and not to refuse it merely 
because the subject-matter of the request either falls within the 
jurisdiction of the requested State or that its internal law would not 
permit any action on it. As there were differences of view on this matter 
the provision has been placed in square brackets

Paragraph 4 acts as a check on the powers of the requested State 
to refuse to execute the request in an arbitrary manner, because it 
imposes the obligation on it to notify the requesting State, as soon as 
possible, with reasons for not complying with the request or the letter of 
request.

CHAPTER

Service of Process

Articles 10 to 15 in Chapter II of these Arrangements make provision 
to ensure speedy and efficient service of process abroad.

Article 10

Article 10, paragraph 1, stipulates that the request is to be sent by 
the authority competent under the law of the requesting State, i.e. the 
court or the judicial officer, as the case may be, to its own Central 
Agency as provided under Article 4 paragraph 1, with the request to 
transmit it to the Central Agency of the requested State, for the service 
of process. Paragraph 2 provides that the request for the service of 
process shall be drawn up in accordance with Form 'A' as appended to 
these Arrangements. It further provides that the documents required to 
be served, whether original or copy, must accompany the request The 
request and the document must be provided in duplicate so that the 
receiving Central Agency can keep one set and transmit the other set to 
the executing authority.

The requested State has at times to face the problem of inadequate 
information. Besides, the difficulties of interpretation over legal 
terminology used in various systems may also arise. It is with a view to 
obviate such problems and difficulties that the model form is 
suggested the use of which is in the interest of both the requesting and 
the requested States. Their use is essential for the suocessfu 
execution of the request and are designed to operate as a check list of 
all information necessary for such execution.

Article 11

This Article regulates the modes of service to be used and the 
possibility of using a particular method or procedure requested by the 
Central Agency of the requesting State.

Paragraph 1 provides for service by the Central Agency of the 
requested State accordinq to the methods prescribed or permitted by
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its internal law. Normally the Central Agency will effect service 
according to its own procedures, i.e. following the same methods which 
will bè used for internal service in the requested State.

Paragraph 2 contemplates that if the requesting State desires the 
service to be effected in any particular way the requested State should 
endeavour to effect service in that manner. This, however, is subject to 
the condition that the method suggested does not conflict with the 
internal laws of the requested State. For example, the internal laws of a 
State may not permit the service of certain categories of documents 
through any process of compulsion and if a request were to be received 
for service through a procedure much conflicts with that position the 
requested State may well refuse to comply.

And paragraph 3 simply provides that the summary of the document 
to b9 served shall also be served with the document, in accordance with 
the model form 'C annexed to these Arrangements.

Article 12

Article 12 provides for the certificate of service to be completed by 
the Central Agency or any other competent authority designated for the 
purpose. It further provides that the certificate is to be drawn up in 
accordance with the model Form ’B’ annexed to these Arrangements.

Article 13

Article .13 entitles the requested State to claim reimbursement of the 
costs, such as, the fees or charges paid for the service jof court, 
officials or other government agencies which may be involved in the 
execution of the request for service of process. The charges shall be 
such as are authorised under the law of the requested State. Paragraph 
1 (b) further provides for reimbursement of the costs occasioned by 
adoption of a special procedure at the request of the requesting State 
under Article 11(2) of these Arrangements. The model provides that the 
requested State may claim reimbursement of the costs from the 
requesting State. This does not exclude, of course, that the requesting 
State charges the applicant for those costs.

Article 14

Article 14 recognises the competence of the diplomatic repre
sentative or consular officer to effect sen/ice of judicial documents 
upon nationals of the State or States which he represents in the State 
of his accreditation. It may be stated that it is the law of the State which
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he represents that will determine whether he has the power to effect 

service as part of his functions. _

The Diplomatic or Consular channel had previously been one of the 
most commonly used in practice. Although these Arrangements 
^template the Central Agency as being the principal channel for 
effecting service of documents, the Diplomatic or Consular channels 
Save also been retained since it has its own advantage. For example, 
Consular channel might be particularly useful when the precise detaHs 

|ackina about the person on whom the document is to be served and 
the Consul might be in a better position to trace the addressee on the 
basis of information in his possession. The Consul may act only in the 
aœa in which he exercises his consular functions. He may effect 
service without using any form of compulsion. There was however some 
difference of opinion whether this provision should be retained.

Article 15

ParaaraDh (a) of this Article makes provision for the use of postal 
.hanS for the purpose of sending documents directly to the 
addressee abroad, provided there is no objection on the part of either 
State This subsidiary method of transmission constitutes an important
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CHAPTER III 

Taking of Evidence
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Article 17

Paragraph 1 contains the general rule that the evidence shall be 
recorded according to the internal laws and procedures applicable in the 
requested State.

Paragraph 2 provides for situation where the requesting State 
makes a request to the requested State to follow a special method or 
procedure for taking of evidence. The requested State may, however, 
decline such request if, (i) the procedure is in conflict with its internal 
laws; (ii) it is impossible of performance by reason of its internal 
practice and procedures; or (iii) there are, practical difficulties. The 
reason for incorporation of the provision in paragraph 2 is that the 
requested State should assist to the extent possible in making 
available the recorded evidence in the manner commonly used in the 
proceedings before the courts and tribunals of the requesting State.

There can be numerous instances where the requested State might 
find it difficult or impossible to have the evidence taken in the particular 
manner required. This primarily arises on account of wide divergence in 
the procedures applied in various systems. For example, in some 
countries it is the normal practice to follow the adversary procedure 
where the witness is examined by counsel and cross-examined on his 
evidence before a Judge, but in some other countries it is the Judge 
alone who records the evidence and himself puts questions to the 
witness. Then again, in the practice of some States evidence is 
recorded verbatim in the question-answer form whilst in others the 
evidence would be recorded in the narrative or summary form as 
dictated by the Judge. Besides, some systems permit the Court to 
appoint a Commissioner to record the evidence in order,to saye the time 
of the Court but in other systems this would clearly not be permissible.

Paragraph 3 provides that if the evidence of witness or experts are 
to be taken on oath, it should be expressly so stated by the requesting 
State. The requested State has to honour such request unless the 
same conflicts with its internal laws. As there were some differences of 
views on this paragraph, it has been put within square brackets. . ,

Paragraph 4 recognises the right of the individual to refuse to testify 
in respect of a matter which he cannot be compelled to disclose by 
reason of the privilege enjoined under the law of the requesting State or



This Article recognises the competence of the diplomatic or consular 
officer to take evidence of the nationals of his home State in aid of 
proceedings commenced in the courts of that State. It may however be 
clarified that the power of the diplomatic or consular officer to take such 
evidence would be governed by the laws of the State which he 
represents. What this article contemplates is that if the diplomatic or 
consular officer is authorised under the laws of his home State to take 
the evidence, the other State will permit him to exercise such unctions. 
This is subject to the condition that the diplomatic or consular ofticer 
shall not apply any method of compulsion whilst recording evidence.

Although these Arrangements contemplate recording of evidence 
through issue of letters of request transmitted through the Central 
Agency as being the principal mode, the use of d|P'omatlc °r 
channels is also permitted. In some cases it may be simpler to app y 
that procedure, such as in cases where evidence by m®ans..°f a 
affidavit would be sufficient or the witness is ready and willing to g v 
evidence without the need of any compulsion. There was some 
difference of view as to whether this provision wds suitable.

The provisions of paragraph 1 clarify the powers and fondions; of a 
diplomatic or consular officer in the matter, namely (0 he may act only in 
the area in which he exercises his functions; (u) ne may tal<e ev'd c 
subject to the willingness of the witness, that is wit °u P ’ 
(iii) he may take evidence only with respect to the procaed aga 
are pending in the courts of a State which he represents, (iv) he may 
take the evidence only of nationals of his home State.

Paragraph 1 deals with the matters of notice to be given regarding 
the time and place of recording of evidence to the requesting State and 
also to the parties to the proceedings in aid of which the evidence is 
required. It is recognised that no such notice would be necessary 
unless the requesting State so desires. The procedure for 
communication of the notice would naturally vary from country to 
country. Whilst some countries may prefer to channelise such 
communications through the Central Agency, others could well agree to 
such notice being sent by the concerned judicial authority directly to a 
designated official of the requesting State and or the parties to the 
proceedings.

Paragraph 2 contemplates that any official or officials designated by 
the requesting State as also the parties to the proceedings should be 
enabled to be present at the time when the evidence is recorded. This, 
however, is subject to any prohibition contained in the internal law of the 
requested State.

Article 19

Article 19 deals with the question of application of the measures of 
compulsion by the authority recording the evidence in execution of the 
letter of request. Since there were certain differences of views, the 
provisions of this Article have beenTetained within square brackets. The 
objective behind this Article is that judicial assistance in the matter of 
recording of evidence should not be frustrated by the refusal of the 
witness to appear to give evidence or his refusal to answer questions
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and also to produce documents or other tangible objects. It is therefore 
contemplated that the requested State should assist in the matter by 
employing the same degree of compulsion as it would under its internal 
laws in regard to domestic proceedings of the same nature.

Article 20

The provisions of this Article deal with the question of 
reimbursement of costs incurred by the requested State in the 
exeuction of the letter of request in the various circumstances and 
subject to conditions specified in this Article. It was stated in the 
course of discussions at the Working Group that the reimbursement of 
the costs should be done by the requesting State but it would be open 
to that State to recoup the costs from the party for whose benefit the 
evidence was obtained.

Article 18 Article 21

of the requested State. Such matters would often include disclosure of 
any fact or information which might be of a self-incriminating nature or 
matters which have been disclosed to him in confidence, such as, in the 
case of doctors, lawyers, journalists etc. The provision of this para
graph further contemplates that no evidence should be requested in 
regard to any matter where the witness has a duty to refuse to give 
evidence, such as the information in his possession on official matterè 
covered by the Official Secrets Act. It is presumed that when the 
witness has a privilege or duty to refuse to give evidence, he will claim 
such privilege or invoke the provisions of law under which he has a duty 
to refuse to give evidence at the time when the evidence is recorded.

Paragraph .5 gives an option to the requested State to transmit either 
the original or certified copies of records or documents taken as 
evidence.

136
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and conditions as may De specified.

CHAPTER IV

Requests for Information and Documents 

Articles 23 and 24

Chapter IV, consisting of Articles 23 and 24, deals with the question 
of mutual assistance between the States Parties to the bilateral 
arrangements. Whilst the provisions of Chapter II (Service of Process) 
and Chapter III (Taking of Evidence) are concerned with matters which 
are initiated principally at the instance of a party to a pending judicial 
proceeding, the provisions of Chapter IV are more concerned with 
furnishing of documents, judicial records and information which a State 
or a State functionary may require.

Article 23 accordingly, provides that the -States Parties to the 
Arrangements should upon the request of each other furnish 
information on their laws and regulations relating to civil or commercial 
matters both substantive and procedural. The main objective behind 
this provision is that the States, ■ which agree to enter upon 
Arrangements for judicial assistance, ought to be informed about the 
laws and regulations in force both substantive and procedural in each 
others territory.

Article 24 is concerned with requests for furnishing of judicial 
records. It is well-known that by reason of comity of courts within a 
country judicial records are freely made available by one court to 
another upon its request. The same principle is extended in regard to 
the courts of the Contracting States Parties to the bilateral 
Arrangements. These, however, have been made subject to two 
conditions, namely, (i) that the request should be channelised through 
the Central Agency which should specify the purpose for which the 
records or the information have been requested; and (ii) that the 
information or records so furnished shall not be used for any other 
purpose. Paragraph 3 provides for reimbursement of costs which may 
arise under this article. Nothing prevents the requesting State from 
charging the litigants in the requesting State for the expenses.

CHAPTER V

Articles 25 to 29

Chapter V contains the final provisions which are generally incorporated 
in International Conventions or bilateral agreements.

Article 25 has the usual provisions concerning entry into force of the 
bilateral Arrangements. Some views have been expressed that 
ratification should not be required in this type of agreement which are 
basically in the nature of Executive arrangements. The article has 
therefore been placed within brackets.

Article 26 is rather important and it needs consideration of Member 
Governments. What is intended to be provided here is that the present 
bilateral Arrangements should not affect the existing or any future 
bilateral or multilateral agreements or other Arrangements between the 
Contracting States except to the extent specified. The objective behind 
this provision is basically two fold. Firstly, that co-operation through 
reciprocal assistance in judicial matters should be encouraged in
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whatever form-they are brought about and the possiblity of there being 
more than one set of arrangements for the purpose could be 
contemplated. Secondly, it is intended to safeguard the provisions of 
other present or future international, bilateral or multilateral 
instruments, containing regulations in certain fields concerning matters 
covered by the present Arrangements. So far as the future is 
concerned, the underlying idea of these Arrangements is to permit the 
Contracting States to conclude agreements supplementing its 
provisions or facilitating the application of the principles it contains.

The note in the text refers to the possibility that the bilateral 
Arrangement may be in conflict with existing instruments or practices.

To the extent that the bilateral Arrangements are in conflict with existing 
multilateral agreements to which both Contracting States are Parties, 
these States should first consider whether the multilateral agreement in 
question allows them to depart from the provisions of that multilateral 
agreement. If the multilateral agreement does not allow such a 
departure, the bilateral Arrangements should be adapted accordingly. If 
the multilateral agreement does give the States Parties to it freedom to 
provide for different solutions, the Contracting States may freely enter 
into the bilateral Arrangements.

To the extent that the bilateral Arrangements are in conflict with existing 
bilateral instruments or practices binding both Contracting States, the 
Contracting States will have to make a choice between the draft 
bilateral Arrangements and the existing practice. They may choose to 
maintain the existing provisions; in that case the conflicting provisions 
should not be included. Or they may prefer the provisions of the 
bilateral Arrangements; in that case they should specify that the 
provisions of the existing instrument or practices are replaced or 
superseded by the bilateral Arrangements.

Article 27 provides for the settlement of any difficulties which may arise 
under these Arrangements through negotiations.

Article 28 deals with the question of revision of these Arrangements. It 
was felt that in view of certain important innovations introduced in the 
text of these Arrangements, it would be desirable to allow States 
Parties to assess the working of the Arrangements on the basis of 
practical experience and to revise any of the provisions that may be 
considered necessary.

Article 29 deals with the question of denunciation of these 
Arrangements.

Appendix: Certain suggestions made by the representative of
Pakistan at the Working Group Meeting have been reproduced in the 
Appendix in order to bring them to the notice of Governments. Although 
the Working Group did not feel inclined to incorporate the suggestions 
in the Model text of the bilateral arrangements it was felt that some o« 
the Governments may find them useful for inclusion in bilateral 
arrangements with certain countries.



INVESTMENTS

Introduction

The question of promotion and protection of investments on a 
reciprocal basis was first discussed at the Jakarta Session held in April 
1980 in the context of regional co-operation in the field of industry 
among the countries of the Asian-African region. This was followed by 
more intensive discussion of the matter at the Ministerial Meeting held 
in Kuala Lumpur in December 1980 under the auspices of the 
Government of Malaysia in collaboration with the AALCC. That meeting 
recognized the need to create stable but flexible relations between the 
investor and the host government particularly where the invesiments 
were made by one developing country in another. The participants at 
the Ministerial Meeting generally agreed that the investment climate 
should be promoted through adequate provisions for protection of 
investments, repatriation of capital and profits as also a procedure for 
settlement of disputes. The meeting examined the various modalities 
which had hitherto been employed for protection of investments and in 
the light of the discussions, indicated the desirability of formulation of 
the .draft of a model umbrella investment protection agreement for 
consideration by member governments.

A meeting of officials which followed the Ministerial Meeting at Kuala 
Lumpur discussed the guidelines for preparation of a model umbrella 
investment protection agreement and in this connection the meeting 
identified the relevant elements which could be incorporated in the 
proposed draft. It was agreed that the model agreement should be 
prepared on broad general terms which could be suitably adjusted to the 
needs and requirements of each State. It was generally the view that 
investment incentives which were offered by various governments 
under their laws should normally not be incorporated in the investment 
protection agreements. The meeting was further of the view that model 
agreements should include certain special provisions which would help 
*o promote investments from developing countries. The meeting 
requested the Secretary-General to prepare the draft of a model 
umbrella agreement in the light of the discussions held during the 
meeting for consideration of an expert group to be convenBd prior to the 
naxt Ministerial meeting.

The Secretary-General had accordingly prepared the tentative dratt
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of a mods' Lateral agreement on investment protection intended to be 
applicable between the countries of the region to serve as a basis for 
preliminary discussions by an Expert Group. The Secretariat draft was 

,®n UP ,or consideration during the Committee's Colombo Session 
eld in May 1981 by its Trade Law Sub-Committee. The Sub-Committee 

had raised a number of important issues on the contents of the 
tentative draft for the purposes of further study. The report of the Trade 
Law Sub-Committee was thereafter placed before another Ministerial 
Meeting on Regional Co-operation in Industries held in Istanbul in 
September 1981 at the invitation of the Government of Turkey in 
collaboration with the AALCC. The meeting generally discussed some of 
the more important issues indicated by the Trade Law Sub-Committee 
and expressed the view that the comments of the Governments should 
be invited in order to enable the Secretariat to study the matter further 
The Ministerial Meeting was further of the view that there should be an 
understanding that special treatment and incentives should be offered 
for investments from developing countries and it would be a matter for

m u 6Tent ,0 decide as t0 the modal'ties through which this 
should be effected, namely, under their municipal legislations or under 
bilateral treaties or under joint venture 
appropriate. agreements as might be

Subsequent to the Istanbul Meeting, the Secretray General had 
carried out extensive consultations with a view to preparation of a 
revised study s° that the recommendations of the Committee, which 
might ultimately emerge, could be of practical value to meet the desired 
objectives. These consultations revealed a good deal of divergence in 
State practice and the attitude of States towards bilateral umbrella 
investment protection agreements as also in the matter of treatment of 
foreign investments. As a result of the overall survey of the position 
held by various Governments within the Asian-African region, it became 
apparent that a uniform approach in the matter of promotion and 
protection of investments through the formulation of a single draft of a 
bilateral treaty, however desirable, might not result in an adequate 
response in practical terms. It was therefore felt that the AALCC's 
study on the subject could perhaps contemplate preparation of models 
for three different types of bilateral agreements.

This approach was considered to be particularly suited in the context 
hat the mam purpose of AALCC's study, pursuant to the mandate of 
he Kuala Lumpur Meeting, was to promote flow of investments between 

the countries of the region. It therefore seemed that the primary 
objective should be aimed at creating a climate in which Governments 
would be prepared to accept the concept of promotion and protection of 
investments under bilateral arrangements. It was felt that through the

preparation of various alternative drafts it might be possible to promote 
such agreements in the manner acceptable to the Governments 
concerned based on terms and conditions suited to their needs. 
Furthermore, having regard to the divergence of State practice as also 
the commitments already made by some of the Governments in their 
bilateral agreements with industrialized States it seemed difficult to 
come out with a single text which would meet the needs and interests of 
all Governments.

It may be observed that a single model text incorporating a set of 
provisions which may represent a common standard acceptable to a 
group of States and basically reflecting their negotiating position is 
extremely useful when the model agreement is intended for use by a 
small group of nations having indentity of interest and approach on 
economic issues. It is also possible to work out a model for those 
countries who would be prepared to enter into bilateral agreements on 
the basis of certain norms and standards set out therein either 
generally or for a class of investments. Neither of these approaches 
appeared to be suitable to meet the present objectives of the study 
since a common position had yet to emerge in regard to investments 
which would make it possible for the Governments of the region to 
accept a uniform set of norms. Furthermore, if the AALCC were to 
recommend a text only for those countries which were prepared to 
accept it, that would derogate from the wider objectives of promoting 
investment protection agreements as between a substantially large 
number of countries of the region. One possible method in a single text 
might have been the inclusion of alternative formulations on the various 
issues and topics but the exercise would be extremely cumbrous and 
its utility minimal since such a draft could merely serve the purpose of 
placing at the disposal of Governments some material for their 
consideration which might be useful in negotiating bilateral agreements.

It was recognized that if three different models for bilateral 
agreements were to be formulated and recommended, complete 
uniformity of approach towards investments from developing countries 
could not be achieved, but at the same time it is to be appreciated that 
the formulation of a single text is not likely to produce any better result 
since that text might not be acceptable to a number of Governments in 
the practical realities of the situation with divergent views being held by 
different States or groups of States.

A revised study prepared by the Secretariat in November 1982 
accordingly contained the suggestion that an endeavour be made to 
Prepare the texts of three model agreements even though much of the 
material to be used in each of the texts would be common. The tentative-
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formulations in regard to the three possible model agreements were
included in the study, namely.

Model A. Draft of a bilateral agreement basically on similar pattern as 
the agreements entered into between some of the countries of 
the region with industrialised States with certain changes and 
improvements particularly in the matter of promotion of 
investments.

Model B: Draft of an agreement whose provisions are somewhat more 
restrictive in the matter of protection of investmènts and 
contemplate a degree of flexibility in regard to reception and 
protection of investments.

Model C: Draft of an agreement on the pattern of Model 'A' but 
applicable to specific classes of investments only as 
determined by the host State.

A- meeting of an open-ended Expert Group was thereafter convened 
for examination of the study prepared by the Secretariat. The Expert 
Group met at the Committee's Headquarters in New Delhi from the 5th to 
the 7th January 1983. The Meeting was attended by representatives of 
twenty-four Governments and the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic 
Development.

The Expert Group endorsed the Secretary-General's suggestion that 
the Committee's approach should be towards formulation of alternative 
models in the matter of promotion and protection of investments rather 
than pursue a single model approach which had been attempted earlier 
and found to be impracticable in the light of the difficulties pointed out 
by the Trade Law Sub-Committee during its meeting in Colombo in May 
1901. The Expert Group examined the tentative drafts prepared by the 
Secretariat. The text cf Models 'A' and 'C was revised by the Expert 
Grc m with a view to its submission to the Twenty-third Session of the 
AALCC. The text of Model 'B' was also discussed in considerable detail 
and the Secretriat was requeued to revise its draft in the light of the 
discussions and observations made at the Expert Group Meeting.

The matter was thereafter discussed at the AALCC’s Twenty-third 
Session held in Tokyo in May 1983 and it was decided that the drafts 
should be further examined by another Expert Group in order to ensure 
their wider acceptability to the countries of the region. An Expert Group 
Meeting at official level was accordingly convened which met in New 
Delhi during January-February 1984. The meeting was attended by 
participants from twenty-three Governments as also by the

ontatives of the Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee CorpoYation 
r0prr h Rank and the European Communities. The Meeting examined 
the Wond Bank and P . recommendations in the
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countries has not been insignificiant.

2. Many of the developing countries in the Asian-African region 
have themselves become investors during the past decade. In 
addition, some of the more developed of the developing 
countries of the region have developed and perfected 
technology in less sophisticated fields which can be more 
easily absorbed by developing countries. These are being 
progressively invested within the region through joint venture 
projects or other types of arrangements. Investments are also 
being made by developing countries in the building of roads, 
cement or fertiliser factories, textiles and synthetics in other 
developing countries. This form of investment by one 
developing country into another is likely to assume a distinct 
pattern within the foreseeable future.

It would be in the interest of the countries of the region, 
particularly in the present context of world economic situation, 
to encourage greater flow of capital and technology among 
themselves and to create favourable conditions in which this 
could be achieved. Capital investment from within the region 
has one distinct advantage as there would be little possibility 
of their being tied to any particular or specific source for 
supply of technology. Furthermore, the technology to the 
extent they are obtainable from within the region is likely to be 
more suitable for adaptation and use in developing countries.

No investor, whether from a developed or developing country, 
would be likely to invest unless it is satisfied of certain basic 
conditions, it is therefore a matter of fundamental importance 
that a degree of stability in the relations between the investor 
and the host government must be foreseen, particularly where 
long-term arrangements are concerned. The basic conditions 
which the investors do seem to expect relate generally to 
favourable conditions concerning repatriation of capital and 
income, adequate compensation in the event of nationalisation 
or expropriation as also the assurance that the terms and 
conditions on which it has agreed to invest should remain 
operative for the period of investment and that nothing should 
be done by the host government to the detriment of the 
investor. It is nevertheless conceived that a certain degree of 
flexibility should be retained since it may well happen over the 
life of an investment that what was fair and equitable at the 
beginning mav no longer be so in the light of changed
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under the ICSID Convention but only eighteen disputes have so far 
arisen thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the ICSID clause in 
creating stability and confidence in the investments.

Attitude of Asian-African States towards investment 
protection

The attitude of the States within the Asian-African region in regard to 
the mode and manner of investment protection and the extent to which 
promotional incentives are offered appear to vary to a considerable 
extent.

In the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, it is provided 
that each State has the right to regulate and exercise authority over 
foreign investments within its national jurisdiction, in accordance with 
its laws and regulations and in conformity with its national objectives 
and priorities. The State has also the right to nationalize, expropriate or 
transfer ownership of foreign property in which case appropriate 
compensation should be paid by the State adopting such measures, 
taking into account its relevant laws and regulations and all 
circumstances that the State considers pertinent.*

Several developing countries in the Asian-African region have, 
however, in the exercise of their sovereignty entered into bilateral 
investment protection agreements with industrialized States such as 
the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Sweden, for promotion and 
protection of investments. The basic pattern followed in most of the 
agreements concluded with the countries in Western Europe by the
* See Article 2.2 of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 

adopted by the General Assembly on 12 December 1974.

The relevant provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 2 are in the following terms:- 
"(a) To regulate and exercise authority over foreign investment within its 

national jurisdiction in accordance with its laws and regulations and in 
conformity with its national objectives and priorities. No State shall be 
compelled to grant preferential treatment to foreign investments;

(c) To nationalize, expropriate or transfer ownership of foreign property, in 
which case appropriate compensation should be paid by the State 
adopting such measures, taking in to account its relevant laws and 
regulations and all circumstances that the State considers pertinent. In 
any case where the question of compensation gives rise to a 
controversy, it shall be settled under the domestic law of the 
nationalising State and by its tribunals, unless it is freely and mutually 
agreed by all States concerned that other peaceful means be sought on 
the basis of the sovereign equality of States and in accordance with the 
principle of free choice of means’.
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ASEAN countries, Sri Lanka, Egypt, Republic of Korea and a few others 
provide for most-favoured-nation treatment, full freedom in the matter of 
repatriation of capital and profits, adequate and effective compensation 
(full market value) in the event of expropriation or nationalisation and 
provisions for settlement of disputes. Some of the agreements such as 
an agreement between Japan and Egypt as also the agreements 
between the Netherlands with Malaysia and Singapore seem to further 
provide, that the investments of the contracting parties shall not only 
be provided most-favoured-nation treatment but also treatment no less 
favourable than accorded to their nationals. In the recent British draft of 
investment protection agreement a similar pattern is contemplated, that 
is to say, a treatment which would be no less favourable than accorded 
to the nationals of the host State as also to the nationals of any third 
State. Some agreements also provide for treatment in accordance with 
international law such as in the most recent agreement between Egypt 
and the United States. In the course of Euro Arab dialogue for 
conclusion of a model multilateral convention, the Arab States have, 
however, been reluctant to concede the national standard of treatment 
although they have been willing to accept other terms such as most
favoured-nation treatment, full freedom in the matter of repatriation of 
capital and return, full market value as compensation and a provision 
for settlement of disputes.

It may be reasonable to presume that the States which have 
expressed their willingness to enter into bilateral investment protection 
agreements and accord most-favoured-nation treatment to western 
investments should have no difficulty in concluding similar agreements 
with the countries of the region. Four such agreements have so far 
been concluded namely, between Japan with Egypt and Sri Lanka, and 
the agreements of Sri Lanka with Singapore and the Republic of Korea.

On the other hand, there are some States which are reluctant to 
enter into investment protection agreements and prefer to rely upon the 
provisions of their Constitution and the laws for taking a position that 
those are sufficient for protection of the investments in their countries. 
Some of these countries have, by now become investors tnemselves in 
the developing countries of the region and it is therefore possible that 
they might be interested in concluding investment protection 
agreements with the countries of the region on a bilateral basis for the 
promotion and protection of their own investments.

There is yet another group of countries such as the States parties to 
the Lome' Convention who accept in principle the need for protection of 
investments and this is clearly recognized in the Lome' Convention 
itcfilf ac alcn in thA D Aria rat in ns ailnnlArl thATAwith THasa rnuntrifts arA
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the investor and the host

(xiii) Past investments;

(xiv) Settlement of disputes as between 
government; and

(xv) Settlement of disputes between the two governments.
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invest abroad. Several countries also oLrlZt te

taxtion to their nationals and companies in regard to their income, profit 
or gain derived from investments abroad. It is felt that if the countries of 
the region were to offer some attractive incentives in the form of tax 
concessions for investments in the'developing countries of the region, 
it would greatly help to promote flow of investments between developing 
countries inter se. It may however not be practicable for most of the 
countries of region as yet to initiate investment guarantee schemes.

(Iv) Reception and registration of investments including 
the terms and conditions thereof

It is felt that foreign investments in certain categories of cases 
should be registered in the host country to facilitae their identification in 
relation to discharge of the host government's obligations especially in 
regard to repatriation of capital and return as also protection of the 
investment. Many States allow foreign investors various incentives 
including concessionary taxation. It is felt that such incentives should 
be offered to the maximum extent in regard to investments emanating 
from the countries of the region. It is also important that the terms and 
conditions on which the invesment is received should remain unaltered 
for the period of the investment.

(V) Investment in national companies or corporations

Capital participation or investment in national companies or 
corporations by foreign parties are regulated by local laws; several 
countries allow such participation to the extent of a specific percentage 
of share capital and subject also to various terms and conditions. It is 
considered that such matters should be liberalised to the extent 
possible in so far as the investment from the countries of the region are 
concerned.

(vl) Most-favoured-nation treatment

Almost all bilateral agreements on promotion and protection of 
investments, which have been entered into by" developing countries 
with industrialized nations contain provisions concerning most
favoured-nation standard of treatment. This means that whatever 
treatment that State accords to a third State, the same treatment would 
have to be applied to the nationals and companies of those 
industrialised States also. This necessarily creates some problems for 
those States who have already entered into such agreements in 
considering the standard of treatment for investments between 
developing countries inter se Nevertheless, it is important that a most
favoured-nation treatment clause should be incorporated in bilateral



agreements between the countries of the region.

(VII) National standard of treatment

Some of the existing bilateral investment protection agreements 
entered into by the developing countries with industrialized States 
provide that the foreign investor should be accorded treatment no less 
favourable than is accorded to the nationals and companies ot the host 
State. However, some of the countries of the region do not consider 
application of national standard of treatment to foreign investments to 
be appropriate. Even though it may be desirable to apply this standard 
for investments from developing countries among themselves, its 
impact has to be judged in the light of existing agreements with 
industrialized nations.

(viii) Repatriation of capital and return

Most of the existing bilateral agreements contemplate full freedom in 
the matter of repatriation of capital and profits subject to reasonable 
restrictions being imposed by host governments to meet exceptional 
financial or economic situations. Some countries however stipulate that 
a portion of the profits should be re-invested and also impose 
conditions concerning repatriation of capital. It is necessary that such 
conditions should be negotiated at the time of the reception of the 
investment and clearly specified at that time.

(ix) Compensation for losses suffered

Most bilateral agreements provide for restitution or compensation for 
losses suffered by the investor under various circumstances.

(x) Conditions for expropriation and nationalisation inclu
ding principles for compensation

Several investment protection agreements recognize that an 
investment can be nationalised or expropriated for a public purpose 
related to the internal needs and national interest of the host State. 
These agreements also provide for prompt payment of the full market 
value as compensation. However, there are some countries in the 
region who consider that the compensation should be computed on 
equitable principles.

(xi) Value of investments—effect of inflation and varia
tion In exchange rates

western countries have contended that compensation should 
payable for loss in the value of investments by reason of the effect cf 
inflation and variation in exchange rates. It is for consideration, whether 
this principle should be suitable for adoption in regard to investments 
made by the developing countries in other developing countries of the

region.

(xii) Training programmes 
marketing arrangements

Several developing countries would desire the investor to arrange for 
suitaole training programmes and transfer of technology as also some 
share in marketing arrangements. Such conditions should b« -egcuated 
and specified at the time of reception of investments.

(xiii) Past Investments

It is very often a matter of debate whether past investments should 
be covered in bilateral umbrella investment protection agreements. One 
view is that only future investments should be the subject matter of 
such agreements, whilst the other view is that past investments made 
within a specified period should also be covered provided they are 
registered with the host government within a reasonable period rom e 
time when the umbrella agreement comes into force.

(xiv) Settlement of disputes as between the investor and 

the host government

for settlement of disputes between the host government
A Pr°V'investor is invariably incorporated in bilateral investment

order to create stability andand the investor is
protection agreements. This is important in _ - . ... f -..-u
confidence in the transaction. The most appropriate modality for such 
purposes is the ICSID Convention or "Thé Additional Facility Rules o 
1C Sic" if applicable. Otherwise UNCITRAL Arbitration and Conciliation

Rules might be appropriate.

(xv) Settlement of disputes between 
Parties to the Agreement

Specific provisions are invariably included in bilateral agreements 
which follow the normal pattern for settlement of G°^ernment 1 

Government disputes such as through negotiations or arbitrations.



* MODEL AGREEMENT FOR PROMOTION AND 
PROTECTION OF INVESTMENTS 

MODEL-A

AGREEMENT between the Government of—----------- and the
Government of _ _____ for Promotion, Encouragement and
Reciprocal Protection of Investments.

The Government of_____________ ______
of _ _ _ ...______________

and the Government

Recognising in particular the need to promote wider co-operation 
between the counties of the Asian-African region to accelerate their 
economic growth and to encourage investments by developing 
countries in other developing countries of the region;

Also Recognising that reciprocal protection cr such investments will 
be conducive to the attainment of desired objectives in a spirit of 
partnership;

Desirous to create conditions in which the investments by each 
other and their nationals would be facilitated and thus stimulate the flow 
of capital and technology within the region;

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1 

Definitions

For the purpose of this Agreement

(a) 'investment
(Alternative A)

Investment' means every kind of asset and in particular, though not 
exclusively, includes:

(i) movable and immovable property and any other property rights 
such as mortgages, liens or pledges;

* The model agreement is 'intended to provide a possible negotiating text for 
consideration of governments. It is merely a model and not an adhesive text. The 
possibility that the text would be modified or altered in the course of bilateral 
negotiaions to suit the needs of the parties is clearly contemplated.

(Ü) shares, stocks and debentures of companies or interests in the 
property of such companies;

(jjj) claims to money or to any performance under contract having : 
financial value, and loans;

(jv) copyrights, knowhow, (goodwill) and industrial property rights such 
as patents for inventions, trade marks, industrial designs and irade 
names;

(v) rights conferred by law or under contract, including licence to 
search for, cultivate, extract or exploit natural resources.

(Alternative B)

'Investment' includes every kind of asset such as

(i) shares and other types of holdings of companies;

(ii) claims to any performance under contract having a financial value, 
claims to money, and loans;

(III) rights with respect to movable and immovable property;

(iv) rights with regard to patents, trade marks and any other industrial 
property; and

(v) contractual rights relating to exploration and exploitation of natural 
resources.

(Alternative C)

'investment means:

(i) jn respect of investment in the territory of (First Party)
■_____________ (i) * i

O') in respect of investment in the territory of (Second Party)

(b) 'National'

(Alternative A)

'National' in respect of each Contracting Party means a natural 
Person who is a national or deemed to be a national of the Party unde
ns Constitution or relevant law.



(Alternative B)

'National' in respect of (First Party) rm 
and in respect of (Second Party) means

(c) 'Companies'

(Alternative A)

'Companies means corporations, partnerships or associations 
incorporated, constituted or registered in a Contracting Party in 
accordance with its laws (and includes such entities in which nationals 
of a. Contracting Par.y have substantial interest and majority 
shareholding.) * 1

(Alternative B)

companies’ means in respect of the (First Party)
and in respect ot the (Second Party )

(d) State Entity means a department of government, corporation 
institution or undertaking wholly owned or controlled by government 
and engaged in activities of a commercial nature.

(e) 'Returns' includes profits, interests, capital gains dividends
royalties or fees. ’

(I) Host State' means the country in whose territory the investment 
is made.

I Territory' means:

(i) In respect of the (First Party)
(ii) In respect of the (Second Party)

Article 2

Promotion and encouragement of investments

i) Each Contracting Party shall take steps to promote investments in 
the territory of the other Contracting Party and encourage its 
nationals, companies and State entities to make such investments 
through offer of appropriate incentives, wherever possible, which 
may include such modalities as tax concessions and investment 
guarantees.

(ii) Each Contracting Party shall create favourable conditions to 
encourage the nationals, companies or State entities of the other 
Contracting Party to promote investment in its territory.

The Contrac'my Parties shall periodically consult among them
selves concerning investment opportunities within the territory of 
each- other in various sectors such as industry, mining, 
communications, agricu'ture and forestry to determine where 
investments from one Contracting Party into the other may be most 
beneficial in the interest of both the parties.

(iv) *(Each Contracting Party shall duly honour all commitments made 
and obligations undertaken by it with regard to investments o' 
nationals, companies or State entities of the other contracting 
Party.)

Article 3

Reception of Investments

(i) Each Contracting Party shall determine the mode and manner in 
which investments are to be received in its territory.

(ii) The Contracting Parties may determine that in a specified class of 
investments, a national, company or State entity of a Contracting 
Party intending to make investment in the territory of the other 
Contracting Party including collaboration arrangements on specific 
projects, shall submit its or his proposal to a designated authority 
of the Party where the investment is sought to be made. Such 
proposals shall be processed expeditiously and soon after the 
proposal is approved, a letter of authorisation shall be issued and 
the investment shall be registered, where appropriate, with the 
designated authority of the host State. The investment shall be 
received subject to the terms and conditions specified in the letter 
of authorisation.

W The host State shall facilitate the implementation and operation of 
the investment projects through suitable administrative measures 
and in particular in the matter of expeditious clearance of 
authorisation or permits for importation of goods, employments of 
consultants and technicians of foreign nationality in accordance 
with its laws and regulations.

Article 4

Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment

Each Contracting Party shall accord in its territory to the

There were some differences of views on the need for inclusion of this clause
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investments or returns of nationals, companies or State entities of 
the other contracting Party treatment that is not less favourable 
than that it accords to the investments or returns of nationals, 
companies or State entities of any third State.

(ii) Each Contracting Party shall also ensure that the nationals, 
companies or State entities of the other Contracting Party are 
accorded treatment not less favourable than that it accords to the 
nationals or companies or State entities of any third State in regard 
to the managment, use, enjoyment or disposal of their investments 
including management and control over business activities and 
other ancillary functions in respect of the investments.

Article 5

National Treatment

(i) Each Contracting party shall accord in its terriory to the 
investments or returns of nationals, companies or State entities of 
the other Contracting Party treatment that is not less favourable 
than that it accords to the investments or returns of its own 
nationals, companies or State entities.

(ii) Each of the Contracting Parties shall extend to the nationals, 
companies or State entities of the other Contracting Party, 
treatment that is not less favourable than it accords to its own 
nationals, companies or State entities in regard to management, 
control, use, enjoyment and disposal in relation to investments 
which have been received in its territory.

Repatriation of capital and returns

Each Contracting Party shall ensure that the nationals, companies 
or .State entities of the other Contracing Party are allowed full 
facilities in the matter of the right to repatriation of capital and 
returns on his or its investments subject, however, to any condition 
for re-investment which may be stipulated at the time of the 
reception of the investment and subject also to the right of the host 
State to impose reasonable restrictions for temporary periods in 
accordance with its laws to meet exceptional financial and 
economic situations (as determined in the light of guidelines 
generally applied by the IMF or such other criteria as may be

Some countries do not favour 'National Treatment" for foreign investments

(ii)

agreed upon by the parties). The capital and returns albwed to be 
repatriated shall include emoluments and earnings accruing from or 
in relation to the investment as also the proceeds arising out ot 
sale of the assets in the event of liquidation or transfer

In the event of exceptional financial or economic situations as 
envisaged in paragraph (i) of this article, the host State shall 
exercise its power to impose reasonable restrictions equitably and 
in good faith. Such restrictions shall not extend ordinarily beyonu a 
porinH nf • Any restriction in operation
thereafter shall not impede the transfer of profits, interests, 
dividends royalties, fees, emoluments or earnings; as regards the 
capital invested or any other form of returns, transfer of a minimum 
of 20 per cent in each year shall be guaranteed.

(iii) Repatriation shall be permitted ordinarily to the country from which 
the investment orginated and in the same currency in which the 
capital was originally invested or in any other currency agreed upon 
by the investor and the host State at the rate of exchange 
applicable on the date of transfer upon such repatriation unless 
otherwise agreed by the investor and the host State.

Article 7

Nationalization, expropriation and payment of compensa
tion in respect thereof

(i) Investments of nationals, companies or State entities of either 
Contracting Party shall not be nationalised expropria ed or 
subjected to measures having effect equivalent to nationalisation 
or expropriation in the territory of the other Conmacting P .y 
except (for a public purpose) (in national interest) of that Party and 
against prompt, adequate and effective compensation provided 
that such measures are taken on a non-discnminatory basis an 
accordance with its laws.

(ii) Such compensation shall be computed on the basis of the value of 
the investment immediately prior to the poin
proposal for expropriation had become public knowl^ge 0 

determined in accordance with recognized pnncpbs of va u ^ 
such as market value. Where the market value cannotb° r°*d‘ > 
ascertained, the compensation shall be determined on equitable 
principles taking into account inter alia the capital in _ 
depreciation, capital already repatriated and f Ja
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rate from the date of expropriation until the date of payment. The 
determination of the compensation, in the absence of agreement 
being reached between the investor and the host State, shall be 
referred to an independent judicial or administrative tribunal or 
authority competent under the laws of the expropriating State or to 
arbitration in accordance with the provisions of any agreement 
between the investor and the host State. The compensation as 
finally determined shall be promptly paid and allowed to be 
repatriated.

(iii) Where a Contracting Party nationalises or expropriates the assets 
of a company which is incorporated or constituted under the laws in 
force in its territory and in which nationals or companies or State 
entities of the other Contracting Party own shares, it shall ensure 
that prompt, adequate and effective compensation is received and 
allowed to be rapatriated by the owners of the shares in the other 
Contracting Party. Such compensation shall be determined on the 
basis of the recognized principles of valuation such as the market 
value of the shares immediately prior to the point of time when the 
proposal for nationalisation or expropriation had become public 
knowledge. The compensation shall include interest at a normal 
commercial rate from the date of nationalisation or expropriation 
until the date of payment. If any question arises regarding the 
determination of the compensation or its payment, such questions 
shall be referred to an independent judicial or administrative 
tribunal or authority competent under the laws of the expropriating 
State or to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of any 
agreement between the investor and the host State.
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Article 8

Compensation for losses

*[ (i) Nationals, companies or State entities of one Contracting Party 
whose material assets' in the investments in the territory of the 
other Contracting Party suffer losses owing to war or other armed 
conflict, revolution, a state of national- emergency, revolt, 
insurrection or riot in the territory of the latter Contracting Party, 
shall be accorded by that Contracting Party treatment regarding 
restitution, indemnification, compensation or other settlement, no 
less favourable than that it accords to (its own nationals, 
companies or State entities or to) nationals, companies or State 
entities of any third State.1

Several participants had reservations on the provisions of (his paragraph

,i« Nationals, companies or State entities of one Contracting Party 
who suffer losses in the territory of the other Contracting Party

resulting from:

(a) requisitioning of their property by its forces or authorities, or

(b) destruction of their property by its forces or authorities which was 
not caused in combat action or was not required by the necessity 

of the situation;

shall be accorded restitution or adequate compensation and the 
resulting payments shall be allowed to be repatriated.

Article 9

Access to courts and tribunals

The nationals, companies or State entities of one Contracting Party 
ha„ have lhe right of access to the courts, tribunals both judicial and 

administrative, ^d other aumorit.es competent under The laws of the 
other Contracting Party for redress of his or its grievances in relation 
any mSrconcerning any investment including judicial review o 
measures relating to expropriation or nationalisahon de erminahon of 
compensation in the event of expropriation or nationalisation orjosses 
suffered and any restrictions imposed on repatriation of capital 

returns.

Article 10
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Settlement of Investment Disputes

0)

(Ü)

Each Contracting Party consents to submit any dispute or 
difference that may arise out of or in relation tc) investmen s 
made in its territory by a national, company or State entity of 
the other Contracting Party for settlement through concihation 
or arbitration in accordance with the provisions of this Article.

If any dispute or difference should arise between a 
Contracting Party and a national, company or State entity of 
£X Contracting Party, which can not be resolved within 
a oenod of through negotiations, either party to the
dispute maTInitiate^proceedings tor oonoiliation or arbitration 
unless the investor has chosen to avail himself or its.lt of 

local remedies.
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(iii) Unless the parties have reached agreement to refer the 
disputes to conciliation under the provisions of the 
International Convention for the Settlement of Investment 
Disputes between States and Nationals of other States 1965, 
conciliation shall take place under the UNCITRAL Conciliation
Rules 1980 and the assistance of_____________________
may be enlisted in connection with the appointment of 
Conciliator (s).

(iv) Where the concilation proceedings have failed to resolve the 
dispute as also in the event of agreement having been 
reached to resort to arbitration, the dispute shall be referred 
to arbitration at the instance of either party to the dispute 
within a period of three months.

(v) Any reference to arbitration shall be initiated under the 
provisions of the International Convention on the Settlement 
of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of 
other States 1965 or "the Additional Facility Rules" of ICSID, 
whichever may be appropriate.
In the event of neither of these procedures being applicable, 
the arbitration shall take place in accordance with the 
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 1976, and the appointing 
authority for the purposes of such ■ rules shall 
be_________________ . ■

(vi) Neither Contracting Party shall pursue through diplomatic 
channel any matter referred to arbitration until the 
proceedings have terminated and a Contracting Party has 
failed to abide by or to comply with the award rendered by the 
arbitral tribunal.

Article 11

Settlement of disputes between Contracting Parties

(i) Disputes or differences between the Contracting Parties 
concerning interpretation or application of this agreement 
shall be settled through negotiations.

(ii) If such disputes and differences cannot thus be settled, the 
same shall upon the request of either Contracting Party be 
submitted to an arbitral tribunal.

fVintractina Party shall nominate one member on the tribunal 
withîrfsf period of two months of the receipt of the /equester 
arbitration. The third member who shall be the chairman of 
tribunal, shall be appointed by agreement of *he 
Parties If a Contracting Party has failed to nominate its 
arbitrator or where agreement has not been reached in regaid 
,o ap^intment of the chairman of the tribunal within a period 
of three months, eit-her Contracting Party may approach the 
President of the International Court of Justice to '™*ke ,h^ 
appointment. The chairman so appointed shall not be a 
national of either Contracting Party.

riui The arbitral tribunal shall reach its decision by majority of
M Sis Such decision shall be binding on both the Contracting 

Parties The tribunal shall determine its own procedure and 
give directions in regard to the costs of the proceedings.

Subrogation
rîS.SïSSs

recognize:

(a)

(b)

ITS»-
enforce the claims of such a party.

Article 13

Exceptions

Neither Con,racing Pad, shall be
or companies or State entities of fhe oth other state or its
preference or privilege which may be a c customs union, a free trade 
nationals by virtue of the ormat,onm°fn,aoCnUSe°onomii co-operation to 
area or any other regional arrangment o 
which such a State may be a party.

Article 14

Application of the Agreement

The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to investments made
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after the coming into force of this Agreement *[and the investments 
previously made which are approved and registered by the host State

its laws) within a period of 
_ from the date of entry into force of this

(in accordance with

Agreement.]

Article 15

Entry into force

(This Agreement shall enter into force on signature.)
or

“(This Agreement shall enter into force as from
or

.•)

(This Agreement shall be ratified and shall enter into force on the 
exchange of instruments of ratification.)

Article

Duration and Termination

This Agreement shall remain in 
Thereafter it shall

force for 
continue in

a period 
force until

expiration of twelve months from any date on which either Contracting 
Party shall have given written notice of termination to the other 
“(Provided that in respect of investments made whilst the Agreement 

is in force, its provisions shall continue in effect with respect to such 
investments for a period of 
date of termination.) ~

. years after the

In Witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised thereto by their 
respective Governments, have signed this Agreement.

Done in duplicate at ..........
of............................. 198. (In the _______
anc*---------------------------------------- languages,
equally authoritative.)

For the Government of the

this .day

both texts being

* There were some differences of views about the past investments being 
covered.

** Alternative provisions.
There were some differences of views whether past investments should be 
covered.
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ADDENDUM TO MODEL 'A'

SUGGESTIONS OF THE DELEGATION OF KUWAIT

1. Article 2 (Promotion and encouragement of invest
ments) Paragraph (iv) should be expanded to read as follows 
(additions underlined):

"Each Contracting Party shall at all times ensure fair and equitable
treatment to the investments of nationals, companies or State
entities of the other Contracting Party. Each Contracting Party
shall ensure that the management, maintenance, use, eniovment
or disposal of investments in its territory of nationals, companies
or State entities of the other Contracting Party is not in anv wav
impaired bv unreasonable or discriminatory measures.

Each Contracting Party shall duly honour all commitments made 
and obligations undertaken by it with regard to investments of 
nationals, companies or State entities of the other Contracting 
Party."

2. Article 6 (Repatriation of capital and return) It is
proposed that the following paragraph be added to Article 6.

"fivl The Contracting Parties undertake to accord to transfers
referred to in paragraphs (\). fiil and fiiil of this Article a
treatment as favourable as that accorded to transfers
originating from investments macfe bv nationals, companies
and State entities of anv third Party."

3. Article 11 (Settlement of disputes between Contrac
ting Parties).

Paragraph (iii) of Article 11 should be expanded to read as follows 
(additions underlined).

....either Contracting Party may approach the President of the
International Court of Justice to make the appointments, if the 
President is a national of either Contracting Party or if he is
otherwise prevented from discharging the said function, the
Vice-President shall be invited to make the necessary
appontments. If the Vice-President is a national of either
Contracting Party or if he too is prevented from discharging the
said function, the member of the International Court of Justice
next in seniority who is not a national of either Contracting
Party shall be invited to make the necessary appointments.
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4. Suggested Additional Articles

There are two additional Articles that should be incorporated into the 
agreement. There are related to the relations between governments and 
to the application of other rules.

Article

Relations between Governments

"The provisions of the present Agreement shall apply irrespective of 
the existence of diplomatic or consular relations between the 
Contracting Parties."

Article

Application of Other Rules

"Notwithstanding the provisions of this agreement, the relevant 
international agreements which bind both contracting parties may be 
applied with the consent of both parties".

‘MODEL AGREEMENT FOR PROMOTION AND 
PROTECTION OF INVESTMENTS

MODEL B

AGREEMENT between the Government of________________
and

the Government of_________________________for Promotion,
Encouragment and Reciprocal Protection of Investments.

The Government of______________________ and the Government
of_____ _____________________

Recognising in particular the need to promote wider co-operation 
between the countries of the Asian-African region to accelerate their 
economic growth and to encourage investments by developing 
countries in other developing countries of the region;

Also Recognising that reciprocal protection of such investments will 
be conducive to the attainment of desired objectives in a spirit of 
partnership;

Desirous to create conditions in which investments by each other 
and their nationals would be facilitated and thus stimulate the flow of 
capital and technology within the region;

Have agreed as follows:-

Article 1

Definitions

For the purpose of this Agreement 

(a) 'Investment'

(Alternative A)

'Investment' means every kind of asset and in particular, though not 
exclusively, includes:

The model agreement is intended to provide a possible negotiating text for 
consideration of governments. It is merely a model and not an adhesive 
text. The possibility that the text would be modified or altered in the course 
°f bilateral negotiations to suit the needs of the parties is clearly 
contemplated.



(i) movable and immovable property and any other property rights 
such as mortgages, liens or pledges;

(ii) shares, stocks and debentures of companies or interests in the 
property of such companies;

(iii) Claims to money or to any performance under contract having a 
financial value and loans;

(iv) copyrights, knowhow, (goodwill) and industrial property rights such 
as patents for inventions, trade marks, industrial designs, and 
trade names;

(v) rights conferred by law or under contract, including licence to 
search for, cultivate, extract or exploit natural resources.

(Alternative B)

'Investment'inciudes every kind of asset such as:

(i) shares and other types of holdings of companies;

(ii) claims to any performance under contract having a financial value, 
claims to money and bans;

(iii) rights with respect to movable and immovable property;

(iv) rights with regard to patents, trade marks, and any other industrial 
property; and

(v) contractual rights relating to exploration and exploitation of natural 
resources.

(b) ‘National’

(Alternative C)

'Investment' means:-

(i) in respect of investment in the territory of 
 (First Party).

(ii) in respect of investment in the territory of (Second Party).

(Alternative A)

'National' in respect of each Contracting Party means a natural 
person who is a national or deemed to be a national of the Party under 
its constitution or relevant law.

(Alternative B)

'National' in respect of (First Party) means 
and in respect of (Second Party) means__

(c) 'Companies'

(Alternative A)

'Companies' means corporations, partnerships or associations 
incorporated, constituted or registered in a Contracting Party in 
accordance with its laws (and includes such entities in which nationals 
of a Contracting party have substantial interest and majority 
shareholding.)

(Alternative B)

'Companies' means in respect of the (First Parry) 
_________________ and in respect of the (Second Party)

(d) 'State Entity' means a department of government, corporation 
institution or undertaking wholly owned or controlled by government 
and engaged in activities of a commercial nature

(e) 'Returns' includes profits, interest, capital gains, dividends, 
royalties or fees.

(f) 'Host State' means the country in whose territory the investment is 
made.

(9) 'Territory'means:

(i) in respect of the (First Party)
(ii) in respect of the (Second Party).
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Promotion and encouragement of investments

Each Contracting Party shall take steps to promote investments in 
the territory of the other Contracting Party and encourage its 
nationals, companies and State entities to make such 
investments, through offer of appropriate incentives, wherever 
possible, which may include such modalities as tax concessions 
and investment guarantees.

(ii) Each Contracting F rty shall create favourable conditions for the 
nationals, companies or State entities of the other Contracting 
Party to promote investment in its territory.

The Contracting Parties shali periodically consult among 
themselves concerning investment opportunities within the 
territory of each other in various sectors such as industry, mining, 
communications, agriculture and forestry to determine where 
investments from one Contracting Party into the other may be most 
beneficial in the interest of both the parlies.

(iv) "(Each Contracting Party shall duly honour all commitments made 
and obligations undertaken by it with regard to investments of 
nationals, companies of State entities of the other Contracting 
Party.)

Article 3

Reception of Investments

(i) A national, company or State entity of a Contracting Party 
intending to make investment in the territory of the other 
Contracting party including collaboration arrangements on specific 
projects, shall submit his or its proposal to a designated authority 
of the Party where the investment is sought to be made. Such 
proposals shall be examined expeditiously and so soon after the 
proposal is approved, a letter of authorisation, shall be issued and 
investment shall be registered where appropriate, with the 
designated authority of the host State.

(ii) The investment shall be received subject to the terms and con
ditions specified in the letter ot authorisation. Such terms and 
conditions may include the obligation or requirement concerning

employment of local personnel and labour in the investment 
projects, organisation of training programmes, transfer os techno
logy and marketing arrangements for the products.

The host State shall facilitate the performance of the contracts 
relatable to the investments through suitable administrative 
measures and in particular in the matter of expeditious clearance of 
authorisation or permits for importation of gooas, employment of 
consultants and technicians of foreign nationality in accordance 
with its laws and regulations.

(iv) The Contracting Parties shall make every endeavour through 
appropriate means at their disposal to ensure that their nationals, 
companies or State entities comply with the laws and regulations of 
the host State and also carry out in good faith the obligations under 
taken in respect of the investments made in accordance with the 
terms and conditions specified by the host State.

Article 4

Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment

(i) Each Contracting Party shall accord in its territory to the 
investments or returns of nationals, companies or State entities of 
the other Contracting Party treatment that is not less favourable 
than that it accords to the investments or returns of nationals, 
companies or State entities of any third State.

(iii) Each Contracting party shall also ensure that the nationals, 
companies or State entities of the other Contracting Party are 
accorded treatment not less favourable than that it accords to the 
nationals or companies or State entities of any third State in regard 
to the management, use, enjoyment or disposal of their 
investments including management and control over business 
activities and other ancillary functions in respect of the 
investments.

Article 5

National Treatment

(0 Each Contracting Party shall accord in its territory to the 
investments or returns of nationals, companies or State entities of 
the other Contracting Party treatment that is not less favourable 
than that it accords to the investments or returns of its own 
nationals, companies or State entities.

The were some differences of views on the need for inclusion of this clause.
Some countries do not favour 'National Treatment' for foreign investments.
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(ii) Each of the Contracting Parties shall extend to the nationals, 
companies or State entities of the other Contracting Party, 
treatment that is not less favourable than that it accords to its own 
nationals, companies or State entities in regard to management, 
control, use, enjoyment and disposal in relation to investments 
which have been received in its territory.)

Article 6

Repatriation of capital and returns

(i) Each Contracting Party shall ensure that the nationals, companies 
or State eniitie of the other Contracting Party are allowed facilities 
in the matter of repatriation of capital and returns on his or its 
investments in accordance with the terms and conditions 
stipulated by the host State at the time of the reception of the 
investment.

(ii) Such terms and conditions may specify:-

(a) the mode and manner of repatriation of profits and returns as 
also the requirement, if any, concerning re-investment;

(b) the extent to which the capital invested may by allowed to be 
repatriated in each particular year;

(c) any requirmement concerning the currency in which repa
triation is to be made and the place or places of such 
repatriation;

(d) the nature of restrictions that may be imposed by the host 
State on repatriation of capital and returns in its national 
interest during any period of exceptional financial or economic 
situations.

(iii) The stipulations concerning repatriation of capital and returns shall 
be set out in the letter of authorisation referred to in Article 3. The 
terms and conditions so specified shall remain operative 
througnout the perioa ot tne investmenr and snail not be altered 
without the agreement of the parties.

Article 7

Nationalisation, expropriation and payment 
of compensation In respect there of

(i) (Alternative 1)

A Contracting Party may exercise its sovereign rights in the matter
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of nationalisation or expropriation in respect of investments made in its 
territory by nationals, companies or State entities of the other 
Contracting Party upon payment of appropriate compensation, subject 
however, to the provisions of its laws. The host State shall abide by 
and honour any commitments made or assurances given both in regard 
to nationalisation or expropriation ana the principles for determination of 
appropriate compensation including the mode and manner of payment 
thereof.

(Alternative 2)

Investments of nations, companies or State entities of either 
Contracting party shall not be nationalised, expropriated or subjected to 
measures having effect equivalent to nationalisation or expropriation in 
the territory of the other Contracting Party except (for a public purpose) 
(in national interest) of that party and against prompt payment of 
appropriate compensation.

(ii) (Alternative 1)

'(Unless stipulations are made to the contrary at the time of the 
reception of the investment, the expression 'appropriate compensation' 
shall mean compensation calculated on the basis of recognised 
principles of valuation).

(Alternative 2)

Unless stipulations are made to the contrary at the time of the 
reception of the investment, the expression "appropriate 
compensation" shall mean compensation determined in accordance 
with equitable principles taking into account the capital invested, 
depreciation, capital already repatriated and other relevant factors.

Article 8

Compensation for Losses

The nationals, companies or State entities of one Contracting Party 
who suffer losses in the territory of the other Contracting Party resulting 
from:

(a) requisitioning of their property by its forces or authorities; or

(b) destruction of their property by its forces or authorities which
Some delegations had reservations on this provision.
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was not caused in combat action or was not required by the 
necessity of the situation;

shall be accorded restitution or adequate compensation (and the 
resulting payments shall be allowed to be repatriated.)

Article 9

Access to courts and tribunals

(Alternative 1)

The nationals, companies or State entities of one Contracting Party 
shall have the right of access to the courts, tribunals, both judicial and 
administrative, and other authorities competent under the laws of the 
other Contracting Party for redress of his or its grievances in relation to 
any matter concerning an investment including judicial review of 
measures relating to nationalisation or expropriation, determination of 
compensation in the event of nationalisation or expropriation or losses 
suffered and any restrictions imposed on repatriation of capital or 
returns. The local remedies shall be exhausted before any other step or 
proceeding is contemplated.

*(Alternative ?

Any difference or dispute between the investor and the host State in 
relation to any matter concerning an investment including those relating 
to nationalisation or expropriation, determination of compensation in the 
event of nationalisation or expropriation or losses suffered and any 
restrictions imposed on repatriation of capital and returns shall be 
settled through recourse to appropriate courts and tribunals, judicial or 
administrative and other authorities competent under the local laws of 
the host State. Neither Contracting Party shall pursue through 
diplomatic channel any such matter until the local remedies have been 
exhausted.)

Article 10

Settlement of Investment disputes

(i) Each Contracting Party consents to submit any dispute or 
difference that may arise out of or in relation to investments made 
in its territory by a national, company or State entity of the other

Several participants considered this provision to be inappropriate.

Contracting Party for settlement through conciliation or arbitration 
in accordance with the orovisions of this Article.

(iii If any dispute or difference should arise between a Contracting 
Party and national, company or State entity ot the other 
Contracting Party, which cannot be resolved within a period of
__________ through negotiations, ether party to the dispute
may initiate proceedings for conciliation or arbitration after the local 
remedies have been exhausted.

(iii) Conciliation shall take under the UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules 1980 
unless the parties have reached agreement to refer the dispute to 
conciliation under the provisions of the International Convention for 
the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and

îtionals of other States 1965.

(iv) Where the conciliation proceedings have failed to resolve the 
dispute, it shall be referred to arbitration at the instance of either 
party to the dispute within a period of three months.

(v) Any reference to arbitration shall be initiated under the provisions 
of the International Convention for the Settlement of Investment 
Disputes between States and Nationals of other States, 1965 or 
"The Additional Facility Rules" of ICSID, whichever may be 
appropriate. In the event of neither of these procedures being 
applicable, the arbitration shall take place in accordance with the 
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules of 1976, and the appointing authority 
for the purposes of such rules shall be_

(vi) Neither Contracting Party shall pursue through diplomatic channel 
any matter referred to arbitration until the proceedings have 
terminated and a Contracting Party has failed to abide by or to 
comply with the award rendered by the arbitral tribunal.

Article 11

Settlement of disputes between Contracting Parties

(') Disputes or differences between the Contracting Parties 
concerning interpretation or application of this agreement shall be 
settled through negotiations.

(ii) If such disputes and differences cannot thus be settled, the same 
shall upon the request of either Contracting Party be submitted to 
an arbitral tribunal.



Ar arbitra! tribunal shall be conrposed of three members. Each 
Contracting Party shall nominate one member on the tribunal within 
a period of two months of the receipt of the request for arbitration. 
The third member, who shall be the chairman of the tribunal, shall 
be appointed by agreement of tne Contracting Parties. If a 
Contracting Party has failed to nominate its arbitrator or where 
an'eement has not been reached in regard to appointment of the 
Chairman of the tribunal, within a period of three months, either 
Contracting Party may approach the President of the International 
Court of Justice to make the appointment.

(iv) The arbitral tribunal shall reach its decision by majority of votes. 
Such decision shall be binding on both the Contracting Parties. The 
tribunal shall determine its own procedure and give directions in 
regard to the costs of the proceedings.

Article 12

Subrogation

If either Contracting Party makes payment under an indemnity it has 
g ven in respect of an investment or any part thereof in the territory of 
the other Contracting Party, the latter Contracting Party shall 
recognize:

(a) the assignment of’any right or claim from the party indemnified to 
the former Contracting Party or its designated Agency; and

(b) that the former Contracting Party or its designated Agency is 
entitled by virtue of subrogation to exercise the rights and enforce 
the claims of such a party.

Article 13 

Exceptions

Neither Contracting Party shall be obliged to extend to the nationals 
or companies or State entities of the other, the benefit of any treatment, 
preference or privilege which may be accorded to any other State or its 
nationals by virtue of the formation of a customs union, a free trade 
area or any other regional arrangement on economic co-operation to 
which such a State may be a party.

Article 14

Application of the agreement

The provisions of this agreement shall apply to investments made 
after the coming into force ot this agreement.

Article 15 

Entry into force

"(This Agreement shall into force on signature.)

or

'(This Agreement shall enter into force as from _

or

•(This Agreement shall be ratified and shall enter into force on the 
exchange of instruments of ratification).

Article 16

Duration and termination

This agreement shall remain in ,^:ce for a period of
years. Thereafter it shall continue in force until the expiration of twelve 
months from any date on which either Contracting Party shall have 
given written notice of termination to the other. (Provided that in respect 
of investments made whilst the agreement is in force, its provisions 
shall continue in effect with respect to such investments for a period of 
_____ years after the date of termination.)

In Witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised thereto by their 
respective Governments, have signed this Agreement.

Done in duplicate at ......................
day of ..........................198 (in the
.___________________ languages, both
authoritative.)

this
and

texts being equally

For the Government of For the Government of 
tne __________

Alternative provisions.
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MODEL AGREEMENT FOR PROMOTION AND PROTECTION 
OF INVESTMENTS

MODEL C

Note

The provisions for incorporation in the text of this model draft would 
be identical with the provisions set out in Model 'A' with the exception of 
the definition of 'Investment' in Article 1 (a) and the text of Article 14. 
The suggested texts for these provisions are as follows:-

Article 1

Definitions

(a) 'In vestment' means:

capital and technology employed in projects or industries in 
specified sectors of national importance as set out in the schedule to 
this Agreement and includes the following in relation there to :

(i) shares and other types of holdings of companies;

(ii) claims to any performance under contract having a financial value, 
claims to money and loans;

(iii) rights with regard to patents, trade marks and any other industrial 
property; and

Article 14

Application of the Agreement

The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to investments made 
after the coming into force of this Agreement wfiere the investments has 
been made in specified sectors set out in the schedule to this 
Agreement.
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JURISDICTIONAL IMMUNITY OF 
STATES

Introduction

At the Tokyo Session of the Committee in May 1983, one of the 
matters that was decided to be taken up at the meeting of the Legal 
Advisers of the Member States of the AALCC was the question 
concerning the practical implication of the restrictive manner in which 
the principle of sovereign immunity was being applied in certain 
countries as this had been causing a good deal of concern to the 
developing countries of the region. The main focus of attention in this 
connection was the United States Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 
1976 and more particularly the way in which the provisions of that 
legislation was being interpreted and applied by the American Courts. 
This was in view of the fact that the governments in many developing 
countries found themselves engaging in activities which in some way or 
other attracted the long arm jurisdiction of the United States Courts 
under the aforesaid legislation on the basis of some kind of nexus even 
though somewhat remote at times. A good deal of concern was 
expressed in this connection about the manner in which the jurisdiction 
of the courts in the United States was sought to be invoked in the case 
of Verlinden Vs Central Bank of Nigeria in respect of a dispute 
concerning sale of cement by a Dutch company to the Nigerian 
Government which had no connection with the United States except 
that the bank guarantee was opened by the Central Bank of Nigeria 
through the Morgan Guarantee Trust Company in New York. The 
judgement of the United States Supreme Court in that case was 
delivered soon after the Tokyo Session on 23 May 1983, which affirmed 
the validity of the legislation on the jurisdiction of the United States 
Courts in regard to suits even by foreign plaintiff. This decision was 
referred to at the Meeting of the Legal Advisers held in New York in 
November 1983 as also a number of decisions where the actions were 
said to be "causing direct effect in the United States" within the meaning 
of the 1976 Legislation.

At the Meeting of the Legal Advisers, views were expressed that in 
the light of the divergence of State practice, and the growing trend 
towards enactment of national legislations in certain countries 
restricting State immunity, it was desirable that the law on the subject 
should be authoritatively settled through the work of the International

Law Commission in order to achieve a uniform approach towards 
application of sovereign immunity. The general consensus that 
emerged out of the discussions were as follows:-

i) The principle of reciprocity might appropriately be the 
governing factor in the matter of application of jurisdictional 
immunity and the International Law Commission might be 
requested to consider incorporating a provision to that effect 
in the draft articles.

ii) The Secretariat of the AALCC should endeavour to monitor the 
future application and interpretation of the United States 
Sovereign Immunities Act through appropriate means and, in 
this connection, it was felt that requests may also be made to 
Member Governments to communicate to the Secretariat such 
information as they may have or may obtain through their 
Diplomatic Missions in Washington.

iii) Whilst expressing its concern about the recent application of 
the US legislation the Meeting was of the view that the AALCC 
would be in a better position to examine and comment upon 
that legislation as also to advise on possible reciprocal 
legislation in Member States after the International Law 
Commission had made some further progress on its work on 
jurisdictional immunities. It was accordingly agreed that the 
matter be placed before the Committee at one of its regular 
sessions with a view to making of appropriate recommen
dations soon after the Commission had adopted provisionally 
the draft articles on the subject. It was also felt that the 
Secretariat in the meantime may consult with and obtain 
information on the recent trends in countries of other regions.

iv) Member Governments might consider the possibility of 
incorporating arbitration clauses in their contracts such as 
those under the ICSID Convention so as to preclude exercise 
of jurisdiction by the national courts.

v) The AALCC Secretariat should render advice to Member 
Governments upon request regarding modalities to be adopted 
in individual cases such as possible approach to the 
Department of Justice through the State Department for filing 
of suggestions or for facilitating representation before the 
Courts.

The Report of the Legal Advisers was placed before the Commitiee at



its Kathmandu Session in 198b. me oommmee, --a
the recommendations held a general debate on the topic of sovere gn 
immunity and the work of the International Law Commission wilth the 
participation of ILC's Special Rapporteur Dr. Sompong Sucharitku 
Committee also discussed the scope and effect o the United States 
Legislation of 1976 and the United Kingdom State Immunity Act 1978 
which had many similar provisions as in the United States legislatio 
the conclusion of the debate it was decided that the topic should b 
taken up as a substantive item for consideration of the Committee at i s 
Twenty-fifth Session. The Secretariat accordingly prepared a 
comprehensive study setting forth the law and practice in res^ 
immunitly of StaBs in va,KBS ,^»ns_.of_ the

diplomatic channel or in accordance with the agreement wnn me 
State concerned.

One delegation referred to the American action of freezing his 
Government’s assets. He said that the US action was contrary to and 
violative of Article VI of the Articles of Agreement of Je 'rternatonsl 
Monetary Fund and that the American Act of 1976 which allowed th 
freezing and confiscation of assets of other States violated the 
concept of jurisdictional immunities of States.

The Observer for UNIDROIT said that the expansion of the activities 
of States into the economic area demonstrated why the long standing 
concept of absolute immunity of States had been surpassed in the main 
industrialised countries by the prevailing concept of limited immunity. 
He observed that limited immunity is a simple criterion or general

s*udy was the constitution of a panel of experts. He was of the view that 
the experts must be drawn from independent developing countries and 
should workout a decisive stand.

Another delegate referred to the existence of two schools of thought 
concerning the question of immunity besed upon the distinction 
between ex jure gestionis and jure gestionis he pointed out that views 
differed on what exactly constitutes the concept of ex jure gestbnis i.e. 
°f commercial non-sovereign or less essential activity. He was of the 
v'ew that while it was no longer tenable to hold to sovereign immunity in 
f0gared to activities which were of a purely commercial nature and the 
doctrine of restrictive immuniy should not be applied in a manner 
encroaching upon the jurisdiction of other States. He felt that whereas it 
"fas easy to register a trend towards the restrictive principle of



immunity, it was as yet difficult to agree on a principle which would 
satisfy the criteria of uniformity and consistency required for the 
crystallization of a rule of customary international law.

One delegation fett that US Foreign Immunities Act had, inter alia, 
violated the Charter of the United Nations and the long arm jurisdiction 
of the US Courts reached everyone and affected the political and 
economic indepenoence of all peoples and States.

The Secretary General in his concluding remarks stated that the 
Secretariat study on the Jurisdictional Immunities of States would be 
elaborated in the light of the views expressed by various delegations 
and the topic would be taken up as a priority item at the twenty-sixth 
Session of the Committee.



THE CONCEPT OF PEACE ZONE I 
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ITS 

FRAMEWORK
Introduction

His Majesty's Government of Nepal by a reference made under 
Article 3(b) of the Statutes* had requested the Committee to undertake 
a study on "The Concept of Peace Zone in International Law and its 
Framework.' In response to that request the Secretariat prepared a 
study which, while tracing the development of the concept of peace 
zone, pointed out that the peace zone as a concept as such did not 
appear to find specific mention in any treaties on international law as 
they basically reflected the traditional norms and practices that were 
developed and recognized among the huropean nations through the 
middle ages and until the early years of the present century. The law of 
nations did recognise war as a means for settlement of conflicts and 
developed norms and rules for regulating warfare. The law equally 
recognised the right of a State to "neutrality and also the concept of a 
"neutralised State" upon a collective guarantee, either by treaty or a 
declaration. Ano her concept, which international law recognised in the 
context of warfare, was "demilitarisation", namely, an agreement 
between two or more States which restricted establishment of military 
installations or stationing of troops in a particular zone or zones with a 
view to deescalate war and promote conditions for peace. The Charter 
of the United Nations had brought about a new dimension in the future 
growth and development of international law on an universal basis 
centered around the key-stone that war was outlawed as a legitimate 
means for settling disputes and reiterating the concept of collective 
security that had earlier found expression in the Covenant of the 
League of Nations. In the context of the Charter, maintenance of peace 
and security and promotion of friendly relations among nations had 
become the prime objective of international relations to be fostered and 
strengthened through progressive development of legal principles 
suited to the purpose. It was, therefore, not surprising that a trend in 
favour of bilateral treaties of peace and friendship gained wider 
acceptance during the fifties. The theme of peaceful co-existence and 
development of friendly relations came to be widely accepted in the 
wake of the cold war, the more notable among them being the Panch
* Article 4(c) of the Revised Statutes

Shila, The Bandung Declaration, the Movement for Non-alignment and 
the principles adopted by the United Nations Special Committee on 
Friendly Relations. The concepts such as "Zone of Peace", "Nuclear 
Free Zone" and "demilitarisation" could be said to have emerged in this 
context.
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The ASEAN foreign ministers in their Kuala Lumpur Declaration, 
adopted on the 27th November 1971, had described South-East Asia as 
a "zone of peace, freedom and neutrality". Also in that same year, a 
proposal was brought before the United Nations for Declaration of the 
Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. Further, in a speech on the occasion 
of his coronation in 1975, His Majesty the King Birendra of Nepal had 
proposed that his country be declared as a zone of peace.

Against this background, the Secretariat study examined the extent 
to which the principles underlying the traditional concepts like 
"neutrality" or "neutralised States" could be applied to the concept of a 
"peace zone". Furthermore, the applicability of the various declarations, 
concepts and norms that have emerged since the second world war as 
also the extent to which new principles would need to be developed and 
incorporated as part of international law were also considered relevant 
in the framework of the Secretariat Study.

In accordance with the Committee's normal practice, the item was 
accordingly placed for preliminary discussion at the Committees 
Kathmandu Session.

In the course of the discussions, the delegate of Nepal, in his 
detailed statement, elaborated thé intent of his government's proposal 
to declare Nepal as a zone of peace. It was explained that while the 
customary principles and practices such as neutrality, neutralized 
zones etc., were relatable wholly to belligerency, acts of war and the 
right of a State to remain aloof in such conflicts, the concepts of peace 
zone derived its source of origin from the concept of peace as initiated 
by the Charter of the United Nations and developed through such 
international endeavours as the Bandung Declaration, the 1970 
Declaration on Friendly Relations and Co-operation Among States and 
the Non-aligned Movement. While referring to the UN Resolution 
declaring Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace* it was stressed that 
through that resolution the UN had accepted the concept as a legally 
valid principle of international law and if the concept was valid in respect 
of a region or sub-region, it could be equally valid to declare the territory 
of a single state as a zone of peace.

*U.N. General Assembly Resolution adopted on '16 December 1971.



It was recognised that the concept of zone of 'peace involved not 
only the obligations to be undertaken by the States which wished to 
declare its territory as such but also reciprocal obligations on the part of 
other States to respect the Status of the Zone of Peace. Nepal, on its 
part agreed to undertake following obligations:
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It would adhere to the policy of peace, non-alignment and peaceful 
co-existence and would constantly endeavour to develop friendly 
relations with all countries of the world, regardless of their social 
and political system, and particularly with its neighbours, on the 
basis of equality and respect for each other's independence and 
sovereignty.

It would not resort to the threat or use of force in any way which 
might endanger the peace and security of other countries.

It would seek peaceful settlement of all disputes between it and 
other State or States.

It would not interfere in the internal affairs of other States.

It would not permit any activities on its soil that were hostile to 
other States supporting its proposal and in reciprocity, States, 
supporting its proposal could not permit any activity hostile to 
Nepal.

It would continue to honour the obligations under all the existing 
treaties which it had concluded with other countries as long as they 
remained valid.

It would not enter into military alliance nor would it allow the 
establishment of any foreign military base on its soil. In reciprocity, 
other countries supporting its proposal would not allow 
establishment of military base on their soil directed against Nepal.

As regards the views of other delegations, there were at least three 
different shades of opinions. Some delegations while generally 
endorsing the validity of the concept of peace zone stated that Nepal's 
proposal conformed to the basic principles of international law. Another 
view was that the peace zone concept was not at the time being 
crystallized, it was probably because it could have different contents in 
different parts of the World and it was upto the interested countries in 
each case to define that content. Accordingly, there might be different 
types of peace zone and instead of defining a peace zone either in 
abstract or in general, it would be more practical to identify the main

Yet another view, held by India, however, was that the concept of 
Peace Zone was a new idea in international law without any precedent. 
It was stated that although several proposals have been made for 
declaring certain regions and sub-regions as zones of peace, there 
were only two relevant precedents. The first was the Kuala Lumpur 
Declaration of 1971, which basically was a political declaration 
emanating from a political conference. The second example was 
concerning the Declaration on the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 
Both the Declarations were adopted in the context of big power rivalry 
and were aimed at preventing escalation, expansion and removal of 
military presence of big powers from a region or sub-region. 
Furthermore, encouraging the fragmentation of the search for peace, 
when the Charter of the United Nations itself stressed on collective 
efforts for peace, could lead to a situation where individual countries, 
within the limited option of their own specific interest begin to 
unilaterally propose themselves as Zones-of Peace resulting in as many 
zones as there were members of the United Nations. It was stressed 
that if the concept of zone of peace was to be developed along healthy 
lines and aimed at greater acceptability, it was essential that the basic 
features of the proposal to declare the Indian Ocean as a Zone of 
Peace should broadly guide any proposal of this kind. It would be 
advisable not to radically depart from the framework and thrust of the 
Indian Ocean proposal because that was made after considerable prior 
consultation and understanding amongst those most interested in it and 
those who would be its biggest beneficiaries.

■ At the Arusha Session, there was a brief discussion on this topic. 
The delegate of Nepal streassed that it was not correct to say that his 
country's proposal was somehow against the idea of the Indian Ocean 
as a zone of peace and that it would be a fragmentation of the proposal 
of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. He did not accept that Nepal's 
proposal was in any way against the established norms of international 
jaw or that it went against the principles of Non-alignment and the 
Bandung Declaration. While rejecting the argument that a single country 
zone of peace would fragment the zone of peace concept-over a larger 
area, he asked whether on the same ground it could not be argued that 
ndian Ocean as Zone of Peace concept would fragment and distort the 

concept of world peace. The delegate of India reiterated his 
Government's point of view in this respect.

ft was decided that any further discussion on this topic would be held 
n a working group which would be constituted at the Twenty-sixth 
assion of the Committee. The Working Group might consider the 

p n,ents and implication of various proposals on the establishment of 
®ace Zone made within and outside the United Nations.



UnUANIbA IIUN Uh LEGAL ADVISORY 
SERVICES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW

Introduction

At the Karachi Session of the AALCC held in January 1969, it was 
decided that the Committee should consider the question of 
organization of Legal Advisory Services on International Law at one of 
its subsequent sessions. The idea underlying the decision was that an 
exchange of views and information on this matter would be useful and 
would enable the Asian-African Governments to benefit from each 
others experience in the field. The subject was generally discussed in 
the Plenary at the Committee's New Delhi Session held in January 1973 
and a decision was taken at that Session for holding of periodic 
meetings of Legal Advisers of the Member States under the auspices of 
the Committee in order to promote a free and frank exchange of views 
on professional, organisational and technical aspects of the system of 
Legal Advisory Services on International law followed by Member 
Governments of the Committee. A two-day Meeting of Legal Advisers 
was accordingly held in January 1978 immediately after the 
Committee's Doha Session which was followed by another meeting of 
Legal Advisers in February 1979 during the Seoul Session.

Subsequently, another Meeting of Legal Advisers was held in New 
York in November 1983 during the Thirty-eight session of the General 
Assembly.

The topics for discussion intended to be taken up at the New York 
Meeting were the following :-

I- ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERN:

Relative merits of the systems obtaining at present in various 
countries:

a) As part of the General Legal Services of the Government;

b) As part of the Regular Foreign Service;

c) As a specialist division in the Foreign Office;

d) Creation of a small section in the Foreign Office whilst vesting



II. NATURE OF 
DIVISION

at which legal advisers are generally associated with the 
negotiations and drafting of treaties; implementation of 
treaties through domestic legislation;

c) Preparation of full powers and other instruments;

d) Preparation for court cases involving international law
questions; International Court of Justice, International Arbitral 
Tribunals; Tribunals or Committees constituted by
International Organisations; National courts and tribunals; 
Issue of Certificates on International Law questions;

e) Codification and development of internationl law and Trade Law- 
Preparation for International Conferences dealing with 
international legal questions; Sixth Committee of the U.N. 
General Assembly; International Law Commission; UNCITRAL 
and UNCTAD; Other international and regional organisations 
engaged in the field.

Status and independence; Association 
formulation and execution of foreign policy.

of the Legal Advisers in

IV. RECRUITMENT AND 
THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE

TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR 
LAW ADVISORY SERVICES,

Methods of recruitment; academic qualifications and experience; 
Basic training; Conditions of service.

V. RELATIONSHIP OF THE LEGAL DIVISION WITH THE 
VARIOUS GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS

Due to the lack of time, the Legal Advisers were, able to discuss 
only the first topic, namely, the organisational pattern ot legal advisory 
services. The Meeting took note of the fact that two previous Meetings 
of Legal Advisers held in 1978 and 1979, had examined in some detail 
the organisational pattern of legal advisory services obtaining in 
Member States. The Chairman summed up the discussions at the New 
York Meeting as follows;

"Every country will adopt the system of legal advisory services in the 
light of its tradition, experience and needs. Where a system has already 
been established, it may not be possible, even though desirable, to 
make substantial changés therein. However, exchange of views 
concerning the working of the system in different countries may give 
examples of problems faced and solutions found by them and this may 
be helpful to them in reviewing or modifying their own system.

Where such systems have not yet been established, the exchange 
of views which has been held may be found very useful in establishing a 
system which meets with their needs and requirements. ■

In many cases, the important elements which should be highlighted 
and emphasised in establishing or modifying the system of legal 
advisory services may be the following:-

i) The legal advisory services should be system-oriented rather 
than be individual-oriented so that, whereas individual officers 
may come and go, a reliable legal advisory service system will 
remain available to the country concerned.

Ü) The system should ensure continuity. Transfers from the 
division or department for assignments in unrejated fields such 
as diplomatic positions should be the minimum.

ill) The system should give due place to the acquisition of



specialised knowledge not only about traditional international 
law but also about the newer fields of international law, such as 
the Law of the Sea, Law of Outer Space, Trade Law, 
International Economic Relations Law, and so forth. Skills 
should also be developed in the field of comparative legislation 
and the unification of law, particularly in the commercial and 
economic field.

iv) The system should devote special attention to the building up 
of adequate legal materials as well as to giving their officers 
requisite field experience in newer fields of international law by 
associating them in bilateral negotiations and promoting their 
participation in international conferences.

v) A system of co-ordinated advice should be promoted. Thus, 
proper procedural and other device should be developed which 
harmonize the questions of international law with the questions 
of constitutional or internal law, and deal properly with mixed 
questions of law and the law in commercial, industrial and 
economic fields, where skills are developed in Ministries of 
Justice and the Attorney General's office.

vi) Legal advisers must remain in close touch with foreign service 
officers and should have a good grip of elements of diplomacy 
and international relations.

vii) Members of the Legal Advisory Service should be ensured 
reasonable non-discriminatory Career prospects."

It was felt that these conclusions were extremely useful and might 
well constitute the subject matter of recommendations by the AALCC to 
its Member States. It was accordingly decided that the matter should be 
brought up before the Twenty fourth session of the Committee with a 
view to further consideration. The Meeting also recommended that the 
remaining matters on this topic should be discussed at the next meeting 
of the legal advisers.

The Report of the Meeting on the first topic was placed before the 
Committee at the Kathmandu Session. The Committee approved the



ECONOMIC 
TRADE

AND INTERNATIONAL 
LAW MATTERS

It has been the practice in the Committee to take up the international 
trade law matters in the Standing Sub-Committee established since the 
Accra Session held in 1970. The Sub-Committee which normally meets 
five to six times during the session, subsequently submits its report to 
the Plenary for final adoption. During the Tokyo, Kathmandu and Arusha 
Sessions, the Committee continued this practice. A brief review of the 
work of the Trade Law Sub-Committee during the three sessions is as 
follows:

Tokyo Session

At the Tokyo Session, the discussion on trade law matters was 
concentrated on the work of UNCITRAL, including the consideration of 
the draft Convention on International Bills of Exchange and 
International Promissory Notes as proposed by Working Group on 
International Negotiable instruments. The Sub-Committee generally 
reviewed the progress of work in UNCITRAL on the subjects of 
liquidated damages and penalty clauses, electronic funds transfer and 
international commercial arbitration. On the question ot liquidated 
damages and penalty clauses, the main issue for consideration was 
whether the law relating to that matter should be formulated in the form 
of a Convention or in the form of a Model Law. The participants had 
different views. A large nymber of them favoured a Convention, 
whereas some of them favoured a Model Law. One of the 
representatives preferred a Model Law against a Convention on the 
ground that a high cost was involved in adopting a Convention whose 
subject matter was rather limited and, also, some members of the 
AALCC itself had supported the idea of Model Law on the subject. In 
contrast, the representatives who favoured a Convention pleaded that 
the question whether there should be a Convention or a Model law 
should not be decided on the basis of involvement of high cost. 
However, they felt that the problem of high cost involved in convoking a 
meeting of plenipotentiaries for the adoption of the Convention might be 
resolved through adoption of such a Convention by a resolution of the 
General Assembly.

On the subject of electronic funds transfer, one of the 
representatives expressed the view that this subject was of growing 
importance. He emphasised that the countries of Asia and Africa should 
have more interest in the study of this subject. The necessity of 
preparing a legal guide on electronic funds transfer was also stressed.

On the subject of international commercial arbitration, special 
mention was made of the uniform rules adopted by UNCITRAL and 
regional centres for arbitration established by the AALCC. One of the 
representatives felt the desirability of having a uniform arbitration law in 
ada'uion to the uniform arbitration rules. Another representative 
suggested that the AALCC Secretariat should prepare its own 
commentaries on the clauses of the Model Arbitration Law as prepared 
by UNCITRAL and should suggest what was in the best interest of the 
Member States.
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The Draft Convention on International Bills of Exchange 
and International Promissory Notes

The Sub-Committee examined the issues involved in the Draft 
Convention on International Bills of Exchange and International 
Promissory Notes. The views expressed by the representatives were 
as follows:

Definition of "Money" or "Currency" (Articles 1(2) (b) & (3) 
(b), 4 (11) & 6) V ’

One of the representatives expressed the view that there should be 
a distinction between two situations. First, in order to meet a situation 
where instruments are drawn in SDRs but are to be paid in a specific 
domestic currency, there was a need for incorporating this possibililty 
into the Convention. Also, the Convention should take care of a 
situation where instruments are drawn in SDRs and are to be paid in 
SDRs as well. In his view, further study was needed especially in the 
latter situation.

Completion of an Incomplete Instrument (Article II)

One representative expressed the view that the existing text in the 
raft Convention should be retained, since that appeared to be a fair 

^ ution as to the question who should bear the loss arising out of the 
observance of the original agreement.

Forged Endorsements (Article 23)

It was the view of one of the representatives that the existing text be 
ceptable, since he considered it a good compromise. Nevertheless, 

thatch ^eS'6C* ,6X< cou'^ Provide, as in Articles 41(2) and 64,
Iran t 6 clama9es thât the person to whom the instrument was directly 

s erred by the forger has to Dav should be limited to the amount
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Shelter Rule (Article 27)

That the existing text should be retained was the view of one of the 
representatives and this view was generally accepted by members of 
the Sub-Committee.

The existing text was considered satisfactory by one of the 
representatives. But he suggested that the requirement of regularity in 
Article 4(7) should be deleted since it was a vague concept which is not 
accepted in the present UCC.

Material Alteration (Article 31)

This position was generally acceptable but a decision to delete this 
provision was said to be another solution of resolving this problem.

Drawer's Power to Limit or Exclude His Liability (Article 
34<2))

Supporting the existing text, one of the representatives expressed 
the view that even to the civil law countries this text is acceptable.

Incomplete Instruments (Article 38 (1))

This provision was considered necessary and it was felt that some 
sort of rule should be provided in case of the guarantor.

Qualified Acceptance (Article 39 (2))

One representative emphasised that there was a clear distinction in 
the text between the qualified acceptance in which the holder has no 
option and the partial arceDtance. This solution was generally 
acceptable.

The Guarantor (Article 42 (5) )

This solution was preferred because another solution which provided 
that in the case of a bill the person for whom he has become guarantor 
is the drawer before acceptance, the holder would be at a loss because 
he usually does not know when the guarantor made the guarantee, and 
hence it would lead to practical problems of verification.

Domiciled Bills (Article 45 (2) (c))

One of the representatives expressed the view that the text was 
acceptable to him, although it might give rise to difficulties 
commercial practices of ULB countries. No contrary view was 
expressed.

Excuse for Delay in Presentment for Acceptance 
(Article 48) r

According to Article 48(b), presentment for acceptance is dispensed 
with. Therefore, the holder in this case is allowed to take recourse 
action immediately. This solution was considered preferable.

Guarantor of the Drawee (Article 53 (3))

Considering the nature of the International Bills of Exchange, one 
reperesentative felt that it would be a good idea to have a guarantor who 
has primary obligation on the instrument.

Instruments payable in a Currency other than that of a 
place of Payment (Articles 71 & 72)

One of the representatives considered the text acceptable and 
noted that damages from loss caused for the holder was recoverable in 
accordance with Article 71 (3).

On the issue whether there should be two separate Conventions on 
the International Bills of Exchange and International Promissory Notes 
on the one hand and International Cheques on the other one 
mPk?!ntat'Ve exPressed the v'ew that two separate Conventions 

'9 be preferable. He supported his view on the ground that one 
onvention which covers everything will have too many provisions and 

e complicated. This view was supported by several delegations.

(H) Kathmandu Session
Kath^m ^d'C°mmittee on International Trade Law matters, during the 
UNcitraiU. Session while mainly focussing its deliberations on 
qenfircii Ls Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, also 
interna!' re.v'ewed the Progress concerning the Draft Convention on 
^NCITrai ■ °* ^xc^an9e and International Promissory Notes and

ALs work relating to New International Economic Order (NIEO)



but did not define

Article 4

Article 1 Waiver of Right to Object

(2)

(3)

d)

(2)

Article 2

Definitions and Rules of Interpretation

This Article sets forth definitions of certain terms as also rules 
of interpretation. The Sub-Committee decided to recommend 
that the definitional provisions and provisions relating to rules 
of interpretation should be divided into the independent articles 
entitled "Definitions" and "Rules of Interpretation", respec
tively. It was also agreed that it would be appropriate to locate 
the 'Interpretation' article towards the end of the Model Law.

It was suggested by one representative to include a definition 
of the term "oartv" to the effect that that term included natural

(1) This Article requires the State adopting the Model Law to 
designate a specific court to perform certain functions referred 
to in specified provisions of the Model Law. On the suggestion 
of one representative, the Sub-Committee-took the view that 
designated courts by the national authority should have the 
jurisdiction to deal with matters concerning the Model Law.

(2) The Sub-Committee recommended reformuiation of this article 
as unaer:

2T W'tfl iurlsd'ction to perform the functions provided in the Model

ModBi?_Cou/1s„w‘th iur'sdiction to perform the functions provided in the 
UCI i_aw shall be......"

a) UNCITRAL's Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration

The Sub-Committee examined the UNCITRAL's text of the Model Law 
article by article. The discussions were as follows:

or juridical persons or entities who had concluded an arbitration 
agreement irrespecive of whether the persons or entities 
were named or identified in the Arbitration Agreement.

Scope of Application

The Sub-Committee noted that the firr*----------- u
sets forth the definition of 'internatior 
term 'commercial' and instead the text had provided in a 
footnote an illustrative list of commercial relationships. The 
Sub-Committee decided to recommend that a definition of the 
term "commercial" should be included within and made an 
integral part of the Model Law. As regards the question 
whether this definition should be illustrative or exhaustive, one 
view favoured an illustrative definition, the other preferred an 
exhaustive one.

The Sub-Committee also agreed to recommend a drafting 
change in Article 1(1), namely, "which has effect in this State" 
to be replaced by the expression "which is in force in this 
State".

It was noted that the Model Law did not contain any provision 
on the territorial scope of application. The Sub-Committee 
considered the question whether the Model Law should contain
—i-----------— A«fer deliberation, it decided that the Model
_______ _. _ ,dorate territorial limit.

Article 4 estoppes a party from later invoking non-compliance with a 
procedural requirement laid down in a non-mandatory provision of me 
Model Law or in the arbitration agreement, if that party does not object 
thereto without delay. The Sub-Committee felt that the term "without
Seated38 V39Ue 3nd W0U'd ^ appropriate if some «ime-limit was

Article 5

Court for certain functions of Arbitration, Assistance 
and Supervision

Scope of Court Intervention

0) The Sub-Committee agreed with the suggestion made by one 
representative that the title of this article was inappropriate 
and should be amended to "Limitation of Court Intervention ■

(2) One representative was of the view that this Article should 
either be deleted or exact circumstances should be specified 
in which the Court could intervene.

Article 6
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Article 7

Definition and Form of Arbitration Agreement

The Sub-Committee agreed recommending that this Article 
should be split into two articles, one dealing with the definition 
of arbitration agreement and the other with the form of 
arbitration agreement.

(2) It was also agreed to recommend substitution of the expres
sion "defined legal relationship" in paragraph (1) of this Article 
by "defined legal issues" or "defined legal disputes".

(3) Paragraph (3) of this Article provides that "An agreement is in 
writing if it is contained in a document signed by the parties". 
The question was raised whether the signature on the 
document should be hand written or could be effected by 
mechanical means. The Sub-Committee agreed to recommend 
that the mode of signature should be left to the national laws.

Article 8

Arbitration Agreement and Substantive claim before 
Court

(1) The last part of paragraph (1) of this Article reads: "Unless it 
finds that the agreement is null and void, inoperative or 
incapable of being performed". It was agreed to suggest 
deletion of the words "incapable of being performed" as they 
were deemed to be superfluous.

(2) Paragraph (2) of this Article permits continuance of arbitral 
proceedings while the issue of jurisdiction is pending with the 
court. The Sub-Committee recommended reformulation of this 
provision as follows:

"Where in such cases, arbitral proceedings have already 
commenced, the arbitral tribunal shall continue its proceedings unless 
the Court grants an interim order to suspend the proceedings."

Article 10

Number of Arbitrators

The Sub-Committee considered a suggestion that failing agreement 
by the parties; an arbitration should be conducted by a sole arbitrator
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thal'unlesMhe T:?" »»

three arbitrators. The majority of Subr,arbl.t’’ators-there should be
mended retention of the present text. ' 1 tee members recom

Article 14

Failure or impossibility to act

this Article, viz "the Court en^ir:^ » ? ' be lncorPorated in
substituted by "the Courts specified according ^Article g°U,d "eed to be

Article 14 Bis

°i s.e Sfcïormt »e'io"01 ,he openi"s
superfluous. fact that as they were considered to be

d)

Article 16

Competence to rule on own Jurisdiction

(3) "Whenever the question of jurisdiction
tribunal WÜhin fhe, Period spljfiedïyîhe
tribunal as referred to
arbitral tr,K , , „ ,n Para9aPh (2) of this Article, the
beforeen aUn ■ f f rUle 0n the 9uestio" of jurisdiction oetore entering into the merits of the case.

Committee, however, decided to retain the present text.

rflrrtmmonW tknt *L :_ a * i .



Article 18

Power of Arbitral Tribunal to order Interim Measures

(1) The Sub-Committee agreed to recommend that the title of this 
Article be as follows: "Interim Measures".

(2) The Sub-Committee recommended the reformulation of 
this Article as below:

"Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the arbitral tribunal 
may at the request of one of the parties, order such interim 
measures of protection as the arbitral tribunal may consider 
necessary in respect of the subject-matter of the dispute. The 
arbitral tribunal may require any party to provide security for 
the cost of such measures".

(3) One representative expressed the view that the provision 
concerning security for the cost of interim measures could not 
be accepted unless it was subject to the prior agreements of 
the parties.

Article 19

Rules of Procedure

(1) Under Article 19, the procedural rules, unless laid down by the 
Model Law itself, are determined either by the parties or failing 
agreement, by the arbitral tribunal. It was suggested that the 
right of the parties to lay down in detail the procedural rules 
unless they had chosen the rules of an arbitral institution 
should be limited and wider discretion should be given to the 
arbitrators who would normally be more experienced than the 
parties. After deliberation, the Sub-Committee did not retain 
this suggestion.

(2) Paragraph (2) of this Article confers on the arbitral tribunal the 
power to determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality 
and weight of any evidence. One representative was of the 
view that the words "materiality" and "weight" were redundant. 
The Sub-Committee, however, favoured retention of all the four 
qualifying terms considering that each one of them had 
different connotations although to some extent overlapping.
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Ame le 20 

Place of Arbitration

(1) This Article lays down the rule that the place of arbitration may 
be agreed upon by the parties, and failing agreement, the 
arbitral tribunal may determine the place. Some represen 
tatives felt that although, seemingly, the rule looked sound 
fair and reasonable, in actual practice it had worked to a great 
disadvantage of the parties particularly from the developing 
countries. The parties from the developed countries invariably 
insisted on the venue of arbitration to be either in Europe or 
America and the other party to the contract being in a weaker 
position had no choice but to agree to such a stipulation. The 
venue of arbitration in all such cases, although seemingly a 
matter of choice, turned out to be nothing but an imposition on 
the parties from the developing countries.

(2) There was a good deal of discussion on this matter during
which the following suggestions were made: (a) There was no 
way to tackle this problem within the text of the Model Law as 
the freedom of the parties as to the selection of the venue of 
arbitration could not be fettered; (b) The venue of arbitration as 
a rule should be in the respondent's country; (c) Failing 
agreement, the venue should be fixed by the arbitral tribunal 
taking into account the wishes of the parties and 
circumstances of the case; (d) When the arbitral tribunal is to 
choose the venue of arbitration in a dispute between a party 
from a developing country and a party from a developed 
country, the venue should be in a developing country; (e) An 
addition of the sentence in Article 20(1): "While choosing the 
venue of arbitration in such case, the Arbitral Tribunal may, 
however, give priority to the venue of the party from thé 
relatively less developed country in economical sense". 
However, it was felt by some other representatives that this 
suggestion was not realistic or practical. '

(3) The Sub-Committee, after deliberation, decided that the best 
practical solution should be: First, that a footnote be appended 
0 Paragraph (1) of Article 20 as follows: "The Asian-African 
countries are recommended to include in their agreements the 
use of Cairo and Kuala Lumpur Arbitration Centres and any 
°'P®r Centre established by the AALCC, as a venue of 

rbitration. Second, that the AALCC recommend its Member
arbitratioien,S l° USe ^e9'ona* Centres as the venue of
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The Sub-Committee agreed to recommend expansion of paragraph 
(1) of this Article to provide for the situation where failing agreement by 
the parties, the arbitral tribunal does not choose the language of one of 
the parties for use in the arbitral proceedings. In this situation, this 
party should have the right to have translations of the proceedings in 
his own language at his own expense.

Article 23

Statements of Claim and Defence

(1) The Sub-Committee agreed to recommend the reformulation of 
paragraph (2) of this article to be as follows:

"Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, either party may 
amend or supplement his claim or defence during the course of 
the arbitral proceedings, unless the arbitral tribunal considers 
it inappropriate to allow such amendment or supplement having 
regard to the delay in making it or prejudice to the other party 
or any other circumstances".

(2) The Sub-Committee also agreed to recommend addition of a 
third paragraph to this article stating:

"In any case the court may fix a date before which parties shall 
present their documents and their final statements".

Article 24

Hearings and Written Proceedings

Since paragraph (4) or this article was not clear as to whether 
documents supplied to the arbitral tribunal were required to be 
submitted to the other party in original or copies thereof and whether the 
other party had the right to examine them, the Sub-Committee 
recommended deletion of reference to documents or document from 
that paragraph and addition of the following provision as paragraph (5):

"Each party shall have the right to examine any document presented 
by the other party to the arbitral tribunal. Unless otherwise decided by 
the arbitral tribunal, copies of such documents shall be communicated 
by the supplying party to the other party".

With regard to sub-paragraph (c) of this Article, a view was 
expressed that while the arbitral tribunal in the case of a default in 
appearance before the tribunal had the right to continue the 
proceedings, it must take into account the possible arguments the 
defaulting party would have advanced had it been present. It was 
pointed out that this was the practice in the Common Law countries and 
was also in accord with international commercial arbitration practice. 
The Sub-Committee, however, decided to retain the present text.

Article 27

Court assistance in Taking Evidence

The Sub-Committee recommended substitution of the second 
sentence in paragraph (1) of this Article, viz. "The request shall specify" 
with "The request shall be in conformity with the rules accepted before 
the Court and shall specify":

Article 28

Rules applicable to substance of dispute

This Article obliges the arbitral tribunal to decide the dispute in 
accordance with the "Rules of Law" agreed by the parties. If the parties 
have not so agreed, the arbitral tibunal is only permitted to apply the law 
as determined by the conflict of law rules which it considers applicable. 
The view was expressed by one representative that the arbitral tribunal 
should be permitted to apply only the substantive rules it considered 
appropriate. The majority, however, decided to retain the present text.

Article 29

Decision-making by Panel of Arbitrators

The Sub-Committee recommended the title of this Article to be as 
follows: "Decision-making".

Article 30

Settlement

0) The Sub-Committee took the view that if the parties settled the



disDute during the arbitration proceedings, they must be 
obliged to notify the arbitral tribunal and only Up0n receipt of 
such notification, the arbitral tribunal should terminate the 
proceedings. Paragraph (1) of this Article, therefore, needed 
to be amended accordingly.

(2) The Sub-Committee considered a suggestion that paragraph 
(1) should provide that parties settle the dispute through 
negotiation, conciliation or any other means. It was pointed out 
that conciliation was ruled out in this case as the arbitral 
proceedings had already commenced and that negotiations 
and conciliation were conceptually different from arbitration. 
After deliberation, the Sub-Committee decided to recommend 
retaining the present text.

Article 31

Form and contents of Award

It was agreed to recommend that since paragraph (1) of this Article 
used the wording "Arbitrator or Arbitrators", the same wording would 
have to be used in paragraph (4) as well.

Article 33

Correction and Interpretation of Awards and Additional 
Awards

(1) Under paragraph (2) of this Article, the arbitral tribunal has 
been given competence to correct errors in the awards

omitted from the award. The Sub-Committee took the view that 
in such cases the arbitral tribunal should first deciae on the 
admissibility or otherwise of the request within a time-limit and 
only after it had convinced itself of the admissibility of the 
request should it reopen the proceedings to deliver an 
additional award. The Sub-Committee therefore recommended 
incorporation of the following formulation in paragraph (3):

The arbitral tribunal shall decide on the admission or rejection 
of the request within 30 days of the receipt of such request. If 
the arbitral tribunal considers the request to be justified, it 
may initiate the necessary proceedings to deliver an additional 
award within sixty days”

(4) The Sub-Committee agreed to recommend the deletion of 
opening words "The provisions of" from paragraph f5) of this 
Article.

Article 34

Application for setting aside as Exclusive Recourse 
against Arbitral Award

This Article sets forth, inter alia, the procedural modalities for setting 
aside an award. It requires an application to be made for this purpose 
within three months. The three-month pariod was regarded to be 
somewhat long. The Sub-Committee was, however, of thé view that the 
three-month period could be retained subject to the qualification "unless 
the parties have agreed otherwise".

Article 35

Recognition and Enforcement of Awards

One representative suggested to add "for the parties concerned" 
after "recognized as binding" in paragraph (1 ) of this article.

Article 36

Grounds for Refusing Recognition or Enforcement

It was noted that this Article listed the same grounds for refusing 
^ognition or enforcment as does Article V of the 1958 New York 
ThnV|nt'°n °n Reco9n'ti°n an°l Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. 
D ?. ub-Committeë considered a suggestion that the reference to 

,c policy in paragraph (2) of this Article might be replaced by a



reference to "international public order". In support of this suggestion it 
was stated: (i) the term 'public policy' had been understood and 
interpreted in differing fashions depending upon the legal systems of 
the countries concerned; and (ii) an upcoming trends had been that 
inernational transactions were now being subjected to less strict 
standards than purely domestic transactions and distinction was now 
increasingly being made between international public order and 
domestic public order of a State where recognition and enforcement of 
an international award was sought. After deliberation, the Sub
Committee decided to retain the present text.

Costs:-

The Sub-Committee considered a suggestion made by two of the 
representatives as follows:

"The Model Law does not contain any provisions dealing with the cost 
of the arbitration proceedings. As it stands, the arbitral tribunal has no 
power to determine the costs of the proceedings. Further there is a 
question whether costs, if awarded by the tribunal, would form part of 
the "award" which is enforceable.

account the nature of the dispute and the situation of the losing party. 
Since procedural laws differ from one State to another these 
representatives felt that the question of costs might better be left to the 
national procedural laws.

THE SUB-COMMITTEE, decided:

(0 To request the UNCI TRAL secretariat 
Commentry on the Model Law on ir 
arbitration with a view to assist the dev 
uniform application and interpretation of ti
the model law: and

(ii) To draw the attention of UNCITRAL to the utmost importance of 
costs in the matter of international commercial arbitration and to 
provide an explanation in the official commentary for a lack of 
provision in the model law on costs.

(b)UNCITRAL'S DRAFT ^CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL 
BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL PROMIS
SORY NOTES

In order to ensure the attractiveness of arbitration as an alternative 
to litigation in the courts,' it would be necessary for the Model Law 
(which when accepted would be enacted as the national law on arbitral 
proceedings) to deal with this issue. It is not necessary for the Model 
Law to provide specifically for the cost of each aspect of the 
proceedings, but it should at least:

(a) give the tribunal power to determine the costs of the 
proceeding;

(b) ensure that costs form part of the award which is enforceable; 
and

(c) give more guidelines as to who should bear the costs."

Some other representatives were, however of the opinion that it 
would be advisable to '''ave the matter of costs to be regulated by 
national procedural laws rather than dealing with it in the Model Law. It 
was also pointed out that in arbitration practice although the widely 
acceptable principle was that arbitration costs were borne by the losing 
party, in some jurisdictions the costs would, be equally shared by the 
parties and in some instances, the arbitral tribunal had the competence 
to reduce the costs usually borne by the losing party after taking into

Since the UNCITRAL's Draft Convention on International Bills of 
Exchange and International Promissory Notes had been examined 
article by article during the Twenty-third Session of the AALCC held in 
Tokyo (May 1983), the Sub-Committee- limited its discussion to 
générai observations. One representative suggested that the 
construction of the draft text needed reformulation in some provisions, 
for example Article 1 on Sphere of Application and Form of the 
Instrument should be split into two independent articles entitled "Sphere 
of Application" and "Form of the Instrument".

Another representative noted that the Draft Convention ;
legal concepts which are not familiar in the legal systems of sor >
member countries of the AALCC, for example, the concept of | i
holder does not exist in their legal system.

One representative expressed the view i t
the amount and date must be indicated ii r
promissory note for its validity and completion.

The sub-committee taking into account the study p >
secretariat in document no. AALCC/XXIV/14 and notin t
exe,present text of the draft convention on interm f
linh* an^8 anc* 'nternational promissory notes was to be i

of the comments and observations
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governments and international organisations, recommended that 
UNCITRAL in revising the text of the draft convention should reflect the 
norms and principles underlying the Common and Civil Law systems 
relatable to negotiable instruments.

(c.) UNCITRAL'S WORK 
ECONOMIC ORDER (NIEO)

ON NEW INTERNATIONAL

The Sub-Committee reviewed UNCITRAL's work relating to New 
International Economic Order (NIEO) on the basis of a working paper 
presented by the Secretariat. The working paper had suggested that 
"the practical utililty of the UNCITRAL'S Legal Guide would be 
considerably increased if it is addressed also to the issues and legal 
problems that confront the developing countries and their enterprises 
whilst negotiating and concluding joint venture arrangements in respect 
of industrial works, involving not merely the construction of an industrial 
plant or project but also its joint running and management for a 
stipulated period after construction by the parties."

After hearing the views expresssed by some of the participants and 
noting with satisfaction and appreciation the progress which UNCITRAL 
had thus far made in the preparation of the legal guide through its 
working Group on the New International Economic Order.

The Sub-Committee recommended that UNCITRAL should consider 
the preparation of an annex to the legal guide dealing with legal issues 
related to joint ventures arising in the context of industrial contracts, in 
view of the practical and legal difficulties that may arise out of these 
arrangements particularly for parties in developing countries;

The Sub-Committee also recommended that UNCITRAL consider 
taking up item 6 of its programme of work on NIEO-Concession 
Agreements and other agreements in the field of natural resources in 
the near future as that topic had gained certain urgency for the 
developing countries on account of the shift in the pattern of mineral 
exploration from developing to developed countries.

(iii) Arusha Session

At the Arusha Session, the Sub-Committee on International Trade 
Law Matters generally considered the work of UNCITRAL and other 
organisations concerned with international trade law. The Secretariat 
had also submitted a study on the Legal Framework for Joint Ventures 
in the Industrial Sector. The study dealt with the salient features of 
contractual and equity joint ventures, the suitability of equity joint 
ventures for the countries of the region, the legal structure of joint 
venture arrangements, the diverse legal regimes in which the joint 
ventures have to operate and some of the potential problems that arise 
from the actual operation of joint ventures. The Secretariat sought the 
direction of the Sub-Committee whether its future work on the topic 
should concentrate on developing a model of an equity joint venture or 
preparation of appropriate guidelines on the common legal clauses that 
are embodied in such agreements so as to assist parties from the 
countries of this region in negotiating and concluding such 
arrangements. In the course of the disussions in the Sub-Committee 
the following observations were made:

First and foremost, it was generally agreed that the basis of industrial 
co-operation, whether among the countries of the region or between a 
developing and developed country should be through equity joint 
ventures rather than contractual joint ventures.

As regards the future work of the Secretariat in this respect, those 
who supported the idea of preparation of appropriate guidelines on the 
various legal clauses of a joint venture arrangement and resolving the 
difficulties encountered in that regard felt that preparation of a model 
joint venture arrangement would not be appropriate because of the 
inherent difficulty of including in the model the infinite number of 
combinations of possible terms and conditions which are possible in a 
joint venture arrangement. Not only the terms and conditions would 
depend upon the subject matter of the joint venture arrangement to 
another , they would also vary depending upon in which host country 
they would have to operate. The attention of the Sub-Committee was 
drawn to the fact that there was a great deal of diversity in the 
investment laws and codes in the countries of the region. However, in 
view of the practical and real difficulties experienced by the parties from 
the countries of the region in the negotiation and conclusion of joint 
venture arrangements which were compounded by the lack of any 
Precedents or models available in this regard, it was finally agreed that 
the Secretariat should attempt to draft a few sample models taking into 
account the diverse types of joint ventures in use in the countries of the 
re9ion. While formulating these models, the Sub-Committee directed the
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Secretariat to include therein legal clauses covering all possible terms 
and conditions accompanied by extensive comrrtentaries and to ensure 
that the terms are fair and equitable to all the partners of a joint venture. 
In this entire exercise stress should be laid on establishing standards 
whicn are balanced and fair to all the parties, whether they be from 
developing or industrialized countries. The Sub-Committee requested 
the Secretariat in the meanwhile to collate the information pertaining to 
the joint venture arrangements concluded or in operation in the region 
as also models for such arrangements in use anywhere for transmission 
to the Member Governments.

of contract, variation of the contract, interpretation of contract, transfer 
of technology, transfer of property, drawings and descriptive 
documents, supply of raw materials and industrial output, passing of 
risk, delays and remedies, damages and limitation of liability, training 
and acquisition of skills, maintenance and spare pads price and 
revision of price; payment conditions, performance guarantees 
insurance, customs duties and taxes, termination of contract etc.

WORK OF UNCITRAL AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
CONCERNED WITH INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

In this context, attention was drawn to the problem of protectionism 
resorted to by some of the industrialized countries towards the 
products of industrial ventures of the developing countries, which often 
made such ventures non-viable. It was pointed out that once industrial 
ventures in the countries of the region started producing products 
comparable in quality and standards to those of the industrialized 
countries, market access was denied to them in the industrialized 
countries by raising protectionist barriers. Apart from an attempt to deal 
with this problem in the legal framework of joint ventures, the Sub
committee recommended that the AALCC should address itself to this 
problem at a suitable time and that by way of a beginning the Secretariat 
should prepare a study monitoring the work of all institutions and 
agencies within or outside the U.N. system set up for the promotion of 
free trade in order to ascertain whether they have been effective in 
attaining their goals, particularly in relation to developing countries. The 
Committee should also study and recommend ways and means to 
enable the products of industrial ventures of developing countries to 
enjoy greater market access throughout the world. The Committee 
should also collect information about the work done by these 
institutions to tackle the problem of protectionism and the 
recommendations they have made for transmission to the Member 
Governments. The Sub-Committee felt that this would enable the 
Member Governments to consider the steps that the Committee should 
take to make those recmmendations effective.

Attention of the Sub-Committee was drawn to the fact that most of 
the countries in the region have enacted legislation on foreign 
investment offering competitive protection and incentives to attract 
foreign investors which have led to certain disadvantages to these 
countries, and it was proposed for its consideration whether an attempt 
should be made to harmonize these codes and laws. A suggestion 
made in this regard was that the Secretariat should attempt to formulate 
a Model Statute on Investments and Joint Ventures to assist in 
achieving some degree of unification in this area. The Model Statute 
could include provisions on applicable law, feasibility studies, formation

The Sub-Committee heard a statement by the Secretary of 
UNCITRAL on the current activities of that body of particular interest to 
the member States of the Committee. These had included the recent 
adoption of UNCITRAL's Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration, the Draft Legal Guide on drawing up of Major Industrial 
Works,which was oriented to the purchasers of such works namely the 
developing countries, and the UNCITRAL-UNCTAD promotional effort to 
secure ratifications of the UN Convention on the Carriage'of Goods by 
Sea, 1978 (the Hamburg Rules) which was in the interest of the 
developing countries.

The Sub-Committee noted with appreciation the current work 
programmeof the-UNCITRAL and commended the UNCITRAL for its 
serious attention to subjects of international trade law which were of 
importance to States from all regions, and in particular to the developing 
states of Asia and Africa. Noting that the U.N. Convention on the 

arriage of Goods by Sea, 1978 had not yet come into force, the Sub- 
mmittee requested the Committee to recommend to the member 

tates to consider the desirability of ratifying that Convention.

Arhitrat^eC^ u tbe UNCITRAL's Model Law on International Commercial 
re,rvJ0r\ Sub-Committee expressed its satisfaction with the 
its Kuala61° UNCITRAL t0 ,he concerns expressed by the Committee at 
Law haH k P!!r Session in 1976- 11 recalled that the draft of the Model 
1985 as JT dlscusseb Committee at its Kathmandu Session in 
Arbitration k u® at the Regiona! Seminar on International Commercial 
the UNCITRai ^ ^6W Uelhi in March 1984 under the joint auspices of 
AALCC on th Secretariat and the AALCC. The views expressed by the
^ivelvtaknn had been before the UNCITRAL and had been

into account during the adoption of the final text.
The S

’he concerns"pmm'ttee noted ’hat the Model Law not only responded to 
,fl,ernational *pressed by in 1976 but also provided a modern law for 

mmercial arbitration. This was of particular importance



to the developing countries since they had seldom been the seat of 
such arbitrations, in part because the domestic law of arbitration often 
contained rules which were appropriate for domestic arbitration but were 
inappropriate for international commercial arbitration. The Sub
Committee was of the view that one of the important steps which could 
be taken by the Member States of the AALCC to promote the holding of 
arbitrations in the Asian-African region was the adoption, by those 
States, of the Model Law.

The Sub-Committee recommended the Committee to request its 
Member States to consider the desirability of reviewing their law 
governing international commercial arbitration with a view to considering 
adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration as it appears in Annex I of the Commission's report on its 
eighteenth session (A/30/17).

The report of the Trade Law Sub-Committee was adopted by the 
plenary of the Committee.

Debt Burden of Developing countries

The item "Debt Burden of developing countries" had been included in 
the programme of work of the Committee pursuant to a decision taken at 
the Kathmandu Session. The Secretariat accordingly submitted a 
preliminary study for consideration at the Arusha Session. The study 
outlined the dimensions of the external indebtedness of the developing 
countries on the basis of the data collected from various sources and 
highlighted the problems faced by those countries on account of the 
debt burden. It also dealt with the causative factors and forces which 
had brought about the international debt situation and referred to the 
various proposls which had been advanced in the various international 
fora. These had included inter alia: (i) Debt restructuring or rescheduling- 
a process in which the repayment of a debt is deferred when it reaches 
maturity; (ii) Declaring a moratorium on the repayment of debts; (iii) 
Ceiling on the rate of repayment, i.e. the repayment of the debt should 
be limited to a certain percentage of the total value of exports; (iv) 
Repudiation of the existing debts; and (v) Debt redemption, i.e. to 
restrict repayment to the borrowed capital precluding the accummulated 
interest. The main suggestion offered by the study for alleviating the 
debt burden of the developing countries was to convene an 
international conference of creditor and debtor nations together with 
commercial banks and international lending agencies.

The Committee took up this item for consideration at the fourth 
Plenary meeting. In the course of the general discussions, a view was
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expressed that the debt burden could be alleviated first by replacing 
the existing international monetary, financial and trade systems by a 
new international economic order; and secondly by the ïdontion of w se 
and far sighted Dolicies and guidelines by the creditor naïio- ’ -’r "i 
international lending agencies in consultation with the debtor natrons U 
was felt that the developed countries should help promote the debt 
service of the debtor nations through the latter's development nsteïd 
of asking them to curtail outlays and to reoay their debts before 
achievmg development. It was observed that although the impact of Ï 
debt burden was devastating for the developing countries, the cred tor 
nations and institutions would also not remain unaffected because h e 
wond was now more interdependent than at any other time in history 
Wr.ile recognising the need for concerted international efforts and 
internahonal solidarity for alleviating the burden of the debtor nations it 
was felt that the prob.em, had remained intractable because it had been 
approached in a piecemeal fashion rather than being addressed qlobaHv 
and indepth. For this reason, it was suggested to convene a alobal

UwdKir the ®Uspices of the United Nations which wouASig 
°g®*h5 the, debtor and cr®dltor nations, private commercial banks and
sssaissrand consider the var,ous ways and —

d®le^ati°n n0ted Wlth sat'sfaction that the debtor nations were 
SonnMhppfpl 33 3 (neg°tiatln9 fr°n< which was evident from the 
made i? dear Cartagena GrouP in June ^84 which had
would Lcf,h ,no efufort on ,he Part of ‘he indebted countries alone 
nnuntdb ^’'Cient without the co-operative efforts of the developed 
countries and from the OAU's Addis Ababa Declaration calling upon tfie
debts ln ?his°rnntleSt '°h co?rdina}e their activities with respect ?o their 
the Worid Bank .Ri , ?6rr®d t0 the Baker Plan Presented at 
which credit , Me 9 h6ld ln Se0Ul in October 1985 according ,o 
institution^ ,!d nS’ c°m™ercial banks and international lending 
t?fi?ance th«ir Ld e the debtor nations of ^equate flow of money 
had been faJourpd?™3 9J’°Wfh' H® P°'nted 0ut that a,thcu9h ihe Plan 
debtor nations fo^ ! ,quarterf- '! had been criticized in the
commodity prices and 31 ura t0 deal Wlth high interest rates, low 
stressed tha? th! d d, protectlonsm in the export markets. Finally, he 
of action and LuhtT °P'?9 C°,Untries must agree on a Joint Programme 
must co-oDer-tP Ime b°th develoP'n9 and developed countries
international hrandii °!]e. a!?other with a view to restructuring the
1,6 brought to »! end ^ ^ SyStemS S° that the debt crisis mi9ht

SroupWmeehnq9?nStMdJhn ,!? C°mmittee should convene an expert
sfudysuggestinqnr^tiLi e ^' W'th the mandate t0 Prepare an indepth 

ay aung practical solutions to the problem

Secretariat^6 nil"0'8 of the various suggestions and requested 
experts tnthjsfiRld Prepare anotner study on the topic with the help of


